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ABSTRACT 

As the number of information system users increases, 

we are witnessing a related increase in the complexity and 

the diversity of their applications. The increasing 

functional complexity amplifies the degree of functional and 

technical understanding required of the user to make 

productive use of the application toola. Emerging 

technologies, increased and varied user interests and 

radical changes in the nature of applications give rise to 

the opportunity and necessity to re-examine the proper 

apportionment of cognitive responsibilities in human-system 

interaction. 

We present a framework for the examination of the 

allocation of cognitive responsibilities in information 

systems. These cognitive tasks involve skills associated 

with the models and t60ls that are provided by information 

systems and the domain knowledge and problem knowledge that 

are associated with the user. The term cognitor is 

introduced to refer to a cognitive capacity for assuming 

such responsibilities. These capacities are resident in the 

human user and they are now feasible in information system 

architectures. Illustrations are given of how this 

framework can be used in understanding and assessing the 

xv 
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apportionment of responsibilities. Implications of shifting 

and redistributing cognitive task from the system-user 

environment to the system environment are discussed. 

Metrics are provided to assess the degree of change under 

alternative architectures. 

An architecture for the design of alternative 

responsibility allocations, named Reapportionment of 

Cognitive Activities, (RCA), is presented. The 

architecture describes knowledge and responsibilities 

associated with facilitating dynamic allocation of cognitive 

responsibilities. Knowledge bases are used to support and 

describe alternative apportionments. RCA illustrates how 

knowledge representations, search techniques and dialogue 

management can be combined to accommodate multiple 

cooperating cognitors, each assuming unique roles, in an 

effort to share the responsibilities associated with the use 

of an information system. A design process for 

responsibility allocation is outlined. 

Examples of alternative responsibility allocation 

feasible within this architecture are provided. Cases 

implementing the architecture are described. We advocate 

treating the allocation of cognitive responsibilities as a 

design variable and illustrate through the architecture and 

the cases the elements necessary in reapportioning these 

responsibilities in information systems dialogues . 

. _-------------------------------------



CHAPTER 1 

COGNITIVE TASKS IN INFORMATION SYSTEM DIALOGUES 

As the number of information system users increases, 

we are witnessing a related increase in the complexity and 

the diversity of their applications. The increasing 

functional complexity amplifies the degree of fUnctional and 

technical understanding required of the user to make 

productive use of the application tools. Aspects related to 

this increased understanding include human memory 

requirements, system command interpretation and command 

'formulation, and problem solving strategies. 

1.1 Changes In The Information Systems Environment 

In most current system implementations the 

responsibility for obtaining an active understanding of the 

system and ensuring a correct and effective user-system 

interaction resides with the user. Advances in interface 

technology, network technology, applied automated reasoning, 

and radical changes in the nature of application and system 

configurations give rise to the opportunity and necessity to 

're-examine the proper apportionment of task responsibilities 

in information systems. System architectures are changing 

into multiprocessor architectures with servers, 

1 



workstations, and networks facilitating cooperative work 

among users. Flexible support-environments facilitating 

end-user computing are emerging. The distinction between 

system development and system use becomes fuzzy in such 

environments. The UNIX operating system with its flexible 

tool colLection is an example of a powerful, but for 

inexperienced users complex environment, where the mapping 

of system ·opportuni ties to user problems is a new cogni ti ve 

task introduced to the user. Several of these cognitive 

responsibilities could be reapportioned among the user and 

the participating system processors by the application of 

knowledge based reasoning techniques. 

2 

One approach would be to focus on problem 

description vs. detailed specification of the solution. 

This has been the goal of fourth generation languages. 

However, few true fourth generation languages have appeared. 

The framework suggested in this paper promotes the 

application of techniques from artificial intelligence 

injected into several aspects of information systems 

development and use. 

1.2 Allocation Of Responsibilities 

An information system can be viewed as a formalized 

theory for the execution of tasks, ·where the tasks and 

sub-tasks are distributed among available processors such as 

... ~~------------------------------------



the system users, workstations, servers and networks. 

Tradi tional system 'architectures promote strong assumptions 

regarding feasible task allocations among the user and the 

system software 'and hardware configuration. 

3 

Many of the cognitive responsibilities in dialogues 

are by default allocated exclusively to the user, the human 

processor. Cognitive type tasks like reasoning, learning 

and adaptation are assumed either to be the responsibility 

of the tiser or to be processed by separate independent 

systems. It is the purpose of this dissertation to examine 

the opportunity for reapportionment of the cognitive 

respon~ibilities in general, and the system dialogues in 

particular. Further, it provides an architecture that 

facilitates both a static allocation of responsibilities and 

a framework for dynamic reallocation. 

1.3 Participating Processors 

The relevant processors that participate in the 

current system environment include: the users, personal 

workstations, network processors, network servers, and host 

application computers. Each participant represents an 

opportunity for allocation of responsibilities, and each 

carries certain un~que qualities and capacities. 



The current state of network technology and 

automated reasoning provides an opportunity to reassess the 

assumptions regarding who can and should be responsible for 

particular tasks. Through an extension of the limits of 

reasoning support, more desirable allocations of tasks can 

be examined, (see, Figure 1). 

4 

Organizations provide, through their formal 

structures and mission assignments, a structure for 

decomposition of tasks and allocation of responsibilities 

among its participants, i.e., systems, personnel, and other 

organizational entities. With the rapid proliferation of 

local area network technology, opportunities for a more 

dynamic assignment of responsibilities arise (McKenney, 

1985). The identification of organizational resources to be 

applied in problem solving is a meta-problem solving 

activity (Konsynski et al. 1984). The resources applied in 

this context include: people, machines, models and 

knowledge bases. 

Of special concern is the decomposition'of cognitive 

tasks and appropriate allocation of these tasks among the 

available organizational participants, both human and 

technological. A framework for resource identification and 

task allocation in information system environments, along 

with examples of implementation, is presented. 
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Figure 1. Knowledge Supported Dialogue 



Examples of cognitive tasks that fall outside 

traditional system architectures are: (a) Maintenance of 

knowledge of the system's potential in the context of the 

problem situation. For example, what situations can the IS 

adequately process, and how can inappropriate situations be 

recognized; (b) Creation of problem solving strategies, the 

layout of data structures, and applicati?n of associated 

operators; (c) Elicitation of problem statements and 

matching with available tools and resources; (d) 

Determination of appropriate processor(s), server, 

workstation, network or users and user groups; (e) 

Evaluation of implementation and system usage. 

1.4 Cognitive Tasks Vary Over Time 

It is important to note that the cogni"tive tasks 

required in the system application process vary over time. 

As subordinate problems are resolved, relations, useful 

functions, and essential information are determined. Less 

useful actions and information are eliminated from the 

process. Useful solution mechanisms are identified and 

chunked into recallable patterns. Classical examples exist 

in game-playing research (Chase 1973) where novices are 

found to spend much of their time learning the rules and 

moves, while experts recognize patterns of positional 

opportunity. In a system context this would relate to the 

6 



learning of primitive commands in a novice context, while 

identifying solution patterns in the expert situation. The 

user-system relationship can be characterized by the 

following relations as depicted in Figure 2. 

7 

A particular user of the system can be located 

within this matrix, based on their association with the 

problem domain and the tool environment. The nature of the 

dialogue support that is appropriate for a particular user 

will depend on his position within this framework. The 

user's relationship to the tool environment and the pr'nblem 

domain will, necessarily, be dynamic over time. As the user 

participates in problem solving using the tool, a one-way 

familiarization takas place. The user learns effective and 

ineffective actions to perform in problem solving in that 

particular domain. Learning of tool, problem domain, and 

the specific problem in the context of tool usage takes 

place in the process. 

Due to the dynamic nature of the user-problem-system 

relationship, a reapportionment effort must address the 

identification of these dimensions of experien~e at any 

point in time. Further, the identification of an 

appropriate functional support environment, and an effective 

delivery support anvironment is contingent upon anticipation 

of the initial and the elapsed experience of the user. 



LOW 

DOMAIN 
EXPERTISE 

HIGH 

TOOL EXPERTISE 

LOW HIGH 

Figure 2. Tool/Domain Expertise 
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Examples of support facilities include factors such 

as context sensitive help, provision of system-assisted 

generation of macros, dynamic and adaptive dialogue 

reorganization, and adjustments to 'system command syntax and 

explanation. 

1.5 The Need For Dialogue Related Knowledge 

In order to facilitate a dynamic reallocation of 

these cognitive responsibilities, we require an effective 

and flexible knowledge base of user, problem and delivery 

environment knowledge. A knowledge based approach to 

reapportionment of cognitive responsibility requires access 

to meta-level descriptions of the tool environment and its 

relationship to functional domains, profiles of the user 

with respect to level of expertise in system usage and 

functional domain, and a meta-level description of the 

dialogue in progress in order to develop user models and 

provide support delivery. 

In cooperative multi-user, multiprocessor 

environments it is also necessary to keep profiles of 

personnel expe~tise and availability, as well as profiles of 

applications and processors. User expertise, formalized 

models and knowledge fragments are among system resources 

for which the information system should provide support in 

identification, communication and allocation. 
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Modeling of processors and applications, and 

modeling of task apportionment within an information system 

is critical to the success of a reapportionment effort. The 

examples presented in this dissertation suggest that a 

knowledge based approach may facilitate an assessment of 

task apportionment and suggest reapportionment strategies. 

1.6 Information Systems As Artifacts 

" ... the programming process is not a program per se 

but an artifact that performs some desired function", 

(Soloway 1986, p. 853). 

1.6.1 Artifactual Properties Of Information Systems 

Several authors (Soloway 1986;- Hooper 1986) have 

recently pointed to the artifactual properties of 

information systems. At the same time information systems 

are progressively being used more for non-replacement tasks 

than was the case in their traditional role as vehicles for 

automation of human routine tasks. 

The artifact metaphor brings stronger attention to 

the function and form of the systems. The functions are no 

longer obvious, the measurement of their effectiveness is in 

many cases difficult and their is a stronger relationship 

between function and form than in pure replacement systems 

where the evaluation of form was often limited to simple 

notions of user ergonomics such as "ease of use", stress, 
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etc. 

Information systems are currently developed and used 

for a variety of purposes. Some are special purpose systems 

such as a dedicated financial planning system yet others aim 

at being general purpose tools, leaving the final 

structuring of the problem to its user. E;:amples of the 

latter category are spreadsheets introduced by VisiCalc, or 

simply general purpose operating systems such as DOS, UNIX 

or VMS. 

Hooper (1986) draws the parallel between building 

architectures and interface architectures. There are 

pre-defined requirements that need to be satisfied by both 

and there are architectural options to be considered. 

Although system purposes vary, there has been a tendency to 

evaluate their interfaces uniformly. 

The distinction being made is often between real 

time systems without human intervention and interactive 

systems with human participation. Such a view fails to 

recognize many of the design tradeoffs that are relevant in 

the design. of the interface for multi-participant systems. 

Of major concern here is the design of the allocation of 

cognitive responsibilities between the user and the system. 

The issue of task allocation betwe~n user and system is 

currently emerging in the interface community. However, 

most current approaches have been limited to the study of 
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systems monitoring or controlling external events such as 

military C3 systems. The focus has been placed primarily on 

the efficiency of allocation and the short-term information 

processing capacity (Greenstein and Revesman 1986) rather 

than on the assessment of capabilities, or the effectiveness 

of a certain allocation. 

The goals that a system is designed to achieve 

provide the yardsti"ck for measurement of its effectiveness. 

Effectiveness per se can be difficult to measure. However, 

it may be useful to distinguish among the different goals 

underlying the user-system relationship in the assessment of 

interface architectures, especially with respect to the 

design of the" respon"sibili ty allocation. 

1.6.2 Architectural Concerns In Dialogues 

Architecture is of concern to dialogue designers. 

This has been reflected in research in Dialogue Management 

(Kuo 1985). Just like the architect for a house must 

consider both the structural aspects of the building and the 

functional and aesthetical aspects, the user interface 

architect has the same responsibilities in terms of 

providing reliable, efficient interfaces that can deliver 

the required functionality. 



Our understanding of dialogue functionality or 

dialogue responsibilities is currently limited. In the 

majority of behavioral studies concerned with the 

user-system interface the responsibilities or tasks are 

often taken as given, and different dialogues are compared 

and contrasted with respect to how efficiently, pleasantly 

or sometimes effectively they deliver the assumed fixed 

functionality. Little attention has been devoted to the 

tasks that are to be accomplished through the dialogue. 
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Norman (1986) provides a taxonomy of dialogue tasks, 

and a brief discussion cf how both the users and the system 

can assume responsibility for these tasks, but there is 

little stated concerning how these tasks should be allocated 

among user and system, how the allocation can be treated as 

a design variable and how and under which conditions a 

reallocation can or should take place. 

We argue that the identification of dialogue 

responsibilities, architectures facilitating the design of 

allocations, and decision criteria for the determination of 

how responsibilities should be allocated between the user 

and the system comprise a neglected but important part of 

interface research. This dissertation mainly deals with the 

facilitative aspects of this research agenda. However, we 

hope that through the demonstration of the feasibility of 

dynamically reallocating some identifiable dialogue tasks 
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attention can be directed toward the study of what 

constitutes dialogue responsibilities and how they should be 

allocated under varying conditions. 

1.6.3 Bridging The Gulfs 

Norman (1986) illustrates the area that the dialogue 

should span as a gulf between the user and the system. He 

distinguishes between what he calls the gulf of execution 

and the gulf of evaluation. The gulf of execution relates 

to goal formulation and implementation, while the gulf of 

evaluation deals with the interpretation of the results. In 

Norman's view the gulf of execution can be bridged by the 

user through learning the system's operators and 

capabilities such that both can be used to describe the 

user's problem space (Newell and Simon 1972). The system 

can bridge the gulf of execution " ... when the designer 

builds the input characteristics of the interface", (Norman 

1986, p. 40). The designer adapts the input 

characteristics to the user and the user's domain. 

Similarly, the gulf of evaluation can be bridged by the 

system providing familiar output and the user learning the 

system's terminology. 

- .... __ ... _---------------------



The user forms intentions relevant to the system, 

while the designer builds input characteristics into the 

interface. The gulf of evaluation is bridged by the user 

interpreting the system output. The system bridges this 

gulf through the output characteristics. 
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The gap bridging activities can be characterized as 

cognitive responsibilities; therefore, Norman implicitly 

motivates the study of the tasks and subtasks involved in 

this "gulf bridging", as well as criteria for when the 

bridging is the user's responsibility and when it is the 

designer's or system's responsibility. In a dynamically 

adaptive system it would still be the designer's 

responsibility, but it would take place on a meta-level in 

that the designer, through the design, accounts for the 

system's response to changing conditions. The paradigm 

should be familiar to system developers. However, our 

knowledge of dialogues and the available delivery technology 

is only now beginning to approach a level where we can 

understand the conditions, recognize them and respond in a 

dynamic fashion. 

1.6.4 The Virtual Nature Of The Interface 

User interfaces are often compared to control 

mechanisms relating to a real external world. Examples are 

potentiometers, gauges, etc. The application of metaphors 
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has provided us with powerful interface solutions. Examples 

are the desktop metaphor, the spreadsheet metaphor, and 

dials to indicate size or distance in graphical interfaces. 

Metaphors also have the distinct advantage that a carefully 

chosen metaphor is easy to learn if the isomorphism holds to 

a sufficient degree (Carroll and Mack 1985). Care is 

needed, however, in order not to confine the interface 

functionality within the constraints of a physical reference 

model. Among the powerful properties of a computer system 

are its virtual capabilities, and our ability to create 

novel structures. A too strong reliance on existing 

metaphors could limit t.he interface and thereby the system 

functionality to perform only more efficient emulation" of 

current approaches. 

As will be discussed later we propose that the 

interface be evaluated relative to the artifactual purpose 

of the IS object, i.e., whether it replaces, augments or 

complements the existing community of participants. We 

argue that the actual tasks vary depending on purpose, and 

that the decision criteria regarding their allocation should 

also vary accordingly. 
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To complicate matters there are also, as pointed out 

by several authors (Weber 1986; Bannon 1986), a variety of 

additional functions that some interfaces may need to 

satisfy. Examples are: stimulation of creativity, 

accommodation of psychological and· social needs, etc. Such 

requirements vary with the system purpose, and their 

implementation may find forms.on different levels of the 

interaction. The allocation of dialogue initiative on 

various lev~ls may be a mechanism to balance such functional 

requirements, while authority requirements may dictate the 

feasible boundaries. 

1.6.5 Task Custody 

The study of task sharing among multiple processors 

has a tradition in information systems design. Areas 

concerned include parallel computing, networking, artificial 

intelligence and user-system interaction. Current insight 

into sharing strategies is perhaps the weakest in the 

user-system interaction area. Issues such as 

synchronization, capacity and capability assessment 

transcend the individual areas. The common element is that 

task distribution requires knowledge, communication and 

control. There is also a shared need for task initiative 

whether motivated by a primary purpose such as the joint 

task to be accomplished or by a secondary purpose relating 
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to the task management or participant communication. Both 

the control and the knowledge can be centralized or 

distributed. In systems with distributed control one can 

talk about shared initiative and/or authority 

responsibilities. We refer to initiative and authority of a 

task as task custody. 

Custody. Several elements are necessary in order 

to execute a task. Enabling elements relate to the 

availability of input, procedures for task execution, and 

processing facilities. Controlling elements relate to the 

initiation of the task and to the authority to decide on 

task execution. Control over these task elements 

constitutes custody of the task. The distribution of 

custody forms the constraints for shared task execution. 

Initiatiye Responsibilities. Tasks have triggers. 

The triggers are the preconditions that must be satisfied to 

initiate tIle task. Initiative responsibility is the 

responsibility to scan the environment and suggest tasks. 

Scanning and suggestion also represent tasks. The issue of 

meta-level cognitive tasks is discussed later. 

Authority. Environmental triggering conditions may 

be satisfied for multiple tasks simultaneously. The issue 

here is analogues to the problem of conflict resolution in 

production systems (Lenat 1982). We suggest a distinction 

between task initiative responsibility and task authority 
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for determination of task execution and distribution in task 

sharing environments. Task authority therefore constitutes 

the non-environmentally determined selection of tasks in 

situations of conflicting outcomes cr processing resources. 

Custody And Artifact· Types. The allocation of 

initiative and authority among participants depends on the 

role that the participant plays. Elements from Mason and 

Mitroff's (1981) framework for stakeholder identification 

and assumption surfacing can be used for a micro level 

evaluation of initiative and authority. Among the 

stakeholders are the system users, the system operators, the 

designers and the system hardware. If task authority or 

initiative responsibility is important to any of these 

stakeholders, and the delegation of authority to this 

stakeholder does not negatively influence the task 

performance, then the authority should be allocated 

accordingly. 

Take for example a financial accounting system with 

deterministic rules for transaction posting. Certain fund 

allocation transactions may be triggers for investigation of 

tax opportunities. In this case it may be important to the 

system to be able to initiate investigation tasks to avoid 

unnecessary user interaction, but for the user to have the 

final authority on tax allocation. This is an example of 

accommodating the stakeholder. In other cases it may be 
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critical to the task performance that responsibilities are 

allocated in a certain manner. The dynamic distribution of 

tasks in a network operating system can be represented as an 

integer programming problem. In this case the human 

designer may be best qualified for suggesting alternatives 

to be evaluated, and initiating the evaluation task, but the 

optimization module must have the authority on final 

allocation because deviations may lead to suboptimal 

allocations. 

The role the system plays can be deduced from an 

analysis of initiative and authority ownership. The 

relationships are illustrated in Table 1. 

Systems where the user has final authority, but 

where user and system may share initiation are examples of 

systems that augment their user. Systems that have both 

initiative and authority custody replace the users, even if 

the user may still participate in a secondary form. In 

situations where the system has final authority, while the 

user and the system may share responsibility for initiation, 

the system can be viewed as complementing its Users. It may 

be natural to view the user in the above taxonomy as human 

users. However, the framework is equally applicable to 

situations where one system provides services to another. 

The general purpose of the framework is to determine 

allocation of tasks among cogitating processors. 
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AUGMENT REPLACE COMPLEMENT 
-

INnIATIVE systel'l/user systeM user/SysteM 

AUTHORITY user systel'l systel'l 

Table 1. Initiative and Authori'ty Relationship 
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1.6.6 Initiative And Authority Responsibilities 

In the modeling and understanding of computer 

dialogues we define cognitor and cognitive responsibilities. 

Of primary concern is the allocation of cognitive tasks 

among responsible entities. A cognitor is a processor 

human, artificial or other which performs cognitive 

operations. The collection of cognitors encompasses a 

system. Cognitive responsibilities are defined as being the 

cognitive tasks or operations allocatable within the system. 

The cognitors accept responsibilities for specific actions. 

See Figure 3 for definitions of cognitive reapportionment. 

For the purpose of this dissertation the user-system 

relationship is viewed as an interaction between cognitors 

with assignable responsibilities. The tasks may be 

implicitly or explicitly defined. It is argued that the 

allocation of these cognitive tasks should be treated as a 

design variable, and that the now available technologies are 

sufficient to facilitate a reallocation. Cases presented 

later demonstrate the feasibility of allocating some of 

these tasks differently than' allocations found in current 

dialogue environments. 

Shifting Responsibilities. While· research in 

intelligent user interfaces has mainly been concerned with 

moving an increasingly larger portion of responsibilities 

from the user to the system, we wish to promote the notion 



Cognition: 

Cognitor: 

Cognitive 
Responsibilities: 

Mayer (1983) 

Cognition is a process involving 

operations on knowledge in a syste~. 

Anderson (l9SB) 

ProbleA solving is the application 

of goal directed sequences of 

cognitive operations. 

A cognitor is a processor hunan, 

artificial or other that perforMS 

cognitive operations. 

Cognitive tasks allocatable within 

a systeA. 

Figure 3. Definitions 
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of task sharing between user and system. Most current model 

based DSS implementations offer support for the procedural 

aspects of the decision process while the major part of the 

domain oriented responsibilities are allocated to the user. 

Examples of domain responsibilities include assessment of 

system applicability and validation of input. Most systems 

on the other hand are inflexible with respect to dialogue 

process, presentation format and so forth. Adaptive 

dialogue environments allow the reallocation of 

responsibilities associated with the system form and provide 

greater flexibility and control for the user where this is 

desirable, (see, Figure 4). 

User Responsibilities. The terms initiative and 

authority are used to describe the allocation of 

responsibilities. In a DSS where certain aspects of the 

decision process require or are perceived by the user as 

requiring judgment, the user may wish to retain a certain 

amount of control over the input, the process or the output. 

The level of control desired by the user or the user s 

organizati~n determines the level of initiative and 

authority. Within this level the user may be wiLling to 

trade off authority for. initiative or vice versa. 
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User 

SysteA 

Figure 4. Shifting Responsibilities 
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An initiative and authority level acceptable by the 

user reflects the user's belief in the,system's ability to 

represent his values correctly. An example of a trust level 

is the user's willingness to accept the recommendations from 

a marketing budget model. The initiative/authority tradeoff 

may be reflected in the user's willingness to accept the 

outcome of the model if he can select the parameters, and 

provide input for the model, (see, Figure 5). 

System Responsibilities. The system's ability to 

assume initiative and authority responsibilities is 

determined by the level of knowledge that the system has 

about the decision process, its relationship to the domain 

and the specific implementation. The higher the quality of 

the system's knowledge the greater the ability to assume 

responsibility. There is also a tradeoff here between 

initiative and authority. Even if the system knowledge is 

limited it can still be given authority. Under such 

circumstances the initiative, i.e., the cases to be 

evaluated, needs to be restricted to the subset for which 

the system is known to perform well. 'On the contrary, the 

system can be applied to a much larger set of cases, but 

there may be a need for external authority in the acceptance 

or rejection of the results, (see, Figure 6). 

Apportionment Of Initiative And Authority. The 

allocation of initiative and responsibility can be viewed as 



Initiative 

Figure 5. User 

Value 
(control) 

AuthOT'ity 

"bili ties Responsl. 
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Initiative 

Capability 
'-

AuthoY'ity 

Figure 6. System Responsibilities 
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a box where initiative and authority responsibilities are 

allocatable between user and system.~he allocation should 

depend on the capabilities of the system, and the user, as 

well as the need for external values and judgment. The 

levels vary with user skills and preferences. There may be 

little value in providing a lot of initiative for an 

inexperienced user while an experienced user may contribute 

significantly to the decision process by having more 

initiative and authority. The objective is to provide 

mechanisms to balance these responsibilities among the 

participating cognitors, (see, Figure 7). 

1.6.7 Types Of Artifacts 

Artifacts can be classified into categories 

reflecting the role they play relative to their designers 

and users. For the purpose of this discussion I will 

distinguish between three categories: (a) artifacts used 

for human augmentation (Engelbart 1984), (b) artifacts 

replacing people, and (c) artifacts complementing humans. 

Systems in the first category, artifacts for human 

augmentation, were the first to be applied. Included here 

are tools such as axes, knives, etc. Their basic purpose 

was to provide the users with greater ability or power in 

the execution of their tasks. These tools seldom changed 

the nature of the task. 



User 

INITIATIVE 
I I I 

Systel'l 

II 
Systen 

Systen 

Value 
CapalJility 

" 
AUTHORITY 

User 

Figure 7. Apportionment of Initiative and Authority 
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Artifacts for the replacement of people emerged 

during the industrial-revolution. Early examples are the 

mechanical weave and the spinning machine, i.e., "Spinning 

Jenny". Most Information Systems, (IS), built to date fall 

into this category. Examples include accounting systems, 

process control systems, etc. Often these tools do not 

change the tasks performed either, but they do change the 

implementation. The main paradigm governing these tools is 

the automata paradigm, reallocating these tasks from ~ human 

performer to a machine. 

Systems in the third category, artifacts that 

complement, are distinguished mainly by their origins. Due 

to their complementary nature these artifacts are often 

designed as complete systems, which may include human 

participants. In an IS context the tasks executed by these 

systems are intrinsic to a computer implementation. They 

are executed only because the machine provides the 

capabilities for doing so. (The origin is used as a 

classifier because, once specified, several of·these tasks 

could potentially be executed by other means, but cost or 

time factors may be prohibitive). Examples of such tasks 

are mass media information dissemination, knowledge 

representation and classification and certain forms of 

optimization and modeling. 
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1.6.8 The Use Of Artifacts Changes The Task Execution 

The use of tools and systems can change the way-we 

view the tasks that are accomplished through them. Some 

tasks may have been considered difficult to accomplish until 

appropriate tools where introduced. A simple example is the 

use of calculators and computers in performing calculations. 

Mental or paper/pencil based fast and precise arithmetic may 

still be considered difficult by the average person, but the 

task of carrying out arithmetic per se is relatively simple. 

Value Perceptions. Information processing tools 

and systems have a high potential impact on values 

associated with custody of information and information 

intensive skills. The perceived value of the 'end results 

obtained by information intensive tasks may also change as a 

result of changes both in demand and supply. 

Information systems may also change the custody of 

information. The traditional hierarchical organization had 

·its natural filters that also served to disseminate and 

maintain information. The Intelligent Organization (Huber 

1987) replaces several of these tasks with information 

systems for data and knowledge base management. The IS 

changes the way these information custodian tasks are 

carried out. The redistribution of these tasks may also 

change the political environment, as well as the value 

placed on people associated with the knowledge management. 
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The reapportionment of tasks also affects the value 

of skills that people posses. In general one would expect 

that augmentive systems would increase the value of the 

skills augmented. as they allow for more powerful 

application, while replacement systems will reduce the value 

of the skills that are replaced. 

The value of end results may decrease as a result of 

higher supply. or increase as a result of increased 

application of information. The discussion of these aspects 

are beyond the scope of this dissertation. For a reference 

see Williamson (1981). 

Goal structure. Kieraas ~1985) describes the goal 

structure of a task as an Augmented Transition Network. 

(ATN). Card, Moran and Newell (1980) use a hierarchical 

structure to describe goals and subgoals associated with a 

task. Wordprocessors were used as the target devices for a 

detailed study of the dialogue. This is representative of 

much interface research. The problem with using 

wordprocessors is twofold. First, the device to a large 

extent defines the task. Second, the domain related 

aspects. (the quality of a letter) are so far removed from 

the system that it is difficult to make judgments beyond the 

device level with respect to interface functiohality. 
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The current popular task representations have more 

or less explicit links to their implementatior, environments. 

Kieraas (1985) attempts to separate the task representation 

from the environment by distinguishing between the user's 

task representation which may have been influenced by other 

environments or previous knowledge and the task 

representation embedded in the system. However, the user's 

task representation' is still associated with a device, which 

may be real or abstract. Examples from research on 

wordprocessors illustrate the difficulty of separating task 

from device, and the problem has deep philosophical roots in 

discussions of form and function. 

Implementation. The' complexity of a device can be 

viewed as the difference between the user's task structure 

and the device structure (Kieraas 1985). This implies that 

different users may benefit from alternative device 

structures depending on their backgrounds, both related to 

previous device experiences and to domain knowledge 

reflected in conceptual models and problem solving 

strategies. 
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An important element of a user model is the system's 

conceptualization of the user's model of the system (Norman 

1983). A major cognitive responsibility is the adaptation 

of the user's goal structure to the structure of the device, 

which represents an adaptation of either the system to the 

perceived user model or of the user model to the system 

model. The dialogue can assist in these adaptations either 

through self adaptation or thr0ugh user guidance based on 

the system's user 'model. 

The transformation of a conceptual problem solving 

. model to a task structure executable in a device environment 

(Konsynski et al. 1984) should be regarded as a cognitive 

task associated with application of the system. ,The level 

of abstraction implicit in the user's model of the task 

should be expected to influence the transformation from the 

conceptual model to the implementable task structure. A 

high level of abstraction, should require considerable effort 

in reducing the model to executable activities. A very 

detailed representation on the other hand may require 

abstraction of functional elements to facilitate transfer to 

another device (Elio 1986). 

1.7 Cognitive Tasks In Information Systems 

The interest in human thinking has long traditions. 

The Greek philosophers laid the foundations for logic and 



promoted it as a description of the human thought process. 

Whether it is possible or at all reasonable to attempt a 

description of thought mechanisms has been subject to 

considerable debate during this century. 

1.7.1 Approaches To The Study Of Cognition 
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In the wake of a strong behavioral influence in 

p~ychology it was argued that the mind should be treated 

solely as a black box and that meaningful statements could 

only be made concerning its reaction to controlled stimuli 

(Gardner 1985; Anderson 1980). Classic examples of such 

experiments were carried out with rats searching their way 

through a ~aze. The prevailing paradigm for the 

understanding of human thought was as an adaptive mechanism 

that would react solely to external stimuli. However, the 

research failed to explain most higher order cognitive 

processes such as language and abstract problem solving. 

The information processing model evolved at the same 

time as the computer, and portrayed the human cognition as 

an information system with multiple modules processing in 

parallel, each responsible for various aspects of thought. 

Distinctions are generally made between sensory mechanisms 

such as eyes, ears, etc. and their associated very 

short-term (milliseconds) 'high capacity memory repositories, 

a short-term working memory with limited symbolic 
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representation capabilities, and a long-term symbolic 

memory. The information processing model is simple but 

difficult to verify. One approach to verification made 

popular' by Newell and Simon (1963) is the development of 

production system models ~imulating the human cognitive 

processes and then explaining cognition in terms of the 

model that is required to simulate performance. Anderson 

(1983) has further refined this approach through the ACT and 

'ACT* models. 

Production system oriented models have been 

successfully applied in the prediction of user behavior at 

the keystroke level (Govindaraj 1986). This form of 

cognitive modeling is appealing from an interface 

perspective because it provides a task - condition oriented 

view of the user. If cognitive tasks in general can be 

modeled successfully through such a framework then the 

interaction specific tasks should also be amenable to the 

same form of modeling on multiple levels. The framework 

should give us some insight into tasks on multiple levels of 

the interaction. 
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A brief review of cognitive tasks follows. The 

presentation is divided between general cognitive tasks 

associated with memory, motor behavior and problem solving 

and user-system interaction problem solving' tasks. By 

limiting the specific tasks to the tasks present in the 

interface the focus may be too localized. However, such a 

constraint may be useful as a reference point for the 

identification of tasks and may provide a natural lead in to 

a discussion of the performance of cognitive tasks in a 

shared responsibility environment. A subsequent chapter 

discusses the process of performing cognitive tasks in an 

Information Systems environment. 

1.7.2 General Cognitive Tasks 

Cognitive psychology has been concerned with 

understanding the way people think, i.e., interpret their 

environment, remember, and solve problems. Such tasks 

collectively define what we call thinking. Cognitive 

psychology has, with influence from computer science, 

evolved into cognitive science (Gardner 1985). The issues 

are no longer strictly confined to the study of how humans 

think or execute cognitive tasks. Rather the study of 

cognition has extended to cover a more general, understanding 

of how such tasks can be defined, represented and executed. 
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We believe that a parallel can be found in the study 

of user interfaces, a study that is currently in its 

infancy. Cognitive aspects of the interface are mainly 

thought· of as being user matters, and our taxonomies, i.e., 

Norman'~ interface task list which will be discussed later, 

are biased by a separation of user and system. Many of the 

currently surfaced cognitive aspects of user interfaces 

relate purely to communication. However, there has been 

some recent interest in joint human-computer systems. The 

cognitive tasks to be facilitated in joint systems reach far 

beyond the cognitive tasks present in the user-system 

interface. 

The Architecture Of Cognition. Anderson (1983) 

has, over a decade long research program, developed what he 

calls the ACT* model of cognition. The model is 

representative of current trends in cognitive psychology and 

presents, as we interpret it, a task oriented view of 

cognition. 

We stress task oriented studies in cognitive 

psychology in contrast to previous more capacity oriented 

studies which were more concerned with the measurement of 

absolute capacities and limitations (Anderson 1980). 

Examples are extensive memory and recognition studies. 

Anderson's approach can be viewed as an extension of 

Newell's (1973) work with production systems. He takes it 
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further and allows for additional repositories and processes 

to complement the pure production systems. 

The ACT* model distinguishes among three forms of 

memory: declarative memory, production memory and a working 

memory. The production memory can be viewe4 as a rule based 

knowledge base, the declarative memory as a long-term data 

base with associate retrieval mechanisms and the working 

memory as a working area for pattern matching operations. 

According to these models productions apply to all levels of 

problem solving activities. 

Irrational behavior can be explained through invalid 

production, ineffective conflict resolution strategies or 

misrepresentations in declarative memory. The selection of 

the correct explanations of possible error conditions in 

dialogues may be critical to the success of an error 

correcting, compensating or tutoring strategy (Anderson and 

Skwarecki 1986). 

It is interesting to note that the people that have 

contributed extensively to our current understanding of 

human cognition have also been applying their models to the 

study of the user-computer interaction and computer based 

tutoring. The latter can be viewed as a responsibility 

reallocation in that the computer assumes responsibility for 

the user's task of learning how to use the system. We argue 

that the insight gained from these experiments can be widely 



used in all aspects of information system development and 

use. 
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Common to the different domains of application will 

be a focus on the interaction and cooperation among 

intelligent entities, each.requiring models of each other 

and continuous monitoring of events. The issues of 

initiative and authority must be considered in 

multi-participant environments where the division of these 

responsibilities among cognitors will have an impact on the 

results. 

Two aspects are of special interest from an 

information systems perspective: 

1. Production systems promote a focus on goals and tasks. 

This allows computer based simulation of processes and 

performance which enforces a specific def~nition of the 

factors involved. Such an attention to specific 

processes should provide good "design specifications" 

for system artifacts. 

2. The simulations can be used for the study of specific 

cognitive tasks such as those involved with problem 

solving in joint user machine systems. In this case 

alternative task and ~esponsibility allocations can be 

studied through these cognitive models, and we can reach 

more precise definitions for what constitutes efficient 

._._------------------------------
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and effective user interfaces. 

Production system based simulations have been 

proposed for the definition of office systems requirements 

(Miller and strong 1986). The opportunities are still open 

for simulation based interface requirements definition. 

Memory Capacity. Human memory is often 

conceptualized as consisting of sensory memory, (SM), 

short-term memory, (STM), and long-term memory, (LTM). The 

capabilities and capacities are generally agreed upon among 

psychologists as varying considerably. Sensory memory has a 

high capacity short period retention. Short-term memory has 

a limited working symbolic capacity, while long-term memory 

is viewed as a repository for semantics with regenerative 

processes required in the retrieval of specifics. 

Semantic nets, a popular representation in 

artificial intelligence which is now working its way into 

the data base community, were initially developed as a model 

of human long-term memory (Anderson 1980). The tasks 

associated with short-term memory are normally associated 

with refreshment or with transformations on the content. 

Cognitive tasks associated with sensory memory are related 

to percept~on. Relevant interface aspects relate to 

information overload (Miller 1978) and recognition 

responsibilities which are to a large extent handled by 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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sensory memory. 

Experimental results in cognitive psychology may 

shed some light on discussions in the IS community over 

menus versus commands. From a task perspective human 

performance in recognition far supersedes human performance 

in generation. However, in most slow technology systems the 

system regeneration rate may be too slow to compensate for 

the human performance imbalance. 

Dialogue recommendations with menus for novices and 

commands for experts do not necessarily reflect intrinsic 

user characteristics. They reflect preference of operation 

in a constrained environment.- Therefore, the strategy 

should not necessarily be to promote command interfaces for 

experts, but to improve the system's initiative performance 

such that it is not too slow for a high performance user 

(Lambert 1984). 

The point to be made is that cognitive aspects can 

not be evaluated independent of the technology. The 

technology is represented as artifacts that can be designed 

and adapted. The intrinsic aspects of technology can not be 

found in individual system instances. As illustrated by the 

previous example, design guidelines that are valid for one 

level of technology may be irrelevant for another level. 

Directions for technological development should therefore be 

based on generic studies of function and capabilities rather 



than on interaction between specific potentially poorly 

designed or restricted systems. 
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Among the many human strengths is the dynamic 

adaptation to changing environments and demands. Humans 

will therefore have a tendency to optimize their behavior 

relative to the existing environment. The implementation of 

tasks within one environment should therefore not be 

confused for desired or generic strategies unless they can 

be supported and explained through a more general analysis 

in alternative situations. Incremental improvements of 

artificially constrained technology may lead to the pursuit 

of local optimum's while the real opportunities for 

improvements. are contradicted by the process. 

Problem Solving. Problem solving consists of goal 

directed sequences of cognitive operations (Simon 1972). 

Problem solving in humans and machines alike is facilitated 

by good goal definitions and restricted by poor 

representations. However, what constitutes good or poor 

representations depends greatly on the operators available 

to the problem solver in the domain. Information systems 

technology has now become an important factor in problem 

solving with the result that goals and operators must be 

expressed by the user in terms of the available 

technological components. 
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An often used example is the production of an 

aesthetically pleasing document with a word processor where 

the successful user strategies are heavily influenced by the 

facilities available in the system. Systems often promote 

or discourage certain strategies. The successful strategies 

are not necessarily obvious to the novice user. In fact, 

research has shown (Carroll and McKendree 1987) that even 

experienced users avoid exploring new strategies when they 

get reasonably comfortable with the system. An implication 

for systems design should therefore be that the system 

should share the responsibility for its effective use. 

The issue of effective use has been of concern in 

DSS (Keen and Scott Morton 1978) but the responsibility has 

mainly been allocated to the developer in a consultant 

fashion or to the user as a learning responsibility. We 

attribute a major part of the lack of system integrated 

solutions for effective use, toa lack of adequate 

technologies and architectures facilitating responsibility 

sharing. 

Another important part of the interaction design is 

the understanding of the limitations of the human as a 

cognitor. Simon (1972) points out what he calls bounded 

rationality ,while Kahneman and Tversky (1973) illustrate 

the human inadequacies in formal reasoning especially under 

uncertainty. Instantiations of these principles in actual 
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domain procedure or device specific knowledge may provide 

guidelines for the allocation of interaction 

responsibilities. The human may be a creative initiator but 

a poor consistency enforcer, on' the other hand the human may 

be better at judging when policy should be deviated from 

based on factors external to or not sufficiently modeled by 

the system designer. 

Learning. Element·s of learning have been covered 

through the ,discussions of memory and problem solving. It 

may be useful to also view learning from a domain, procedure 

and device perspective. Understanding the basic 

capabilities of a device is key to the construction of 

effective procedures, as is the understanding of the domain. 

The achievement of such understanding is a continuous 

learning process for which the user holds an almost unfair 

sole responsibility in current designs. On the positive 

side is the research in Intelligent Tutoring Systems. 

Promising results have been achieved in the teaching of 

computer programming (Anderson and Skwarecki 1986) through 

combining psychological models of human learning with 

techniques from artificial intelligence in the monitoring 

and creation of tutoring strategies and training delivery. 
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Principles that have been found particularly useful 

are shared initiative, in-context correction and assistance 

with the management of the details of a new concept. It is 

time to move some of this technology into the IS 

environments as an integral part of the interaction design. 

The challenge is considerable and the benefits may not be 

short-term. In fact the major benefit may turn out to be a 

deeper more explicit understanding of the system's 

environment rather than the actual form of user tutoring. 

The understanding may be achieved through the formal 

explicit modeling of a system in order to build its 

interaction oriented knowledge bases. 

1.7.3 Cognition And IS Usage 

The task list introduced by Norman (1986) provides a 

reasonable, high level view of the tasks that need to be 

accomplished through the dialogue. Our interest lies in the 

discussion of how these tasks can be accommodated, and where 

the initiative and authority responsibilities are allocated 

at any point in time. 

Seven stages of user activity are outlined by 

Norman: (1) establishing the goal, (2) forming the 

intention, (3) specifying the action sequence, (4) executing 

the action, (5) perceiving the system state, (6) 

interpreting the state, and (7) evaluating the system state 
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with respect to the goals and intentions. 

The taxonomy is general and fails to bring out the 

issue that these activities take place on multiple levels 

and that the nature of the tasks and the knowledge required 

may vary considerably with the level. This will be 

discussed in greater detail later. As an integral part of 

our proposed architecture we propose that orthogonal to 

Norman's taxonomy there is a need to distinguish between 

domain, procedural and device level responsibilities. 

Although most of the above tasks are relevant at these 

different levels, the nature of the task and the skills 

involved may vary dramatically. 

Interaction solely on the domain level would be 

preferable, but a quick review of the state of the art of 

software technology tells us that this is currently 

infeasible. A recognition of tasks at the procedural and 

mechanical levels is necessary to bring us toward domain 

level interactions. However, there is a clear danger of 

over-focusing on the lower level tasks as the true dialogue 

functions, and therefore regarding instances of design as 

intrinsic elements of dialogues and dialogue architectures. 

Examples of such over-focus can be found in menu, command 

and Natural Language chauvinism where the dialogue form is 

confused for the actual tasks to be accomplished. 
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The user's task representations have been the focus 

in several reported efforts (Card, Moran and Newell 1980; 

Norman 1986). Kieraas (1985) focuses on the users model of 

the task. In systems that augment or replace the users may 

already posses a task model that may be suitable as a model 

for the specification of a device. Pre-defined models are 

less likely to exist in systems that complement unless the 

user's task is reduced to simple data input in which case an 

editor provides an excellent model. 

Pre-defined tasks may be applicable to many systems 

or at least to subsystems such as data entry. In situations 

where the system introduces new functions or provides 

alternatives to the existing implementations of a function, 

task representations may need to be created in novel 

territory and it is not clear that the similarity to the 

user's current model will serve as a valid reference of 

adequacy. In the architecture presented later we propose 

that the interface architecture allow the user to interface 

with the system at both device dependent and device 

independent levels and that the system assume an active role 

in goal formulation, task representation and translation 

into the device. The specifics of other researcher's 

approaches to task modeling is described in more detail in 

Chapter 3. 
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The interaction between the user and the system can 

be viewed as a group process with multiple participating 

cognitors. Computer mediated group problem solving and 

group communication is a current item on the MIS research 

agenda. We expect that effective domain and task 

representations will play an important role in delivering 

system assisted group support. We also believe that the 

issues should be similar from a modeling perspective 

regardless of whether the participants are human or 

artificially constructed. 



CHAPTER 2 

ISSUES IN COGNITIVE REAPPORTIONMENT 

Chapter 1 focused on the nature of the tasks to be 

reapportioned and cognitive aspects of information system 

interfaces. It was argued that the allocation of 

responsibilities should be regarded as a design variable in 

information systems. The general nature of cognitive tasks 

and IS oriented cognitive tasks was discussed. 

This-chapter focuses on issues pertaining to 

apportionment and the apportionment process, (see, Figure 

8). Important elements of a design strategy for 

responsibility allocation are presented. T.he technological 

changes that are leading us toward the feasibility of and 

the neces!;i ty to consider the apportionment of 

responsibilities are also discussed. 

2.1 Apportionment As A Design Strategy 

Due to the dynamic nature of information systems and 

the rapidly evolving technological environment it is 

difficult to provide exact measurements for the quality of a 

design. Some success has been achieved in areas such as 

design complexity (Kottemann and Konsynski 1983; Halstead 

1977), decomposition and control strategies. However, areas 
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deal with the structural aspects of the system and cannot be 

directly linked to statements concerning the success of the 

system's functional characteristics. 

2.1.1 Assessment Of IS Role 

In many cases a system's functional qualities are 

not directly measurable. The effects may be long-term 

profit for the organization or a greater ability to achieve 

the organization's goals. Indirect measures such as user 

satisfaction are therefore often substituted. In 

replacement systems the measurement task seems more easily 

adaptable; however, here there are several intangible 

effects that cannot immediately be measured and that are far 

less predictable. The approach to understanding information 

systems design has therefore traditionally been to focus on 

the process of information systems design and development 

rather than the actual system (Konsynski and Nunamaker 1982; 

Teichrow et al. 1982). The underlying rational is that a 

"correct" design process will lead to good designs. 

Based on our research and our experience with 

prototype systems we have outlined some elements that we 

consider important in designing the responsibility 

allocation. The steps are focused .around the identification 

of appropriate allocations for initiative and authority 

responsibilities. It is important to observe, however, that 
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the process outlined differs from the actual implementation 

of an apportionment strategy in the same way that 

requirements definition precedes actual systems 

instantiation. Initial attention should be given to the 

role that the system will playas an artifact in the 

environment in which it is being introduced. 

Augmentive Systems. Augmentive systems act as 

assistants to their users. The primary design objective 

should be to maximize their user's performance through the 

use of the system. In the design of such systems it is 

therefore important to understand the user's capabilities 

and preferences, and facilitate an adaptation of the system 

accordingly. 

In the design of augmentive IS, we can assume that 

an understanding of the user's cognitive abilities and 

restrictions is critical to the success of the artifact. 

The abilities and restrictions are different from cognitive 

style (Mason and Mitroff 1970; Huber 1983). Cognitive 

abilities and restrictions relate to attributes of human 

cognition, either generally, as is the case for short-term 

memory capacity (Anderson 1983), or specifically relating to 

a persons knowledge of a domain or problem solving skills. 

The design of augmentive systems must include assumptions 

and assertions about these attributes as they relate to the 

intended users. 
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Systems That Replace. There may be several reasons 

why systems are selected to replace people. The tasks may 

be dangerous or harmful, the tasks may requi.re precision or 

attention for which the system is better suited, e.g., the 

monitoring of a nuclear plant, or the system may represent a 

more cost effective solution as is often the case in 

Management Information Systems, (MIS). 

The primary design objective for these systems, from 

a restricted perspective of the system's purpose, should be 

to maximize the system's performance. The design must 

therefore include a description of the task to be replaced. 

Alternative implementations of these tasks within the 

available technological environment become the key elements 

to consider. The designer must understand the system's 

limitations in the implementation of the tasks, and 

potentially include people in the design to compensate for 

these limitations. 

An example of such design can be found in many 

accounting systems where data entry personnel are used to 

provide input data. Most current popular design approaches 

aim at structured task descriptions that can be translated 

into executable systems. 

Systems That Complement. It is more difficult to 

define a precise design object for systems that complement. 

The design often includes the conception of new problems, as 
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well as their solutions. The designer cannot study the 

current performers of the task, nor can he study a task 

implementation. If the output is well defined, as in 

optimizing systems, the quality of the output can be used to 

evaluate the design. However, in many cases there are no 

expectations for the system, and its success can only be 

measured in retrospect. 

A relevant example design evaluation problem is the 

VonNeuman computer. Its application has superseded any 

poisible anticipations, and its design could only be 

evaluated in light of future application. Although 

difficult, the design must rely on assumptions about the 

system's objectives. It seems important to assess the 

uniqueness of the system relative to alternative 

technologies, and to design the user-system relationship 

relative to their differences. 

Even more than in the two preceding types of systems 

it is necessary to distinguish between the system's users 

and its operators. The user of an OR model may be the 

company board of directors, while its operator is the 

analyst. Effective sharing of information between the 

system and its users is critical to the success of systems 

that complement. 

Roles And Responsibilities. Determination of the 

system's role can give some insight into the allocation of 
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initiative and authority allocation. The role describes its 

purpose and provides a perspective for the structuring and 

the control of the interaction. The initiative and 

authority should be balanced to take maximum advantage of 

participant capabilities within the constraints governing 

the user-system relationship. The initiative opportunities 

can be viewed as task triggers while authority constraints 

govern the trigger conflict" resolution (Lenat 1982). It 

should be noted here that non-action should be considered an 

action and that it is in conflict with the complete set of 

active action triggers. 

2.1.2 Identification Of Tasks 

The next natural step in the apportionment design is 

to identify the cognitive tasks to be apportioned. The 

tasks follow from the nature of the problem, i.e., the 

cognitive tasks to be accomplished. The framework presented 

in Chapter 1 is intended to serve as a general reference. 

The specific tasks are highly context dependent but their 

general categories will be in user-system communication, 

problem solving strategy formulation, learning and 

consequence analysis. 
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A specific example of an apportionable cognitive 

task is the responsibility for a systems domain 

applicability. By this we mean how the task of determining 

whether a system is applicable to a certain problem is 

aliocated. Is this a user responsibility, a developer 

responsibility or an integral part of the system? 

Another example is the identification of appropriate 

problem solving representations relative to the power and 

the limitation of the system. The range of alternative 

allocations is also extensive here. Detailed aspects of the 

identification of tasks and mechanisms for their allocation 

is discussed in subsequent chapters. 

2.1.3 Assessment Of Allocation 

Current allocations of cognitive tasks need to be 

assessed. Specific metrics for apportionment evaluation are 

discussed in detail in the architecture chapter. Allocation 

assessment follows the elicitation of an inventory of 

responsibilities. The form of the inventory statement is 

critical in making statements concerning allocation. 

Some of the tasks we are concerned with are dynamic 

in nature, they vary among specific constellations of users 

and systems. A good example is a learning task. Over the 

life cycle of interaction between a user and a system 

learning takes place. In current systems learning has 
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mainly been a one way street. Advances in machine learning 

(Dietterich and Michalski 1985) and an increased interest in 

adaptive, dialogues carry a promise for a reallocation of the 

learning/teaching responsibilities. The learning associated 

tasks should be expected to diminish over the life cycle of 

a specific user-system relationship. The allocation 

strategy should reflect this. While the user is involved in 

extensive 'learning, it may not be desirable to allocate 

major problem strategy formulation tasks to him. In a 

simple form this may translate into providing the 

inexperienced user with standard templates or scripts to 

work from. However, as the learning tasks are reduced, the 

user may benefit from the ability to exercise more 

flexibility and power. An extreme position is to restrict 

the novice user's access to functions that may be harmful 

either to him or to the goals pursued throughout the 

interaction. 

Experimental systems have been successfully 

implemented that protect the user from advanced system 

features that if misused may cause considerable grief or 

damage (Carroll and McKendree 1987). A good example of this 

type of function is the format function in an operating 

system. An inexperienced or unauthorized user is unlikely 

to have need for reformatting the system disk and the 

ability should be restricted. This is a strong case and 
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many systems implement such restrictions through password 

access to dangerous functions. However, this fails to 

recognize that many other functions can be useful in certain 

contexts and dangerous in others. The allocation of 

initiative and authority should reflect this situation and 

dynamically provide for an adaptation to changing contexts. 

An example of a less dramatic feature is unattended 

wildcard deletions of a user's personal files; Most users 

of a new system have at some point during their career 

experienced a devastating error of this type. The 

alternative would be to prompt the user for all deletions. 

This is, however, not acceptable to an experienced user. 

The dialogue needs to be adaptable in order to reflect 

different levels of experience and user preference. 

It is difficult to express preferences in unfamiliar 

environments where consequences even after careful 

explanation may remain unrecognized to the user. Under such 

conditions it may be more appropriate to allocate dialogue 

authority to the system for inexperienced users such that 

the system can prevent the user from accidents. 

2.1.4 Assessment Of Capabilities 

Following. an assessment of current allocations is an 

assessment of the participating cognitor's current 

capabilities. Knowledge is an intangible but important 

-- -_._---_._----------------------------------
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capability dimension in a reapportionment strategy 

definition. Speed, accuracy and processing capacities are 

allocation concerns that can be borrowed from more 

conventional allocation considerations in operating systems 

and distributed processing. 

Knowledge. Cognitive tasks require knowledge. The 

knowledge level (Newell 1982) possessed by any individual or 

group of cognitors is an important aspect in the evaluation 

of tasks allocatable to cognitors. In the type of 

situations we are interested in, the knowledge level 

reflects a cognitor's ability to assume initiative and 

authority responsibilities. The elements involved span most 

of the topics of concern to artificial intelligence. This 

should not come as a surprise. The aim of cognitive 

psychology researchers that has contributed greatly to 

artificial intelligence research has been the simulation of 

human cognitive processes (Newell and Simon 1963). Typical 

relevant knowledge level areas include: 

1. pattern recognition capabilities, i.e., how well is the 

cognitor capable of recognizing and interpreting the 

events in its surrounding environment, 



2. diagnosis capabilities, i.e., what are the causes of 

these events, 
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3. problem solving capabilities, i.e., how can a diagnosis 

be used as a description of the current state in a 

problem solving effort aimed at reducing the differences 

between this and a desired goal state, 

4. implementation, i.e., to what extent can the cognitor 

take actions following diagnosis or problem solving. 

Robotics research (Hopcroft 1986) has been especially 

concerned with this aspect. Is a specific cognitor such 

as a system process limited to providing advice or does 

it posses the capabilities necessary to implement the 

strategies. 

Thresholds of capabilities need to be defined within 

each of these levels in order to allocate responsibilities. 

Initiative and authority allocations provide mechanisms for 

dealing with knowledge deficiencies in specific areas. 

Speed And Accuracy. Speed and accuracy are 

dimensions for which capabilities vary dramatically. A 

computer substantially out performs a person for numerical 

. calculations and for systematic symbolic and string 

manipulations. However, there are symbolic processes and 

pattern recognition processes for which a human is far 
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superior, and where the current technology is far from 

capable of carrying out similar operations in finite time 

and space. A good example is the human's general ability to 

absorb and utilize common sense knowledge. 

Capacity. Capacity is related to speed in terms of 

volume of information processed per time unit. Capacity is 

also related to the ability to deal accurately with large 

volumes of information. Humans apply filtering and 

abstraction. often taking advantage of analogies and Gestalt 

oriented interpretation to fill in missing information or 

detect inconsistencies in dealing with large volumes. 

Such strategies can be extremely effective under 

certain conditions. On the contrary, humans are poor at 

dealing with reasoning over large sets of formal logic 

statements and at dealing formally and correctly with 

uncertainty (Kahneman and Tversky 1973). Such capacity 

considerations need to be addressed in deciding on 

appropriate allocations. Humans also seem to improve their 

performance in a domain with increased experience. This may 

be explained as a substitution of more efficient 

representation and reference mechanisms for formal 

representations as a result of experience. 
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2.1.5 Opportunities For Reapportionment 

As is illustrated in a subsequent chapter, current 

allocations of cognitive tasks in light of current 

capabilities point toward opportunities for reapportionment. 

There are several tasks for which the human participant is 

currently responsible where responsioilities can be shared. 

There are also allocations that have been assumed fixed for 

the system where the user can be offered an opportunity to 

share the responsibility. 

Models of the system and its capabilities are 

necessary to facilitate either form of reallocation. More 

generally one can say that models of cognitors are necessary 

to facilitate a reallocation of responsibilities among them. 

The current models of both systems and users that 

are applied in design are most often implicit and not used 

in any conscious effort to allocate responsibilities. 

Models of the system can be used to share responsibility 

wi"th the user for the application of the system under 

varying conditions. For example, models reflecting 

effective usage strategies can guide the dialogue. Models 

of the system can also be used to let the user make 

decisions under operation. 
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A model of the system that reflects its design 

choices can be used to bring these to the user's attention 

when appropriate instead of relying on pre-installed default 

options. On the other hand. models of the user can be used 

to assess the user's knowledge. capabilities. preferences 

and current task loads as pointed out earlier. Such models 

can be used to offer tailored support. instruction. 

automation and allow the user to make important decisions. 

New Sets Of Requirements. Among the implications 

of treating the responsibility allocation as a design 

variable is the need to elicit and define requirements 

related to the allocation. A potential set of steps were 

suggested above. This list is not advocated as a complete 

list. but should be used more as an example of a process 

that can derive some of the necessary design statements. 

A new set of requirements explicitly reflecting the 

relationship between the user and the system and the 

described categories of artifacts are suggested as a viable 

starting point. The requirements should also reflect 

preferences held by the process stakeholders with respect to 

responsibility allocations. 
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The requirements must reflect the capabilities of 

the participants which define the limits of potential 

allocations. The requirements must also reflect the 

conditions under which certain allocations are feasible or 

not. We are just beginning in our research efforts to 

understand the nature of such requirements. We demonstrate 

here the viability of regarding the allocation as an 

important design variable and the knowledge structures and 

mechanisms sufficient for its implementation. 

New Mechanisms. New mechanisms are required on 

multiple levels to support the reallocation of 

responsibilities. Several already exist but they need to be 

adapted for the specific purposes of a reapportionment 

effort. Knowledge management, monitoring, and delivery 

mechanisms are needed. 

The mechanisms can be divided into two groups: (1) 

Mechanisms that implement the tasks to be reallocated. An 

example of such a mechanism is an inference engine that 

assumes responsibility for certain reasoning tasks 

previously allocated to the human user. (2) Apportionment 

m-anagers, i.e., tasks managers that monitor current 

allocations, make decisions on reallocations and manage the 

allocation process. The set of apportionment managers can 

be viewed as a cognitive operating system that instead of 

scheduling machine dependent tasks deals with the allocation 
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of cognitive tasks in a community of cognitors. 

Cognitive operations are knowledge intensive. In 

our architecture we make provisions for knowledge bases to 

support the task implementors and knowledge bases to support 

the apportionment managers. 

2.2 Technological Changes 

The technological environment in which systems are 

implemented is changing. This presents a challenge to 

design of IS. It also presents a challenge to research on 

the effects of alternative designs. Special care must be 

taken in the separation of technology dependent and 

technology independent outco~es of the design. As discussed 

earlier, research related to alternative forms of interfaces 

is especially sensitive. 

2.2.1 Technology As A Facilitator And Restrictor Of Design 

The view held in this dissertation is that 

technology should be regarded as a facilitator and 

restrictor of dialogue design. It is therefore necessary to 

monitor and evaluate the allocation of cognitive tasks in 

information systems as the available ·technology evolves. 

Technological breakthroughs in areas such as automated 

reasoning, dialogue management, parallel processing and 

distributed processing necessitates a reexamination of the 

apportionment of cognitive responsibilities in the 
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user-system relationship. 

Opportunities for reapportionment can be examined 

through a study of the differences between traditional and 

emerging technological environments. Of special interest 

here are the technological elements that facilitate or 

restrict distribution of cognitive tasks in the user-system 

dialogue. 

2.2.2 Characteristics Of Traditional Design Environments 

Although most currently available computers are 

still based on VonNeuman hardware architectures, the 

perceptions of applications and interface design have 

changed dramatically over the last five years. The personal 

computing revolution has been a major factor in this change 

process. 

The effects are also to some extent channeled back 

into the main frame environments. Personal applications 

such as spreadsheets, personal database access utilities and 

calendar management are typical micro computer applications. 

Instances of such applications are now also appearing in the 

more traditional computing environments. 
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This evolution illustrates that the broad scale 

availability of technological elements such as workstations, 

networks and end-user programming languages have an impact 

on the perception of applications and on the design 

principles applied. We are currently in an era with rapid 

proliferation of cognitive and communicative technologies. 

The cognitive technologies are exemplified through knowledge 

oriented systems such as Expert Systems, Robotics and 

Knowledge Management Systems. The communicative 

technologies facilitate network interchange, distributed 

processing and high bandwidth user-interfaces. 

A review of key characteristics relating to the 

user-system relationship for traditional computing 

environments is provided below. Such a review may be useful 

as a background for the identification of new elements in 

the emerging technologies, and in an assessment of their 

impact on future designs. 

2.2.3 The Workstation Paradigm And Its Implementation 

As the available collection of personal support 

tools in use increased and matured the concept of a 

workstation or a workbench emerged. This section discusses 

the evolution of the computer workstation to date. The term 

workstation implies an environment that supports the user in 

performing tasks common to his profession. A look at the 
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evolution of workstations explains how the workstation 

market developed. The Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 

pioneered the use of personal computers for workstations 

with the Alto computer in 1973. The Alto computer displayed 

a surprising foresight into the future unfolding of the 

workstation market. The Alto user interacted with the 

system using both a mouse and the keyboard. Menus were used 

to provide access to system objects and actions, and 

pointing was use~ as the primary means of selection. The 

Xerox Star used the Alto as a prototype and therefore shares 

many common characteristics. The following main goals were 

pursued in designing the Star user interface: 

1. use of the. desktop as a metaphor for the interface 

2. seeing and pointing versus remembering and typing 

3. what you see is what you get 

4. universal commands 

5. consistency and simplicity 
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6. modeless interaction 

7. user tailorability 

One of the key principles that influenced the form 

of the star interface was the decision to create electronic 

counterparts to the objects commonly found in the office. 

Icons are used to represent data, e.g., objects on which 

actions are performed, functions, e.g., objects that perform 

actions, peripheral devices, and users and user groups, 

(see, Figure 10). Menus are used for selection, and windows 

are used for display. The Star hardware was designed to 

support a bit-mapped display, a mouse interface, an Ethernet 

network, a local hard disk and 512K bytes of main memory. 

The Xerox Alto and Star machines are important in 

the history of dialogue design. Their interfaces have 

provided the basic model for subsequent window based systems 

such as The Apple Macintosh, the SUN workstations and 

Microsoft Windows which is about to become the standard 

operating environment for the IBM family of personal 

computers. 

2.2.4 Smalltalk 

The Smalltalk-80 (Goldberg and Robson 1983) system 

is composed of objects that interact only by sending and 

receiving messages. The programmer implements a system by 
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describing messages to be sent and describing what happens 

when messages are received. A complete Smalltalk-80 system 

includes class descriptions to support interactive graphics, 

networking. standard files. and hard-copy printing. One of 

the key philosophies behind Smalltalk is the implementation 

of a metaphor. The desktop metaphor used in several 

workstations adhering to the Smalltalk philosophy provides 

consistency between the user's familiar office environment 

and the computer workstation envir9nment. The concept is 

intended to make computer use intuitive. A graphics 

interface supports the necessary link between the idea of a 

metaphor and the application of a metaphor by providing the 

visual stimulus to the user. 

Malone (1983) suggests further design criterion for 

the desktop model. Based on a sample study. Malone found 

that people attempt to organize their desks in a manner that 

supports both a find and a remind function. Suggested 

implications include the following: 

1. finding - in general. the notion of accessing 

information on the basis of its spatial location, 

instead of its logical classification. is an important 

feature of the way people organize their desktops. 
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2. reminding - people use their desktop as a storage place 

for important papers, or papers that require immediate 

attention. Visibility is a key factor in the reminding 

process. System tools can be used to support both the 

find and remind functions. 

Interface t~chnology such as icons and windows may 

provide the necessary 11nk. For example, icons displayed on 

the screen as reminders, can be used to represent important 

documents. 

2.2.5 The New Technologies In IS Design 

New technologies that affect the workstation are 

continually emerging. Among these are interactive 

technologies, cognitive technologies, connective 

technologies and performance technologies. Each of these 

technologies may have far-reaching implications for the 

reallocation of cognitive responsibilities in man-machine 

interfaces. 

The Interactive Technologies. An important element 

in the design of the workstation interface is the method by 

which the user indicates to the computer the selection of 

some object or action. Although the keyboard currently 

provides the fastest and most efficient input mechanism for 

text; it is not well suited as a pointing device. Several 

alternative input devices are available on the market. In a 
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report presented by Card, English and Burr (1981), the 

performance of four input devices including the mouse, the 

joystick, step keys and text keys is evaluated. Their 

findings show that the mouse is the superior input device of 

the four tested. The positioning time of the mouse is 

significantly faster than that of the other devices at every 

distance and size save for single character targets. In 

addition, the error rate of the mouse is significantly lower 

than that of the. other devices. In a final evaluation, the 

rate of movement of the mouse was found to be nearly maximal 

with respect to the information processing capabilities of 

the human's eye-hand guidance system. 

Other emerging technology includes voice interaction 

and eye movement tracking. Currently, voice and eye 

movement input are in the development stage; however, both 

alternatives closely resemble the means by which humans 

interact with the world and they are therefore important in 

the future of man-machine inte~action. 

The Cognitive Technologies. Progress in' Expert 

Systems technology allows for the assignment of reasoning 

responsibilities to machine based cognitors. While the 

mainstream of expert systems up until now has been focused 

around expert automation, it is appropriate to review its 

potential for augmentation and complementation of other 

experts. 
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Expert Systems are receiving much interest as a 

novel technology. In the past two years several Expert 

System tools have been introduced both for the 

mainframe/mini-computer environment and for the PC 

environment. The PC based tools are often clones of larger 

mainframe versions, at a considerably lesser cost. The 

offer~ng of low cost PC-tools makes the technology available 

for experimentation to a broad market: There is currently, 

however, considerable confusion among the buyers of Expert 

System environments. 

It is not quite clear what these systems will be 

used for within a given company, and most projects get a 

flavor of experimental research or toy modeljng to develop 

familiaritr with the technology. Most of the shells 

available are, despite their claims of user-friendliness, 

targeted toward programmers, who actually may be the last 

people to need the fairly primitive ES shells that are being 

introduced. 

A major problem with programmers or "knowledge 

engineers" developing these systems is the validation of the 

system's expertise along with an assessment of where this 

expertise is applicable. 
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The situation can be compared with the evolution of 

other computer related technologies. While definitions of 

numerical and data models were initially assumed to be the 

sole domain of specialists, namely programmers, end-users 

are now heavily involved in the development of models and 

data bases for their personal use. The responsibilities are 

shifted, but so are the applications. T~e users can, in a 

flexible ad-hoc fashion, use the systems to automate 

repetitive tasks or to augment their own cognitive 

capabilities by rapid generation and comparison of 

alternatives. The users are also in many cases 

complementing their own skills by applying pre-defined, well 

understood solution techniques to their problems, which 

prior to the large scale introduction of personal tools were 

inaccessible to these users. 

The current view of Expert Systems requiring 

specialists to develop introduction are not, however, 

necessarily a reflection of the power of the technology. It 

is more a result of the classical views of Expert Systems 

and how they should be used that underlies most of the 

currently available commercial systems. In this sense the 

view held may well reflect the level of maturity of the 

technology, and our understanding of it. Expert Systems 

technology represents a powerful opportunity for 

reapportionment of inference responsibilities. There may, 
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however, be a need to reassess the type of knowledge that 

these systems shall contain, who the providers of this 

knowledge are, who the users are, and what their patterns of 

usage shall be in ·order to realize this potential. 

Traditional Expert Systems are developed from 

principles that originated in systems for such areas as 

medical diagnosis (Shortliffe 1976), and chemical analysis 

(Buchanan et al. 1969). The objective behind these systems 

was to clone one or several human experts through an 

elaborate knowledge elicitation and representation process, 

and use the resulting system to deliver expertise equivalent 

of, or better than, a human expert. 

The performance improvement would result from the 

system being able to exercise a higher consistency in the 

formal reasoning on its knowledge base than a human could 

accomplish. However, with a few exceptions such as 

Digital's RCON for configuring hardware, few of these 

systems are in actual use. Analysis of use on these systems 

has shown that their main purpose following completion has 

been as training systems (Richer and Clancey 1~85), or they 

have been used by experts, not the novices for whom they 

were intended, as a mechanism to explore and assess their 

own knowledge. 
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The latter implies that in reality these systems 

have been used as very high cost personal tools for experts, 

and not as advice giving systems. This is the form of use 

we would like to take advantage of. In a reapportionment 

effort it is necessary to provide tool environments that can 

allow individuals with some experience or expertise in a 

domain, to apply AIlES ~echniques to a modeling and analysis 

of their decision problems,rather than automating the 

consultation through an Expert System. 

This way the system can also be applied for 

augmentation and not purely for automation which the current 

paradigms seem to dictate. In the traditional Expert System 

the user, who is supposed to be more or less ignorant about 

the subject domain, provides facts to the system. 

In backward chaining systems this often takes place 

through the system querying the user in an attempt to 

categorize the user's problem as being one for which the 

system can give advice. 

In forward chaining mode the user provides the input 

data as standard templates, or through a database. An 

example would be an ES to analyze income statements, and 

give advice on tax issues. When the system reaches a 

conclusion, the user will be presented with some advice plus 

the ability to ask how a specific conclusion was reached. 

The user is normally not allowed to deal directly with the 
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knowledge base. The KB is assumed to represent the truth in 

the domain, and there is little room for exploration of 

alternatives in order to assess what implications a 

particular knowledge base has when ft is being applied to 

different situations except in reaching conclusions. 

As an alternative to the classical ES paradigm, the 

user can be viewed as the expert and the Expert System as a 

tool to analyze implications of rules, assertions and 

policies. The allocation of responsibilities under such a 

paradigm will be dynamic and dependent on the nature of the 

specific situations, assumptions about the systems and about 

the users' knowledge as both relate to the ability to solve 

the problem. 

A personal productivity tool of this type should 

allow the decision makers to analyze the implications of 

non-quantifiable rules, and to formalize them into explicit 

policies that can be used by others in the organization. 

The ability to deal directly with the knowledge base (where 

rules and policies are encoded), is equally important for 

the people that will use thes~ rules and policies. They 

need a method to assess how these rules and policies relate 

to their situation, and to construct arguments for decisions 

or to justify deviations from standard procedures. They do 

not need an expert system that takes their facts and gives 

the blindfolded user a final conclusion. 
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The implication of such a view is that the user must 

have direct interaction with the rules and facts represented 

in the system similar to the way in which a spreadsheet user 

can change his facts and formulas and perform "What if 

analysis". The key to achieving a similar level of control 

for expert systems is to create interfaces that allow the 

user ,to provide data through a familiar framework such as a 

spreadsheet. The system's reasoning must also be presented 

in an understandable way. But equally important, the user 

must be able to control the reasoning process directly, and 

to modify the knowledge base to appropriately reflect the 

~ser s view of the problem. 

A new generation of· support environments is 

emerging. These environments will allow, and take advantage 

of, symbolic modeling. The cognitive technologies open the 

possibility of the reallocation of reasoning 

responsibilities. Symbolic modeling may become as important 

as the numerically or rationally oriented modeling. 

Symbolic processing is more hardware intensive than is 

numerical or text processing, but this is offset by the 

decreasing cost of machine based cognitors. 

The Connective Technologies. Communication between 

workstations is an important consideration in the 

workstation environment. Shared common resources, 

interoperability and access to electronic mail are three of 



the primary reasons for placing communication capabilities 

high on the list of priorities. 

Current technology provides for transfer of text 

type information via networks to other workstations, 

peripherals, and mainframe computers. Emerging technology 

includes different types of multimedia communication 

including voice and graphics. 
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There are many situations in which two or more 

relatively distant people at independent workstations might 

need to be able to interact with the same computing 

environment at the same time. Common resources such as hard 

disks, tape drives, laser printers, and plotters can be 

shared, producing economies of scale in using expensive· 

peripheral devices. Heterogeneous workstations can share a 

common data base thereby accommodating interoperability. 

Workstations with limited computing power can link to more 

powerful mini or main frame computers for access to more 

sophisticated applications. Finally, electronic mail can be 

used for transfer of information between workstations. 

Current electronic mail applications rely on the 

user for routing. One possible use of artificial 

intelligence techniques in electronic mail is to embed 

routing knowledge into the system (Chang 1987). Intelligent 

routing might handle situations such as the following: 



1. The intended receiver is not available but the message 

is important and must be dealt with immediately. The 

system determines who should get the message instead. 

2. A message is written concerning a specific topic. The 

system determines which organizational members should 

receive a copy of the message. 

3. A user requires 'information about a certain topic and 

the system identifies the applicable resources. 
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Networks are critical in distributed operating 

systems and in distributed processing. The process 

distribution can take place within geographically co-located 

systems or between systems that are temporarily and 

geographically distributed. The Connection Machine (Hillis 

1985) is an example of an extensively architected 

multiprocessor machine where the actual processing is mainly 

handled by its internal network. 

Distributed operating systems represent a higher 

level distribution of tasks, and cluster architectures yet 

another level of system connectiv~ty. The relevant point in 

our context is that extensive system interconnection and an 

increased understanding of the issues involved opens the 

opportunities for cooperation among specialized processors 

or cognitors if their main tasks are symbolically oriented. 



This incre.ases the feasibility of large scale cognitive 

reapportionment and forces the issue of allocation 

assessment. 
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The Performance Technologies. Along with the new 

interface technologies, the cognitive technologies and the 

connective technologies it is appropriate to mention the 

rapid performance increases that we are experiencing at 

reduced costs at an accelerating rate. Daniel McCracken 

(1987) called it shifting the decimal. The decimals are 

shifted left both in the metrics we use for system 

performance and in the amounts paid for these systems. 3M 

machines (1 MB of memory, 1 million pixels resolution, and 1 

MIPS) are right around the corner as the new standard for 

workstations. 

Parallel architectures are emerging at all levels 

and system input/output mechanisms are advancing with 

optical scanners, pointing technologies and high resolution 

displays. The technology supporting tomorrow's workstations 

will be impressive by today's standards. Many of the 

elements we trade off in current designs because of their 

high resource requirements, such as Natural Language 

interfaces or associative database access, may become more 

viable in implementation in the next generation of systems. 

With a wealth of new technology awaiting to be put into use 

it is important that we recognize how we will take advantage 
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of it. We need to consider the next tasks that we would 

want to reallocate. What allocations do we seek and how do 

we want to control the allocation? 

2.2.6 Standardization And Environment Independence 

Standardization plays a key role in both software 

and hardware design. Standards can be set by a strong 

market leader such as IBM or by standards committees such as 

IEEE and ACM. Pratt (1984) suggests three primary 

objectives for standardization in general: 

1. device independence - the ability, at a particular 

computer installation, to use an application 

interchangeably with several different peripheral 

devices. For example, the use of several different 

plotting or display devices. 

2. computer independence - the ability to install a program 

on different machines interchangeably. 

3. programmer independence - programmers moving from one 

package to another without having to learn new 

conventions, jargon, techniques and concepts. 
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In addition, application independence refers to 

interface standards providing interface operability from the 

user's perspective across applications and environments 

(Konsynski et al. 1985). Emerging operating system 

environments such as Microsoft Windows can assist in 

defining and promoting such standards. 

2.3 Feasibility Of Reapportionment 

Artifacts are by definition used to reapportion 

responsibilities. Information systems do not represent 

exceptions in this respect. However, the nature of the task 

that information systems normally support is symbolically or 

numerically oriented. One could therefore assert that 

information systems facilitate cognitive reapportionment. 

This assertion is not fully supported. We argue that 

current information systems design practices almost solely 

neglect the issue of cognitive responsibility allocation. 

The allocations take place via the system, but the 

~llocations tend to be a result of observation rather than 

an artifact of design. As pointed out earlier the 

allocations are not explicitly evaluated in current design 

practices. They become side-effects of a system 

implementation. 
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The feasibility of reapportionment hinges on three 

elements: (a) proper identification of tasks and 

recognition of these tasks in specific system instances, (b) 

the technological 'ability to support these tasks, and (c) 

the explicit recognition of the allocation as a design 

parameter and procedures to define and document the 

requirements. We argue that (a) and (c) are currently the 

missing elements. Our understanding of cognitive processes 

and supporting technologies is sufficiently advanced that 

certain processes can be allocated but the potential will 

not be realized until this understanding is methodically 

applied in the design practice. The cases presented in 

support for this thesis illustrate the feasibility within 

the framework of the existing technology. 

The presented framework for cognitive task 

allocation requires a meta-level view of cognitive tasks. 

Meta-level knowledge representation and meta-level reasoning 

are well known strategies in Artificial Intelligence. Such 

strategies are found in the Therisias and PLEXSYS systems. 

In the user.-system relationship a meta-level view of 

cognitive tasks recognizes and makes explicit knowledge and 

reasoning about cognitive tasks, their implementation and 

the allocation of their execution. 
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A user writing a program is effectively 

reapportioning the execution responsibility to a computer 

system while the strategy formulation remains with the user. 

Work in intelligent programming assistants has been aimed at 

a reallocation of the definition responsibilities (Waters 

1981). We argue that the allocation analysis is applicable 

to and should be carried out at all levels of information 

systems design and application ranging from requirements 

elicitation to actual systems use. Our focus on the 

user-system interaction can be viewed as a natural extension 

of the knowledge based systems development efforts found in 

the University of Arizona PLEXSYS research efforts. 

2.4 Desirability Of Reapportionment 

The mere opportunity to change the allocation of 

tasks does not warrant doing so under all conditions. 

Although not the main concern of this dissertation, it is 

appropriate to make a few comments regarding the 

desirability of reapportioning cognitive responsibilities. 

The issues are many and diverse. There are ethical aspects, 

performance issues, job content issues and issues of 

liability. 

2.4.1 Ethical Aspects Of Reapportionment 

Information systems have been recognized as 

implicitly changing the control exercised within an 
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organization. The information system is a formal statement 

of organizational policies (Kottemann and Konsynski 1984) 

and as such it is important to look at who gets to define 

these policies and what implications they have for the 

organization and the organization's relationship to its 

environment. 

The ethical implications of Expert Systems making 

decisions has been the subject of intense debate. Issues 

that have surfaced include misjudgment and error, as well as 

situations where the controversial value assessments come 

into playas part of a decision process. An Expert System, 

being an instance of a cognitive technology system, makes 

these issues equally relevant in a re'apportionment 

situation. The situation may even be complicated by the 

fact that there are multiple levels of responsibilities 

associated with a reapportionment effort. First one needs 

to assess the Expert System issues of who is responsible for 

the knowledge base and the process of certifying a domain 

oriented knowledge base. Second there are ethical aspects 

of initiative and authority allocation during execution. As 

an example, in critical situations it may make a substantial 

difference who makes the decisions. This holds true when 

responsibilities are allocated among people as well as when 

they are allocated among people and systems. 
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Current research efforts on task allocation have 

been carried out with respect to military command, control 

and communications systems (Lehner 1986). It is important 

here that critical decisions are made by the correct 

entities or at least that one can assure that an appropriate 

judgment and value system is being applied in the decision 

making. The responsibility allocation is non trivial in 

such situations. The use of Expert Systems for medical 

diagnosis is also a controversial issue. Who is to blame if 

the diagnosis is wrong: the user of the system, the person 

who wrote the system or the organization that accepted the 

system. It is interesting to note, however, that the 

medical profession relies heavily on more conventional 

technology, especially complementive technology, for testing 

and life sustaining operations. Under these conditions we 

seem perfectly happy to live with the capabilities and 

inadequacies of the technology. 

The perspective seems to change, however, when we 

move toward the cognitive technologies with which we are 

currently not sufficiently comfortable. In addition we 

regard the tasks they offer as uniquely human. Technical 

test devices such as X-r·ay machines seems to be quite 

acceptable even if we know that they can err, because we 

know that they will provide overall better diagnosis than 

non X-ray based analysis. We have not, however, reached 
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this level of confidence for cognitive technologies. Even 

if one can demonstrate that overall performance will be 

better there seems to be some comfort in the fact that if 

errors occur, they occur due to direct human error rather 

than indirect error. The human has the potential to 

correctly diagnose an unknown phenomenon, while with current 

approaches the system is limited in its diagnosis by the 

specific content of its knowledge base. One should, 

however, believe that the latter would be easier to deal 

with since a knowledge base could be certified and its 

performance guaranteed to be consistent for the identifiable 

case, while the possibilities of certifying human knowledge 

are limited. 

The issues may actually be more easily resolved in 

the situation where the human and the system cooperate in 

the process of deriving a solution. This cooperative 

approach more closely parallels our standard pattern of 

technological application. If sufficient authority is 

allocated to the human user(s) or meta-level authority in 

the form of certifying systems authority is al16cated on an 

individual basis, the system can become an augmentive, 

complementary or replacement tool in such a way that the 

user(s) can still be responsible for the overall process. A 

tool becomes a means for the user to delegate initiative and 

authority in much the same way that this happens in 
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organizations. 

2.4.2 Job Content 

It is often said about technology that it can work 

24 hours a day with no need for breaks and without getting 

bored or stressed ,"-- The same argument does not apply to 

humans. To deliver peak performance people need a 

stimulating work environment, opportunities to interact with 

other people, job variations and challenges. There may be 

situations where for immediate efficiency reasons it would 

be better to allocate certain tasks to the system, but where 

the conduct of this task is important to the user as a 

variation, or it may even be part of a person's cognitive 

vehicle, i.e., the immediate product may not be delivered 

any better by the human user; however, the performance of 

the process may provide insight that is valuable in other 

tasks. Such tasks need to be assessed and alternative 

vehicles or sources of information should be provided such 

that immediate allocation benefits do not lead to 

deterioration in other areas. 

2.4.3 Performance Issues 

As humans we do have limitations in our cognitive 

capabilities (Simon 1972; Kahneman and Tversky 1973). There 

are several situations where the quality of a cognitive 

process may be improved by apportioning it to a system, 
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e.g., MYCIN and RCON. The important factor is to understand 

what people do well and what systems do well. We believe 

that the issue is far more complex than to reduce it to a 

mere statement of saying that systems are good for routine 

tasks, while users are good at creative problem solving, 

which is often sighted as a norm for the allocation of tasks 

between users and systems. Both forms of cognitors have 

limitations and strengths and it is important to understand 

this and use the task allocation to balance responsibilities 

to compensate for deficiencies and exploit capabilities. 

2.5 Control Of The Responsibility Allocation 

Given that an explicit cognitive task allocation is 

feasible and desirable within a defined set of boundaries 

the issue of control over the task allocation arises. There 

are meta-level responsibilities associated with the 

allocation strategies to be applied. The responsibility for 

the responsibility allocation must be defined and an 

enforcement strategy implemented. The control of the 

allocation can be given to the designer, the user, the 

organization, or to the system as a delegated responsibility 

via any of the three proceeding candidates. Given a certain 

control strategy, the issues of knowledge base definition 

and control arise as they hold the key to the effective 

implementation of control. 



2.5.1 Meta-level Responsibilities 

The actual instantial control over allocations can 

be managed directly by the user, the user's organization 

through set policies and static allocations or indirectly 

through knowledge or allocation policy bases accessible to 

the system. 
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Users. User control over the allocation would be 

implemented through the dialogue management system. Control 

allocation represents a higher level dialogue that would 

determine the responsibility allocation in the specific 

dialogue. Examples of this kind of allocation control can 

be found in Greenstein and Lam (1985). 

Greenstein and Lam present an air traffic control 

system. Aircraft under tower control can be automatically 

guided into landing or can be guided by the human air 

traffic controller. Alternative dialogues for task 

allocation are evaluated. The allocation mechanism~ vary 

from individual flagging of planes for automatic control to 

air territory or time slice allocations. The user is, 

however, explicitly or implicitly in charge of the actual 

task allocation. 

Organizational Control. Organizational control 

would by definition be indirect. Organizational policies 

would define the allocation of responsibilities. The 

policies can be implemented either as directives to the user 

--------------------_._------------------
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in which case their implementation becomes identical to the 

user managed control. Allocations can also be statically. 

embedded in the system. The later represents current 

practice in responsibility allocation although not 

explicitly recognized or necessarily designed from a 

cognitive task allocation perspective. Most current systems 

do not, however, mix cognitive technologies (Woods 1985) and 

more conventional technologies so, in this case, the 

problems are less relevant. 

An example of a fixed organizational allocation 

would be to say that certain types of loan applications, 

e.g., consumer loans in a bank, are handled through a loan 

approval knowledge base with an associated inference engine, 

while other types are handled by a loan officer. 

Systems. System based allocation control 

management is a knowledge intensive process. The system 

will need access to knowledge covering the dimensions of 

allocation issues discussed above. The system will also 

require monitoring mechanisms to assess current allocations 

and delivery mechanisms to effect changes. 
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The same concerns expressed earlier for cognitive 

task allocation hold also for system-managed allocation. Of 

special interest is once again the allocation of initiative 

and authority, this time, however, on a meta-level. 

Monitoring can be implemented through following the 

user-system interac'tion at an appropriate level. The lowest 

level is the actual dialogue interface, but operations here 

translate into higher level events and operations. In r'eal 

ti~e systems that interface with external systems other than 

human users, the interface elements to monitor and the 

knowledge bases must be extended to cover the external 

sources. The delivery mechanisms schedule the actual 

allocation. 

The delivery can be open or closed. In open 

reallocation the system will inform the user, in a closed 

control scheme the user need not be informed. An example 

may illustrate the difference. The control manager may 

decide that certain functions should be carried out by the 

system. An example would be parameterization of a decision 

mod'el. In a closed system, which may be' appropriate for a 

novice user, the system will make this the only available 

option, and it will appear to the user as the default. 
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In an open control scheme with final user authority, 

the system may suggest that the user take responsibility for 

parameterization, as the user is experienced and may benefit 

from the extra control. However, the user may, after an 

assessment of the situation, decide that the problem at hand 

is within the system's knowledge level and therefore, 

allocate the parameterization to the system. The delivery 

mechanism would be the mechanisms that modify the dialogue 

or the internal allocations according to the above outlined 

procedures. 

2.5.2 Substantive Knowledge 

Substantive knowledge refers in our context to 

knowledge associated with the specific tasks to be allocated 

and knowledge describing their implementation in an 

environment. Substantive knowledge exists on three levels 

in our architecture. 

The domain level describes the general domain 9f the 

task to be implemented. This is general knowledge and it is 

fully device independent. Examples ,of such knowledge are 

knowledge about good and bad outcomes of a specific decision 

model, knowledge of when the model is applicable, etc. At 

the other extreme of the spectrum we find the device 

specific knowledge which describes the implementation of a 

cognitor, its functionality and the access mechanisms 
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associated with this functionality. 

Bridging these two levels is the procedural level -

which describes in general terms plans and solution 

strategies that are in compliance with the domain knowledge 

and that are implementable within a device environment of 

sufficient expressive power. These knowledge levels and an 

implementation of them are described in the architecture 

chapter. The sUbstantive knowledge de'fines the boundaries 

of allocatability within a specific system, therefore, it 

represents the constraints for the control manager. 

2.6 Migration strategies 

As illustrated by the preceding discussion the IS 

technological environment is a volatile environment. 

Technology defines the limits of the possible and it is 

important that requirements definition and design strategies 

keep up with this in order to exploit the technological 

~imits within the limits of the desirable. 

Users are not static either. User experience and 

expectations will change over time with increased exposure. 

An important element of a design strategy is the design for 

migration of functional capabilities and adaptation to 

environmental changes. We fully expect this to be true for 

the design of alternative cognitive task allocations as 

well. Part of the design effort should therefore include 
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the design for the migration of responsibilities and 

capabilities as the user(s), the technology, and the user(s) 

reference frameworks change. 

An example of user changes is increased computer 

literacy which may eliminate certain cognitive learning 

tasks and open up others, such as system supported strategic 

planning (Nunamaker et al. 1987). Changes in user(s) 

reference frameworks can be illustrated by a previous 

example. We are currently in a situation where users are 

skeptical about reliance on cognitive technologies, 

exemplified through the medical profession's resistance 

against real life application of Expert Systems in 

diagnosis. As the technology and our understanding and 

acceptance of it matures, use of ES technology may become 

quite acceptable. A good migration strategy would provide 

for the application of the Expert System for learning and 

exploration and perhaps for diagnosis critiquing (Miller 

1984) in the introductory phases and a potential move toward 

a more authoritative role as the users and the technology 

mature. 
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Along with such changes we should also expect the 

technology to advance substantially as -the commercial 

interest increases. System development efforts should keep 

this in mind such that the design can adapt to future 

technologies. Misinvestment in immature technology may 

result in wasted effort. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH IN INTELLIGENT DIALOGUE MANAGEMENT 

As the cognitive technologies (Gardner 1985) are 

becoming available we are witnessing a related increase in 

interest in what may be called Intelligent User Interfaces, 

(lUI). Pioneering work in this area was carried out from an 

instructional perspective due to the high interest in 

delivering quality computer based instruction and in 

fighting the increasing cost of education. Intelligent 

Tutoring Systems, (ITS), emerged as a branch of Computer 

Aided Instruction, (CAl), and much interesting work on 

concept and procedure representation as well as on student 

modeling grew out of these efforts. 

At the same time concepts for knowledge based 

approaches to user modeling and anticipation of user 

preferences started appearing (Rich 1983). There was also 

an increasing interest in Mental Models (Gentner and Stevens 

1983), i.e., models of the user's model of some abstract or 

concret~ phenomenon. Recent research has also provided 

greater insight into human cognitive processes and their 

structure (Anderson 1980, 1983). This research is valuable 

in that it can provide predictive models for human 
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performance (Newell and Simon 1963) and explanation for 

errors (Anderson and Skwarecki 1986). It is not incidental 

that a major part of the research contributions in 

Intelligent User Interfaces and Intelligent Tutoring Systems 

originated in the intersection of Cognitive Psychology, 

Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence. 

Much of the research reported in the following 

chapter is fairly current. The reasons for this are 

multiple. First, many of the breakthroughs in cognitive 

psychology have resulted from computer simulation of human 

processes. Newell's production system formalisms were 

especially influential in this respect. Second, the very 

same technologies applied in the study of hUman cognition 

were investigated with respect to their potential for 

actually performing human cognitive tasks. These 

technologies form the basis for the now prospering field of 

Artificial Intelligence, (AI). Third, the cost of computing 

power has been dramatically reduced over the last decade 

with the introduction of high powered low cost workstations, 

which warrant the processing of resource hungry applications 

such as search intensive AI programs. Fourth, the 

sophistication and the complexity·of end-user applications 

have increased dramatically along with the number of options 

and software packages to which an average user is exposed. 

Fifth, the user community has expanded into population 



groups with little background and a low interest in, 

combined with an unwillingness to accept, system specific 

complexity. 
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We believe that these issues represent strong 

arguments for increased concern with "intelligent dialogues" 

and that they provide new opportunities for responsibility 

reallocations in design. Several of the above mentioned 

technologies are now commonly applied. Some important 

research contributions in cognitive science are reviewed in 

preceding chapters. For a comprehensive historical review 

see The Minds New Science by Gardner (1985) and The Handbook 

of Artificial Intelligence by Barr and Feigenbaum (1982). 

Some key contributions directly related to intelligent 

dialogues are reviewed below. The reviews are gathered from 

AI, ITS, Office Automation and Dialogue Management. 

Emphasis has been placed on knowledge based systems and on 

representations and models that may be applicable from a 

knowledge based perspective. 

A natural starting point for a review is provided by 

Carroll and McKendree (1987) in an article where they give a 

good overview of the lUI literature. In the introduction to 

their article, they make the following observation related 

to on-line tutorials and programmed self-instruction 

manuals: 

There is then a conflict between learning and 



working that inclines new users to try to skip 
training altogether, or to skip around in a training 
sequence, sometimes with disastrous consequences. 
It also inclines more experienced users to stagnate, 
for when situations occur that could be more 
effectively handled by new procedures, these users 
are likely to stick with the procedures they already 
know, regardless of their efficiency, (Carroll and 
McKendree 1987, p. 14). 

Their literature review focuses on knowledge 
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requirements and distinguishes among general skills, domain 

knowledge, vocabulary models and user models. A review 

structured around Knowledge Representation can also be found 

in, F~eldstad and Konsynski (1986). Their review focuses on 

user, ta'sk and device modeling. 

3.1 Knowledge Representation Focus 

The interaction between a user and a system is 

itself a problem solving activity. Anderson (1980) defines 

problem solving as a goal-directed sequence of cognitive 

operations. The definition does not contain any references 

to the assigned processor(s) for these cognitive operations. 

Cognitive operations can be carried out either by a human or 

by a machine. In an interactive environment, the problem 

solving task is characterized by a sharing of cognitive 

tasks between the user and the system. 



The tool portfolio provided in most current 

interactive problem solving environments is specifically 

directed toward the execution of functions that relate to 

the general problem space of the decision situation. The 

general problem space refers in this context "to device 

independent functions such as calculation of net present 

value, or averaging of a time series. 
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Expert System technology has been suggested as a 

facilitator of Intelligent User Interfaces. Suggested 

applications include explanation capabilities, provision of 

familiar terms, and tutoring of the user (Turban 1986). 

Expert systems are generally defined to be systems that can 

exhibit performance comparable to or above expert 

performance in a problem domain (Hayes-Roth et al. 1983). 

As illustrated by the preceding examples, the 

reapportionment of cognitive responsibilities may call for 

Expert System elements in the architecture. However, there 

are several additional problems related to areas such as 

user modeling, task profiling, dialogue and technology 

representation (Gaines and Shaw 1986a, "1986b) that require a 

broader definition of knowledge and performance than that 

which is provided by the ES paradigm. 
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Rissland (1984) identifies seven types of knowledge 

that must be maintained in an effort to achieve an 

intelligent user interface: user, user's tasks, tools, 

domain, modalities, how to interact, and evaluation. The 

diversity of the knowledge that must be maintained indicates 

that a single knowledge representation scheme will not be 

sufficient. Rather the aim would be toward pragmatic 

integration of knowledge from multiple representations. 

The research described in this dissertation is 

directed toward the identification of elements of a 

knowledge based architecture for reapportionment of 

cognitive responsibilities in information system dialogues. 

We have chosen to view it in this manner because the 

responsibility goes beyond an intelligent interface. The 

issue of concern to us is the allocation of tasks between 

users and intelligent system cognitors rather than 

intelligent versus unintelligent interfaces. 

The selected reviews are gathered from areas of 

knowledge representation, knowledge management and dialogue 

management. These areas serve'as useful references in 

issues involving the design of cognitors and the allocation 

of responsibilities among them. A broad perspective is 

needed in an expansion of the typical Expert System views of 

knowledge and knowledge management. 
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3.2 User Modelling 

User modeling is perhaps among the most well 

researched areas of Intelligent User Interfaces (Gaines and 

Shaw 1986a, 1986b). - User modeling can be viewed as the 

process of developing a model of the user that can guide the 

interaction. The type of knowledge that should ideally be 

available to the dialogue management system (Kuo 1985) 

depends on the purposes for which the knowledge is required 

to draw inferences. 

3.2.1 Representations 

Zissos and Witten (1985) review common forms of user 

model representation, including: (1) parametric form, in 

which a small set of values characterize the user for a 

particular task; (2) discrete event form, where keystrokes 

or sequences of keystrokes are massaged into a finite state 

pattern; and (3) a frame like form, in which domain 

knowledge is used to identify explicitly the user's 

performance with each concept. 

3.2.2 User Classification 

Rich (1983), with the perspective of eliciting user 

characteristics and anticipating user preferences, discusses 

user modeling and provides a taxonomy of alternative user 

models. The user models are classified into: (1) canonical 

models vs. individual models; (2) long-term models vs. 



short-term models; and c) explicit models vs. implicit 

models. The ·selection of an appropriate user modeling 

strategy for an information system depends on the 

relationship between the system and the user. and on the 

user's and the system's goals. 

3.2.3 Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
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Intelligent tutoring system researchers have been 

concerned with the development of user models that reflect 

the student;s knowledge of a domain. The models are applied 

in the identification of skill or knowledge deficiencies. 

They also provide a basis for the development of a tutoring 

strategy. and the execution and monitoring of tutoring plans 

(Sleeman 1985). The ITS research provides a basis for the 

representation of technological environment knowledge and 

potential knowledge about the problem solving domain. A 

frequently encountered structure for user models in ITS is a 

hierarchy of concepts where sUb-concepts are asserted as 

known or unknown by the student (Peachey and McCalla 1986). 

Ande~son and Reiser (1985) present the GREATERR LISP 

tutor. The system contains A Domain Expert, A Bug Catalog, 

and A Tutoring Module. Three principles are applied: (1) 

determine from the student's behavior what he knows and what 

bugs he has, (2) make decisions about when to interrupt the 

problem solving process and what to say, and (3) figure out 
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what problems a student should work on and when he should 

advance to new material. The tutor applies an ideal model, 

which is a simulation of the programming knowledge ideal 

students apply in problem solving. The tutor follows the 

student through each procedure and attempts to figure out 

which correct or buggy production rule would have lead to 

this input. The architecture is built around short 

immediate feedback. 

3.2.4 Mental Models 

Mental models can refer either to the model the user 

holds of the world, or in our case the system, or it can 

mean a model of the model uger s model. The latter is the 

only workable definition. For a good overview see Gentner 

and Stevens (1983). Some views of mental models 

particularly relevant to our efforts are reviewed in later 

sections. 

Analogical Models. Kamouri, Kamouri and Smith 

(1986) compared exploration-based training and 

instruction-based training. Their study concludes that 

exploration-based learning facilitates analogical reasoning. 

They suggest that training should be initiated by the 

learner rather than the instructor. They describe 

analogical reasoning as consisting of activating an existing 

device in memory in the process of comprehending the new 
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device. Salient aspects of the existing device 

representation are mapped onto the new device. A new 

representation is constructed incorporating relationships 

between attributes. They note that individuals often have 

problems activating the correct analogies. A device schema 

is introduced as a user's cognitive model. Three simulated 

devices were used for the experiments. 

A Model Of The User's Model Of Airchinnigh 

(1985) outlines a formalism based on Minsky's frame theory 

for the representation of user models. The author advocates 

the creation of mathematical models - a model of the user, a 

model of the computer system, and a model of the application 

domain. Minsky's frame representation is reviewed. The 

author suggests representing the models mathematically 

where: 

M[u,a] 

M[u,c] 

M[c,M[u,a]] 

is the user's model of the application domain, 

is the user's model of the computer system, and 

is a computer encoding of the user model of the 

application domain. 

He then argues that a formal model of the dialogue is a 

matter of formally specifying the relationship between: 

M[c,M[u,u]], M[c,M[u,c]] and M[c,M[u,a]]. Fuzzy set 

mathematics are suggested as a means to encode the user 
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model. 

Enyironment Perception. Stabell (1978) provides a 

framework for assessment of the decision makers perception 

of the decision making environment. He points out that a 

task model would be useful in defining which conceptual 

systems should be considered as relevant to the individual's 

information processing behavior in a concrete decision 

making situation. He presents a framework for measurement 

of integrative complexity for the evaluation of managers' 

perceptions of their information environment. The model can 

be used in profiling the user's relationship to the tools 

and resources in a specific DSS, and can serve as an index 

of the user's conceptual systems development. 

Stabell measured integrative complexity as: 

where: 

Ie = integrative complexity; k = number of constructs; 
cij = value of the lowest node in common between 
construct i and construct i.in the hierarchical 
cluster obtained using the connectedness rule; 
and dij = value of the lowest node in common between 
constructs i and i in the hierarchical cluster obtained 
using the diameter rule. 

Cognitive Style. Models of users' cognitive style 

have been suggested as a basis for design of individual user 



interfaces (Mason and Mitroff 1970; Alavi 1981). Huber 

(1983) argues that there is cu~rently little support for 

cognitive style oriented design as important in DSS 

usability. 

3.3 Task Representation 
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Zisman (1977) presents an approach to formal 

modeling of office procedures. His dissertation deals with 

the automation of office procedures. A specification 

language for concurrency in modeling offices is presented. 

The author combines the use of Augmented Petri Nets with 

production systems to model office events and associated 

office procedures. Zisman advocates separating the process 

representation from the knowledge representation: "In those 

processes which exhibit some sort of flow characteristic, 

the current state of the system cart often be used to 

determine which chunks of knowledge are likely to be useful 

in determining what to do next", (1977, p. 56). He 

proposes to combine the Petri Net and the Production System 

formalism by associating at ,each Petri Net transition, a 

group of one or more productions. When a transition is 

enabled, its firing will be determined by production rules 

which reside at the transitions. Used in this manner, the 

Petri Net will be used to extract from all the available 

rules about the process those rules which are relevant given 
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the present state of the process. 

Konsynski, Bracker and Bracker (1982) describe an 

object oriented approach to office modeling with emphasis on 

inter-object communication requirements. A formal 

methodology for requirements elicitation and analysis is 

presented. 

Greenstein and Lam (1985) make a distinction between 

function and task where function is defined relative to the 

means of transformation from one state to another, while 

task is described as related to activities executed to 

achieve a certain goal. The GOMS model (Card et al. 1980) 

provides a mechanistic task description composed of goals, 

operators, methods and selections. 

Croft (1984) presents the POISE system in which he 

develops a task representation, where a task is described in 

terms its name, a description, references to sub-tasks, 

conditions, associated information elements, and a 

completion criterion. Tasks and sub-tasks represent 

transformations that yield results and side-effects during 

execution. The actual syntax has elements in common with 

the UNIX MAKE utility. 



A script (Schanck and Abelson 1977) represents a 

control structure for the execution of sub-tasks or 

functions. A script can be viewed as describing the 

preconditions for the execution of functions, and through 

this determining the scheduling of task execution. In 

multiprocessor/participant environments canonical task 

representations are important to ensure successful 

implementation regardless of processor selection. 

3.4 Dialogue And Technology Modeling 
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A need for descriptive and normative models of the 

user-system relationship arises in the assessment of task 

apportionment among the participants. The descriptive 

dialogue models have origins in computer science research, 

and provide formal frameworks for dialogue specification, or 

architectural descriptions of dialogues. The normative 

models are based on psychological results. 

3.4.1 Dialogue Descriptive Models 

Moran (1981) presents the Command Language Grammar, 

an extensive'model for the user-system interaction. The 

model distinguishes between a task level, a semantic level, 

a syntactic level, and a physical interaction level. 
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Benbasat and Wand (1984) suggest a model based on 

interaction events directed at-the development of a dialogue 

generator that can provide customized dialogues based on a 

set of dialogue descriptive tables. Models using Finite 

state Machines (Jacob 1982) and BNF notation to describe 

dialogues also fall in the category of dialogue descriptive 

models. 

Sprague and Carlson (1982) give examples of 

alternative forms of interaction: Question-Answer, Command 

Language, Menu Interface, Input Form-Output Form, and input 

in context of output. They conclude that there are 

tradeoffs in the selection of interaction styles, and that 

alternative forms may be appropriate under alternative 

circumstances. They also provide the ROMC, representations, 

operations, memory aids, and control model, as an approach 

to identify the necessary capabilities of a DSS. 

Kieraas (1985) introduces a comprehensive device 

representation model referred to as a Generalized Transition 

Network, GTN, describing the dialogue structure of a device. 

The model is directed at the analysis of user complexity of 

a device, but the precise description of system states may 

prove useful for tracking the users through the system, and 

giving reference to descriptions of system features, 

functionality and pitfalls. 
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Nielsen (1986) presents an OS! inspired hierarchical 

model of the user-system interaction. The dialogue is 

viewed as a two participant message passing interface, with 

multiple levels. The levels resemble Card, Moran and 

Newell's GOMS model. The model has a goal level, task 

level, semantic level, syntax level, lexical level, 

alphabetic level and physical level. Goal level is stated 

as dealing with the real world but fails to distinguish 

among goals at various levels. The examples actually 

represent goals at multiple levels without distinction. The 

task level bridges between a somewhat unclear goal level and 

semantic level. The model is suggested as a reference for 

dialogue design, and advocates feedback messages on the 

multiple levels. 

3.4.2 Dialogue Complexity 

Kieraas (1985) discusses the issue of user 

complexity. and introduces a model for formal representation. 

He presents a framework for user's task representation and 

formal device representation to allow evaluation of 

cognitive complexity associated with using a device, and to 

evaluate the mapping between a user's task representation 

and a device implementation. The major components are the 

user's task representation, the user's device representation 

and the sources of complexity. Each of the three components 
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are discussed below. 

1. The user's task representation. The complexity of a 

device from a user's point of view depends on the 

amount, content and structure of the knowledge required 

to operate the device successfully. For a new user, 

complexity is also determined by the difficulty of 

acquiring the new knowledge necessary for using the 

device. 

2. The user's device representation. Four categories are 

distinguished in the user's knowledge of the device: 

a) Task relevant knowledge, 

b) Device layout knowledge, 

c) Device behavior knowledge, 

d) How it works knowledge. 

3. Sources of complexity: 

a) The complexity of the user's task representation, 

and the learning, memory and processing capacity 

demands implied by the task representation, 
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b) The number of device dependent functions, which are 

not part of the user's initial task representation, 

c) The ease with which the user can acquire how it 

works knowledge. 

3.4.3 Delivery Mechanisms 

There is little reported research focused 

specifically around the delivery of intelligent dialogues. 

Several of the prototype systems reported have operated in 

an off-line mode where focus has been on modeling and 

inference rather than on actual delivery. 

The computer coach developed by Zissos and Witten 

(1985) delivers advice after the actual session. Wilensky, 

et al. (1984) present the UNIX consultant in which delivery 

takes place as a Natural Language dialogue from the 

operating system level. The GUIDON system (Richer and 

Clancey 1985) uses windows and mouse technology to deliver 

user guidance for MYCIN. Shortliffe (1976) and McCoy (1983) 

discuss the differences in the human-computer perception of 

a problem. 
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McCoy works on the hypothesis that people's 

knowledge is often partial and/or faul t'y. She argues that 

it is the responsibility of the computer system to recognize 

and correct misperception. Natural 'Language processing is 

sighted as a possible tool for detecting and communicating 

misperception. 

Several of the ITS have used Socratic 

question/answer dialogues in their dialogue delivery 

(Carroll and McKendree 1987)'. Others have focused on 

examples and problems for the user to work through (Anderson 

and Skwarecki 1986). 

Due to the strong ITS influence in ITU most of the 

emphasis in delivery has been on learning. Little or no 

attention has been" given to delivery intended to reallocate 

the specification and execution, rather than teaching the 

user about a concept or a procedure. 

3.5 Monitoring 

Monitoring is required for the construction of user 

models. The comparison of behavioral patterns to 

expectations also requires continuous monitoring of the 

user-system interaction. Several researchers have addressed 

these issues. 
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3.5.1 UMFE 

Sleeman (1985) presents-UMFE, a User Modeling Front 

End System. The paper describes a user modeling front end 

subsystem to an Expert System, and argues that Expert 

Systems should tailor their explanations to the expertise 

level of the user. The front end system described attempts 

to infer concepts that the user may not know and presents 

responses to concepts believed understood by the user. 

Inference rules for individual users are modified when the 

system detects inconsistencies. 

Multiple forms of user models are reviewed and 

classified. These are: (1) scalar models, e.g., a 

keystroke number or time model; (2) ad hoc modeling systems 

which compare the students performance to an inferred 

solution by the system; (3) profile models such as Rich's 

(1983) GRUNDY system; (4) overlay models, which overlay 

user's demonstrated concepts with a concept profile of the 

domain; and (5) process models which utilize executable user 

models that can be applied in a predictive manner. 

Sleeman's UMFE applies an overlay model. It uses 

implementor defined inference rules to determine which 

concepts the user is likely to know. Five strong 

assumptions are made: (1) users kn~w what they know; (2) 

the user's knowledge is stable; (3) the model of dialogue 

control can be used to assess global user characteristics, 
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question the user, update the model of the user and remove 

inconsistencies; (4) concepts of lesser difficulty are 

assumed known if higher level concepts are mastered; and (5) 

a naive user may find it less difficult to understand a 

causal explanation if some of the mo.re difficult 

intermediary sub-steps are omitted. 

3.5.2 PROUST 

Johnson and Soloway (1985) discuss an automatic 

debugger for Pascal programs called PROUST. PROUST finds 

non-syntactic bugs in Pascal programs written by novice 

progt·ammers. The system uses intention based analysis for 

the debugging of student's programs. Tr.~ system uses 

classification of errors combined with inferences about 

intentions to provide solutions. 

The authors devised a problem description language. 

They described each problem in this language and provided 

PROUST with a library of these descriptions. PROUST 

analyzes programs by synthesis. When it encounters a 

program it looks up the problem description in its library. 

It creates assumptions about the methods that the 

programmers may use to satisfy each requirement in the 

problem description .. Each hypothesis is a possible correct 

implementation. If a correct solution is not found a 

library of common bugs is consulted to see if it can 
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describe the discrepancies. The problem statement is 

translated into a goal object form where objects are bound 

during inference. 

Programming knowledge is stored in frames. Goals 

are requirements appearing in the descriptions while plans 

are stereotypical methods. PROUST hypothesizes a plan and 

then matches the plan against the actual program and is 

therefore performing inference by synthesis. 

3.5.3 EHS 

Quinn and Russel (1986) discuss monitoring and 

interpretation requirements for the Expert Help System, 

(EHS), for an advanced copy machine. Generalizations are 

"made with respect to important issues in implementation of 

intelligent user interfaces. A key issue is the need for a 

strong user model to guide the systems planning activities. 

To support an intelligent interface the system must be smart 

enough to: 

1. recognize users goals 

a) the user must understand the available options 

~~~ ~~~~~----~ ------------------------------



b) the range must be described without burdening the 

user with the mechanics of the implementation 

c) the user must be able to explicitly or implicitly 

express his goals 
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2. assist in identification of a procedure appropriate for 

this goal 

a) identify ambiguities in goal description 

b) resolve ambiguities 

c) plan creation 

3. monitor the user's progress toward reaching his goal. 

Behavioral semantics describe the rules required to 

interpret the user's interaction with the system. It is 

difficult to develop such semantics because at present no 

model is available to explain the intricacies of an 

individual's planning activities. The system must be 

prepared to manage rather than eliminate problems. The 

system needs to also act as a mentor, ensuring that the user 

has sufficient knowledge to take advantage of the suggested 

system functions. This requires that the system maintain 

multiple levels of goals: 
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1. goals concerning information the user must know 

2. goals concerning what the user believes 

3. a strategy for bridging the gap: 

3.5.4 SIERA 

VanLehn (1987) describes SIERA, a system that learns 

procedures from examples. Three methods are applied 

sequentially to each lesson "to acquire the procedure. The 

specific application for which SIERA was built was a 

psychological study of the acquisition of mathematical 

skills. 

Two conventions are adhered to in lesson 

construction: (1)" a normal lesson introduces one 

subprocedure, and (2) a normal lesson introduces material 

that will enable the learner to solve problems he could not 

solve before. An optimization lesson shows the learner more 

efficient ways of solving the problem. 

The article addresses the apportionment of the 

learning responsibilities between the student and the 

teacher in that there is a tradeoff between the teacher 

giving full instructions versus the student learning purely 

py disorganized examples. 
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SIERA's algorithm is called learning by completing 

examples. It begins by trying to parse an action sequence, 

using the procedure as if it was a grammar. If the parse is 

unsuccessful the system will try to relax certain 

constraints and edit the action sequence into the grammar as 

conditionals. If the parsing fails SIERA will perform 

learning by completing examples. This is done by performing 

a bottom-up and a top-down parse. The candidate solutions 

consist of any new subprocedures that will link the top-down 

parse to the bottom-up parse. 

The problem of finding subprocedures is reduced to 

three variants: skeleton induction, pattern induction and 

function induction. The skeleton induction proceeds by a 

top-down and a bottom-up parse to determine the calling 

sequence for functions. The pattern induction determines 

the test conditions for the skeleton, while function 

induction learns new functional relationships. 

3.5.5 The LISP Tutor 

Anderson and Skwarecki (1986) present a LISP tutor 

based on prescriptive descriptive models of student 

behavior. A production system generates a large number of 

simulated next steps. Assumptions of what the user is 

thinking are built by matching these steps with actual user 

actions. An explicit mixed initiative dialogue is 
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introduced where the student can provide the code or have 

the tutor select it. The current system uses GRAPES as the 

production language. They describe the next version based 

on PUPS called PTA. It distinguishes between problem 

solving and tutoring strategies and can allow delayed 

feedback. 

3.5.6 The Scenario Machine 

Carroll and McKendree (1987) describe the Scenario 

Macl1ine which can be used to track the user through 

pre-defined scenarios. The system is targeted for 

controlled research of user behavior or for instruction 

rather than real-time assistance. 

3.5.7 Markov Processes 

Kuo (1985) describes an adaptive dialogue effort in 

which regular Markov processes were used to monitor user 

actions and preferences. The resulting matrices were used 

in the dynamic restructuring of the menu based dialogues in 

Digital's ALL-IN-ONE system. 

3.5.8 Performance Evaluation 

Card, Moran and Newell (1980) present a model of 

user's task representation that can be useful in the 

assessment of user performance. The following model was 

developed to predict performance for expert users in the 



application of word processing systems: 

where: 

T = Time for task; Tk = Keystroking; Tp = pointing; 
Th = Homing; Td = drawing; Tm = Mental operator; 
Tr = Response from system. 

Carlsson and Stabel1 (1986) have modified the prediction 
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model for spreadsheet usage. Their ·findings indicate that 

although the model may be appropriate for prediction of 

performance in routine tasks, it is difficult to apply it 

for modeling of problem solving activities. Several aspects 

of the problem solving activity are not reflected in the 

interaction time with the device. 

Elkerton and Williges (1985) suggest the use of a 

performance profile methodology to construct a model of 

expertise and describe a user's performance as a subset of 

the expert's skills. 

3.5.9 The Computer Coach 

Zissos and Witten (1985) present a modeling system 

for an EMACS oriented computer coach. They identify four 

components of a computer tutor: (l) domain knowledge, (2) a 

user model, (3) a tutoring strategy, and (4) a 

human-computer interaction channel (dialogue). Multiple 

approaches to modeling, which are cover.ed elsewhere in this 
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review, are reviewed by Zissos and Witten. Their approach 

to modeling the inter'action is presented below. 

In building the user model they apply the following 

strategy: (1) count the number of times a concept was used 

and the number of bad plan detection,s (misses), (2) 

determine the appropriateness of presentation to the user. 

There are two selection criteria: a) relative number of 

hits to misses, and b) frequency of occurrence of concepts. 

Presenting advice: Users are stereotyped into 

novices, intermediaries and experts. Users are rated with 

simple heuristics based on their command usage profile. A 

simple advice presentation module was constructed providing: 

a) a crib-sheet, b) a suggestion for important concepts to 

learn, c) a display of the why slot, d) a list of well known 

concepts, and e) an ask for expertise rating. 

3.6 Cooperative Systems 

The SCHOLAR system by Carbonell (Barr and Feigenbaum 

1983) is an early example of a mixed initiative system where 

both the user and the system can initiate a conversation. 

It uses semantic nets for the representation of domain 

knowledge. A rule base is used for the tutoring strategy 

and in the assessment of student knowledge. 
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3.6.1 Joint Technologies 

Woods (1995) advocates the development of joint 

human-computer cognitive systems, where the user is the 

primary problem solver and where the system is an AI-based 

consultant assisting the user. The author advocates 

distribution of cognitive tasks in DSS. Sample scenarios 

are given, but the actual architecture and implementation of 

such a system is n"ot presented. The issue of authority 

allocation to user or system is discussed in favor of 

leaving the final authority to the user. 

Schwartz et al. (1986) discuss correlation and 

fusion as areas for human and computer task sharing. They 

suggest that fusion tasks are suited for human and computer 

task cooperation. 

3.6.2 Command Control And Communication, (C3), Systems 

Noah and Halpin (1986) present an architecture for 

adaptive user interfaces in military Command Control and 

Communication, (C3), systems. They present a proposal for a 

taxonomy of areas of user skills. Their taxonomy is 

composed of (1) practice, (2) recency with a task, (3) 

alertness, (4) motivation, (5) competing tasks, and (6) 

environmental pressures (time constraints, distracting 

stimuli, etc.) 
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The authors suggest areas for AUI's as: ADP skills, 

spe'cific target system skill, perceptual and psychomotor 

skills, cognitive skills, task structuring skills, 

'organizational ski'lls and domain skills. They suggest a 

framework which is. a hybrid between an IP based psychology 

model and a Chompsky influenced linguistic model. 

The authors suggest the following design principles 

(1) shared initiative, (2) vigilance support, (3) 

navigational support, (4) progressive disclosure, (5) 

regulation of display surface, (6) regulation of control 

surface, (7) metaphoric consistency, (8) short-term memory 

support, (9) maintenance of user context, (10) support for 

context customization, .(11) learning acceleration, and (12) 

error recognition. Implementation of scripts distinguishes 

between context scripts which are primarily navigational and 

object scripts which are primarily functional. 

Loberg et al. (1986) introduces elements of 

military operational planning and describes extensions to 

object oriented languages necessary to satisfy the specific 

requirements of such planning. Their discussion is directed 

toward cooperative C3 systems. The suggested extension is 

within attribute binding and entity relationships. For 

attribute binding the authors suggest three levels: 
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1. Defined binding (singular definitional values) 

2. Probability bindings 

3. Restricted bindings 

For entity relationships they suggest extensions 

for: (1) composition relation, and (2) functional relation. 

3.6.3 Task Allocation 

Greenstein and Lam (1985) outline a framework for 

human-computer task allocation, and present an experimental 

study from aerospace control, evaluating alternative 

dialogue forms for the assignments of tasks by the human 

user. He defines function as a general means of action by 

which the system fulfills its requirements and task as a 

composite of related activities performed by an individual, 

and directed toward accomplishing a specific amount of work 

within a specific work context. 

Task strategies pertain to the way a given task and 

mission can be fulfilled by the human-computer system. Task 

allocation strategy concerns how tasks are allocated between 

human and computer and is particularly important to the 

dialogue based communication for dynamic task allocation. 

The study considered four allocation strategies. (1) 

assignment by designation (direct reference to task), (2) 

spatial assignment (reference to spatial area), (3) temporal 



assignment, and (4) contingency based assignment 

(emergencies). The study compared the effectiveness of 

alternative input media. 
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Greenstein, Arnaut and Revesman (1986) compare model 

based task allocation to user directed task allocation in a 

user-system task shared environment. The explicit user 

allocation is facilitated through the dialogue. Model based 

task allocation is compared to explicit allocation of tasks. 

The tasks to be carried out were associated with the 

monitoring of a sheet metal produced by nine machines. The 

goal was to identify machines needing repair. The user or 

the system could initiate a repair. 

In one set of experiments the computer used a 

prediction model to initiate repair of systems that it 

thought the human would ignore. In another set of 

experiments the user had to tell the system explicitly to 

perform the repair. They conclude that the computer based 

task allocation was more efficient than where the user 

explicitly had to direct the system. The findings are not 

necessarily generally extendible, but they do indicate that 

under certain conditions a model based allocation can be 

effective. 
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In a related study. Greenstein and Revesman (1986) 

discuss simulation on cooperation of tasks. Their concern 

is with the efficiency of the combined system rather than 

the effectiveness of the decision making process. 

3.7 Knowledge Elicitation 

The research in knowledge elicitation for 

intelligent dialogue systems is limited. Case studies and 

error analysis seem to be the dominating approaches. 

Alty and Coombs (1981) describe a case approach to 

the study of advice needed and advice given to computer 

users in a research environment. They found that two forms 

of face to face delivery were. dominating. One could be 

termed advisory, providing general guidance and an index to 

errors. The other form is called consultative services in 

which an expert is engaged in the problem solving process. 

Multiple universities were researched using small scale case 

studies as the approach. User profiles including 

activitiesj known sources of knowledge and attitudes were 

developed. They also performed detailed analysis of actual 

advice giving sessions between users and their 

advisors/consultants. 

-_. -------------------------------------
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Elkerton and Williges (1985) discuss 

representational issues and strategies in assistance and 

instruction. A prototype is developed for use in a file 

search environment. Static and dynamic models are 

discussed. The authors classify symbolic models as being 

useful for explanation and quantitative models as being 

useful for prediction. They point out that there are two 

approaches to knowledge elicitation, observing the user or 

talking to experts. A performance based approach was 

adopted for their knowledge acquisition in which they 

compared expert statistical performance with actual user 

performance. 

Zissos and Witten (1985) use collection and 

classification of user errors as a knowledge elicitation 

strategy for their "computer coach", (see above). Error 

observation and analysis has been a major strategy for 

knowledge elicitation for ITS. 



CHAPTER 4 

ALLOCATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES IN IS-DESIGN 

An IS can be viewed as a formalized theory of 

policies, processes and assumptions. The processes are 

described through executable tasks, where tasks and subtasks 

are distributed among available processors, such as the 

system users, workstations, servers and networks. The IS 

represents the objects considered relevant to the 

organization, as well as an implicit definition of where the 

tasks associated with their manipulation shall be executed. 

4.1 Task Support In IS-dialogues 

Currently the user is assigned certain tasks through 

a static definition of the interface. Emerging 

architectures view the task allocation as a dynamic process 

that can be varied (Greenstein and Lam 1985). The 

allocation can be varied according to user preferences and 

capabilities. Past and current architectures have been 

based on implicit assumptions about the user's and the 

system's capabilities rather than on the desirability of 

task assignment. This has made the task allocation a 

phenomenon of observation, and not an artifact of design. 
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The identification of problem solving tasks, and the 

allocation of tasks among the participants is a meta-problem 

solving activity (Kottemann and Konsynski 1984). Knowledge 

based dialogues should focus on support of cognitive tasks. 

The tasks that are currently, by default, allocated to the 

user are of special interest. Examples of such tasks are: 

(1) determination of the system's potential in particular 

problem situations; (2) formulating problem statements and 

matching them with available functions and structures; (3) 

representing problems and devising problem solving 

strategies; and (4) evaluating the implementations of these 

tasks. 

The" user's cognitive tasks in using the system 

consist of primary and secondary tasks. Primary tasks are 

related directly to the achievement of external goals, for 

example, deciding on the composition of an investment 

portfolio. Secondary tasks implement the primary tasks, for 

example, calculation of returns on alternative investment 

options through an ROI function. Knowledge based dialogue 

management should support both the primary and the secondary 

tasks. The dialogue management architecture should allow 

dynamic allocation of these tasks. 
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For example, an inexperienced user may want to use 

standard template representations of an investment model, 

while an expert may want full control of the modeling 

process. The inexperienced user may, over the course of the 

interaction with a system, develop sufficient familiarity so 

as to be able to exercise greater control over the model 

structure and the parameters. 

Metrics are needed to assess task allocations. The 

measurement of task allocation is dependent on clear 

definitions of tasks and subtasks. Several dimensions are 

of interest. Task size can, for example, be expressed 

through the number of productions required for task 

execution. Memory requirements can be quantifi"ed through 

the number of variables which must be maintained. 

Complexity is a function of volume, memory requirements, and 

the number of states associated with the task. 

4.1.1 Traditional Approaches To Task Support 

Traditional approaches to supporting the use of an 

information system have been developed from a static help 

perspective. To date, the major concern has been to inform 

the use~ about the system and in some cases the system 

domain. 
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The presentation of support information falls into 

three categories: (1) off-line passive documentation, in 

the form of printed user guides, reference manuals and 

printed tutorials, (2) on-line context sensitive help, 

normally limited to the cur"rent state of the system 

dialogue, e.g., if the user is editing a field in a record 

then activation o.f help provides information about the field 

editor, and (3) active problem independent tutorials, in the 

form of a programmed walk-through, to familiarize the user 

with the system, and to illustrate some of the system's 

potential applications. 

4.1.2 Emerging Approaches To Task Support 

Emerging approaches to task support are concerned 

with adapting the task environment to the user and to the 

user's tasks (Anderson and Skwarecki 1986; Rissland 1984). 

Such adaptation requires a focus on the cognitive tasks 

executed during the course of the user-system interaction. 

The emphasis is placed both on what information or actions 

are required to execute specific tasks, and on when this 

information on these actions is needed. 
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With respect to help systems, the relevant question 

is: "Why does the user need help, and what is the nature of 

the problem?" The implication of asking such questions is 

that differen~support should be provided for different 

cognitive tasks. For a user learning certain system 

features, an in-context tutorial may be appropriate 

(Rissland 1984). The EMACS text editor provides apropos 

help when the user has forgotten the name of a command 

(Stallman 1984). A user composing a script to update a 

spreadsheet and save the results may need interaction with a 

script generation mechanism. 

Dynamic support from a task and user oriented 

perspective requires formal representation of knowledge 

about both the user and the system's capabilities and 

behavior. Our research concentrates on three areas for 

delivery of knowledge based dialogue support. These areas 

are user adaptation, task accommodation, and extended 

queries. For an illustration of potential responsibility 

reallocation see Table 2. 

User Adaptation. The dialogue should facilitate· 

effective communication between the user and the system. 

The dialogue provides a mechanism both for the user to 

express problem representations and commands, and for the 

system to present information to the user. Adaptations of 

the dialogue format should be directed at increasing the 
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USER SYSTEM 

TRADITIONAL 
Learning Presentation TOrl'!a.t 

Adaptation Process f"low 

Int.erpretation Functiona.lit.y 

ScriPting 

Selection 

EHERGING 
Problel'! stat..eAent. User adapt.at.ion 

Solution strategy Mentoring 

Consult.at.ion 

Pla.nning 

Table 2. Cognitive Responsibility Allocation 
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effectiveness and efficiency of the dialogue communication 

channel. 

The system can adapt its dialogue based on 

assumptions of the user's current state. In situations 

where tasks are shared among multiple participants a 

simultaneous knowledge of interacting participant's states 

is necessary (Greenstein and Lam 1985). Adaptive dialogue 

control can accommodate effective communication between the 

human user and the system. The dialogue form and style can 

be varied according to user preferences and the nature of 

the task. One example is to adapt the help to the user 

level and the task at hand. 

Task accommodation supports the implementation of 

the user's primary tasks within the IS environment. Among 

the alternative options are: 

1. Task representation guidance, i.e., assisting the user 

in representing the specific problem within the tool. 

An example is an expert-system like interface that in a 

backward chaining mode queries the user for structural 

relationships within the task domain, and attempts to 

prove or disprove representational frameworks amenable 

to the tool; 
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2. Axiomatic task. implementation assistance. This approach 

provides the user or the developer with axiomatic models 

of alternative task implementations (Konsynski et al. 

1984; Goldberg and Robson 1983). These models are used 

to derive specific decision support functions; 

3. Task to system mapping. This is concerned with the 

identification and selection of functions and objects 

available in the support environment that can be 

effectively utilized in the implementation of a task. 

Assistance in scripting the relationships between these 

functions and objects is an important part of the task 

to system mapping; 

4. Task implementation monitoring. This can be facilitated 

through observation of constraints enforced through the 

preceding task accommodation options. 

Query capabilities have typically been.limited to 

relational retrievals for data oriented models and to "what 

if" or goal seeking questions for numerically oriented 

models. Rule based systems allow the user to ask why and 

obtain justification for logically deduced results 

(Hayes-Roth et al. 1983). 
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Queries with respect to the system itself are 

frequently limited to context sensitive passive help as 

discussed above, The system should carry meta-level 

descriptions of itself that can allow the system to converse 

intelligently with the user about its own capabilities and 

inadequacies. The system should also be able to justify 

specific problem representations and results. This feature 

is demonstrated by spreadsheets that perform meta-level 

analysis of embedded models and provide English descriptions 

of model relationships (Kozy and Wise 1984). 

To assist the user' in problem representation and 

scripting the system must possess knowledge of tasks and 

hold assertions concerning these tasks. It is therefore 

also important to incorporate query facilities with which 

the user can have direct access to the systems knowledge of 

the domain and the assertions that the system holds 

concerning the user and the user's tasks. The mechanical 

operation of the system can represent a problem to the 

novice user. Accommodations should be made for assistance 

~n system state traversals. The facilitation of queries 

such as "how do I get to load-a-new-file from where I'm at", 

provides an example. 
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This dissertation advocates a move toward active 

support of the cognitive tasks that take place during the 

user-system interaction, rather .than passive presentation of 

system descriptions as the only available help mechanism. 

In order to achieve such a goal it is necessary to study the 

cognitive tasks present in system usage, and to assess the 

apportionment of these tasks. Knowledge representations, 

knowledge reference, and support delivery mechanisms need to 

be explored.in an effort to reapportion cognitive 

responsibilities among the user and the system in dialogues. 

The desirability of alternative apportionments should be 

researched from a perspective of cognitive psychology while 

the feasibility can be studied through architectures that 

enable a distribution of cognitive tasks. 

4.1.3 Adaptation 

Nielsen (1986) presents a view of the user-system 

interaction as a message passing protocol with multiple 

layers similar to what is presented in the ISO model for 

communications. With this view of the interface the design 

task is reduced to the adaptation of the protocols to 

maximize the efficiency of the exchange. This view is in 

line with the views expressed through Norman's notion of 

"Bridging the gap" and Moran's Command Language Grammar. 
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User To System. User to system is the adaptation 

found in most general purpose systems, such as 

wordprocessors, compilers for programming languages, etc. 

The system defines conventions for interaction and the 

limits of' applicability. The conventions and capabilities 

are derived from the generic capabilities of the system and 

provide these in a somewhat raw form to the user. Example's 

can be found in most operating systems. As an example 

Digital's VMS which by many is considered to be a "user 

friendly" system requires the user to access information by 

reference (implicit or explicit) to the disk on which the 

information can be found combined with a name referencing 

the start location of the specific information (the file 

name). The model underlying the interface is in this case 

very close to the model underlying the design of the 

computer system. We are not saying that this is necessarily 

in conflict with the user's interests, but it repre~ents an 

example of the users adapting their view of the storage 

management problem to the facilities provided by the system. 

System To User. A counter example can be found in 

systems where the underlying interface model is derived from 

un assumed model of the users model of the application 

domain. Airchinnigh (1985) describes this as M[C,M[U,AJJ 

where M[U,AJ represents the user's model of the application. 

The Xerox Star desktop metaphor is an example of an attempt 
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to structure the information around the user's conceptual 

model of a domain rather than providing a robust packaging 

around the system's model. 

Task To System. Examples of adaptation of task to 

system can be found in general purpose, limited 

functionality systems. A simple spreadsheet manager with 

some limited calculation capabilities can be used as an 

example. A user needing to formulate a numerical model 

within this system would be restricted to the functionality 

found in the package. Advanced required functions would 

have to be built from primitive instances. Goal seeking 

would have to be simulated through iterative "what if" 

scenarios. In such cases, the system represents the 

environment within which the task has to be adapted. 

System To Task. Specialized systems are 

specifically tailored to the task that they are to perform. 

The tailoring can take place on multiple levels. A linear 

programming system such as XMP (Marsten 1981) is 

specifically tailored to the task of executing linear 

programming models. On another "level a specialized 

implementation of XMP for aircraft crew scheduling (Marsten 

et al. 1979) would be specifically adapted to this task. 

Combined Adaptations. We have provided several 

examples of adaptations above. The examples presented 

reflect static allocations of tasks which comprise the 
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currently prevailing approach. They each reflect a 

potential adaptation. Taxonomies such as the one presented 

can be useful to separate issues and distinguish between 

dimensions of a situation. However, in our case the 

boundaries are movable among these different adaptations. 

Information systems are tools and building blocks. 

Among the most powerful of concepts in computer science is 

the concept of "boot-strapping" in which one set of tools is 

used to "boot-strap" to the next generation. Take for 

example the task to system adaptation'example with the 

spreadsheet. The adaptation of the user's task to the 

spreadsheet environment represents a cognitive 

responsibility which is allocated to the user. It can be 

viewed initially as a learning activity, i.e., what features 

of this environment exist, how do they behave, and how do 

they relate to my problem? Later it can be viewed as a 

problem solving activity in terms of how these operators 

that are available in the problem space (Simon 1972) can be 

used to represent the user's application model. And finally 

it can be treated as a memory recall task when the user on a 

subsequent encounter with the same basic problem has a need 

to recall the previous scenario. 
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In the situation where the system adapts to the 

user, the user's cognitive characteristics, e.g.~ ~now1edge 

level, preferences, domain conceptualizations, etc., provide 

the basis for the adaptation. In a static system these 

dimensions are assessed and adapted once. In a dynamic 

system the adaptations are the result of cognitive 

activities either on the user's or on the system's part in 

order to create an appropriate information processing 

environment. 

4.2 Levels Of Responsibilities 

Natural Language processing is concerned with the 

study of machines understanding a human language such as 

English. As pointed out above, one way of viewing the 

user-system interaction is through a set of message passing 

protocols, i.e., a formal language for communication between 

the user and the system. It is therefore natural to assume 

that some of the issues related to the understanding of 

Natural Language would also be applicable to the study of 

the artificial communication between the user and the system 

that takes place in the dialogue. Moran (1981) makes the 

analogy explicit in his command language grammar. The 

treatment of the dialogue structure as a grammar, and actual 

dialogue instances as sentences expressed in this grammar, 

allows us to understand the dialogue at a syntactical level. 

- ~---"~---------------------------------------
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We can also gain access to some of the immediate semantics 

of the dialogue due to the explicit relationship between 

valid sentences (dialogue commands) and their associated 

objects (data structures and operators). The semantics 

governing these expressions are not, however, necessarily 

immediately accessible. It cannot be inferred from mere 

observation of commands applied to a Lotus Spreadsheet what 

the purpose of the modeling activity is without a strong 

framework f~r interpretation of the events. The problem is 

analogous to the interpretation of the purpose for using a 

word processor which requires Natural Language processing to 

capture the semantics. 

In text samples the assumption is that meaning is 

captured in the text itself. The concern is mainly with the 

actual content of the text rather than how it got there. 

The latter assumption does not necessarily hold in the 

interpretation of the application of other tools. In the 

spreadsheet example the user may be performing sensitivity 

analysis. The semantics of the final solution can only be 

understood through the history of the interaction "between 

the user and the system. 
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In language understanding three levels of 

representations are utilized (Winston 1984). These can be 

(I) a parse tree, (2) a thematic-role frame, and (3) a world 

model. The models move from the deterministic 

classification of language constructs to semantic concepts 

in an external world. Bridging the two is the 

thematic-frame model which relates acts to objects. These 

levels are reviewed because parallels can be made to the 

understanding of human computer dialogues in an artificial 

application specific language defined by the dialogue 

structure of the device. The corresponding levels are (1) 

device (dialogue) representation, (2) procedure models 

(operator and operands), and (3) domain models (relating the 

procedures to an external domain), (see, Figure 11). 

4.2.1 Device Level Responsibilities 

The device level of the dialogue, which can be 

compared as the grammatical level of the interaction 

language has been studied extensively by multiple 

researchers (Moran 1981; Kieraas 1985; Card, Moran and 

Newell 1980). The research has, however, focused on static 

design of the dialogue or on assessment of the dialogue 

efficiency or complexity. 

--------~. --- --- --------------'---------------
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Figure 11. Levels of Cognitive Responsibility 
In The Human-Computer Relationship 
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These directions seem natural if the interaction is 

viewed as a passive message passing protocol. In such cases 

the application has implicit knowledge of the dialogue flow. 

The objective is to design this dialogue such that it· 

matches some perceived model of the user. (Our argument 

does not change even if we assume that the dialogue is 

statically designed for multiple users. The initial 

argument will be restricted to one typical user to simplify 

the discussion). 

Analysis, based on the presented models of the 

dialogue, proceeds from a model of the user which can be 

called the user model. The design criteria for the dialogue 

is to design it as close to the user model as possible in 

order to increase user efficiency (Card, Moran and Newell 

1980), or to minimize the complexity involved in using the 

system (Kieraas 1985). There is no external agent in this 

dialogue model that interprets the interaction between the 

user and the application. A precise grammatical 

specification can also be used by an external cognitor to 

interpret the dialogue between the user and the system. The 

parse of the dialogue will provide a basis for determining 

the objects invoked during interaction and the operations 

performed on these objects. The primitive level of many 

application dialogues can be represented through finite 

state machines. The state of such a system defines a subset 
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of the dialogue context, and as such it provides a potential 

source of knowledge in the understanding of the interaction 

between the user and the application. 

4.2.2 Procedure Level Responsibilities 

The state machine in a menu or a finite command 

oriented dialogue also defines the objects accessed and the 

operators applied. The "delete file" choice in a menu 

system defines both the operation to be performed, namely 

delete a file, as well as the object to be deleted, i.e., 

the name of the file. A specific operation such as "mark 

block" in a text editor often represents only a sub-task in 

a more extensive operation such as mov~ block. 

The move block operation acts on a segment of text 

and is in many text editors composed of (1) position marker 

at the beginning a block, (2) mark the end of the block, (3) 

cut the block, (4) position the marker at the new location, 

and (5) paste the block into the text. 

The total procedure can be described by its goal 

"move block". The primitive operators and operands do not 

individually explain the operation and we argue that there 

is a need for a procedural level that chunks low level 

operations into procedures that can form the basis for 

inference about higher level dialogue events, user actions, 

and strategies. Information on the procedural level can be 
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used in making inferences about the procedures the user is 

executing. The need for a procedural intermediary level can 

be illustrated by the following examples. 

The user may have valid reasons, i. e., reasons' that 

can be explained by a domain level model, for the invocation 

of a procedure such as the move block procedure. The 

implementation of the procedure within the device, i.e., the 

application, may contain bugs. Both levels of operations 

represent cognitive responsibilities. A responsibility 

allocation mechanism must be able to interpret the dialogue 

at both levels in order to distinguish between poorly and 

well executed tasks. 

The user may know exactly how to perform an 

operation in a spreadsheet, but may know nothing about how 

this relates to a marketing model (Stabell calls this 

passive knowledge), or the user may know the model he wants 

to implement but not how to use the .spreadsheet. 

While the device level can be described by a finite 

state machine the procedure level can be represented by 

productions. Several alternatives are applicable at this 

level. Kieraas proposed GTN which is a generalization of 

ATN, and Zisman, in an office procedure specification 

~ffort, chose what he called Augmented Petri 'Nets to co~bine 

a Petri Net with a production system. In a typical dialogue 

system each state has multiple semantics associated with it. 
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That is the system can be explained through multiple 

perspectives (Fikes 1981; Churchman 1971). A state can be 

described through the other states it enables, it can be 

described through the functions it offers, or as part of a 

larger procedure that it represents. All of these 

perspectives may be relevant both to the designer agent in 

the dialogue and to the decision maker. Assessing this 

knowledge and applying it represents cognitive tasks in the 

user-system interaction. 

4.2.3 Domain Level Responsibilities 

The domain level of interpretation for the dialogue 

between the user and.the system can be compared to the world 

model interpretati'on for Natural Language. The 

interpretation at this level captures the semantics of the 

problem to be solved. 

Domain level interpretation captures the 

relationships between goals and operators at the domain 

level. Examples can be the goal of determining optimum 

marketing fund levels, allocating information systems 

resources, etc. depending on the application in use. We 

find it necessary to distinguish among these levels in the 

description of the dialogue environment in an effort to 

address the cognitive tasks associated with the interaction. 
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Tasks associated with application operation are 

captured at the device level, tasks associated with 

procedure formulation, execution, and monitoring are 

captured at the procedural level, while tasks associated 

with the problem domain are captured at the domain level of 

the dialogue model. 

There are responsibilities associated with each of 

these levels and we argue that they are sufficiently unique 

to require' individual consideration during the design of a 

task apportionment architecture. 

4.3 A Knowledge Management View Of Cognitive Tasks 

Expert Systems are systems designed to emulate the 

performance of a human expert. One can view this as an 

emulation of the cognitive tasks that the human expert is 

performing within some problem solving domain. Knowledge 

management is a central focal point in Expert Systems 

development and application. It may therefore be useful to 

view cognitive tasks in general from a knowledge maintenance 

perspective. We have chosen to include the following 

aspects of knowledge management for the purpose of cognitive 

task analysis. The definitions presented along with each 

aspect of knowledge ~anagement are gathered from Hayes-Roth 

et al. (1983). 
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4.3.1 Acquisition 

"Know[edge acquisition is the transfer and 

transformation of problem solving expertise from some 

knowledge source to a program", (Buchanan et al. 1983 p. 

129). This definition specifically mentions program, which 

limits its applicability. We would like to suggest a 

definition that is more applicable to some general cognitive 

entity and substitute for program a referenceable long-term 

repository. For our purposes we therefore define knowledge 

acquisition as: 

The transfer and transformation of knowledge from 

some source to a repository referenceable by a cognitor. 

Anderson (1983) presents the ACT* (Adaptive Control 

of Thought) as an architecture for a·cognitive system. He 

distinguishes between three memory repositories: Working 

memory, which is a short-term repository, and two long-term 

repositories, Declarative memory and Production memory. 

Declarative Memory. Declarative memory stores 

facts and in the ACT system it is decomposed into a tangled 

hierarchy of cognitive units. For our discussion of 

knowledge acquisition this assumption implies thut there are 

cognitive tasks associated with acquisition of declarative 

knowledge, the comparison of new knowledge to existing 

knowledge in the hierarchy and update of memory. 
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In the user-system relationship there are several 

examples of declarative knowledge that need to be 

maintained. Declarative semantic knowledge is required in 

'order to understand the system rather than merely 

understanding how the system operates. Understanding the 

system can, according to this view, be thought of as a 

network of relationships among cognitive units of 

declarative knowledge about the system. Declarative 

knowledge of the system applies at multiple levels of the 

interaction. 

Device level declarative knowledge represents such 

facts as what structures exist within this system, and what 

operators apply to these structures. Procedure level 

declarative knowledge consists of what procedures can be 

represented and executed through this system and what their 

relationships are. Examples of domain level declarative 

,knowledge are (1) what variables are defined in this domain, 

(2) what are their functional relationships, and (3) what 

problems can be solved by application of this system. 

From a knowledge management perspective, there are 

cognitive tasks associated with the acquisition of such 

declarative knowledge at all levels of the user-system 

relationship. These tasks are present regardless of who is 

responsible and where the declarative repository is located. 

For example, either the user or the system may be 
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responsible for managing the knowledge of the situations for 

which the system has been successfully 'applied and knowledge 

of the situations for which it fails or will fail. 

Procedural Knowledge. Procedural knowledge is 

knowledge of how to do something. Procedural knowledge can 

be successfully represented as productions. Productions can 

also successfully be used in the simulation of human 

performance in the acquisition and performance of procedural 

skills. 

A major part of the research efforts in machine 

learning (Michalski et al. 1986) has focused on the 

acquisition of procedural knowledge. In our system context 

procedural knowledge refers to knowledge about how to use , 

the system. There'are multiple levels of procedural 

knowledge as is the case for declarative knowledge. 

Examples of procedural knowledge at the device level 

are illustrated by knowledge of how ,to operate the device. 

At the procedure level it relates to how to formulate 

problems within the device and on the domain level it 

relates to how to apply these procedures to the solution of 

domain specific problems. There are allocatable tasks and 

responsibilities associated with the procedural knowledge as 

well. They can either be allocated to the user which is the 

prevailing current case or they can be shared with the 

system. Tutoring is an example of the system assuming some 
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responsibility for the user's acquisition of procedural 

skills. In this case the system assumes some responsibility 

for the transfer. 

The system learning from examples (Dietterich and 

Michalski, 1983) of user actions reflects the system 

assuming responsibility for procedure acquisition. In this 

case the system assumes responsibility for transformation 

from the knowledge existing in example form to a form better 

suited for problem solving and inference such as 

productions. 

4.3.2 Maintenance 

Knowledge maintenance can be viewed as the process 

of adapting· a knowledge base to changing conditions. 

Buchanan et al. (1983) refers to these tasks as knowledge 

revision in the case of an Expert System. They suggest 

semantic consistency which matches new knowledge with 

existing knowledge. For a human to assess semantic 

consistency it is necessary to have sufficient strength 

associated with the relevant nodes in order to identify 

them. 
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Buchanan et al. (1983) also suggest automatic 

testing as found in EXPERT and EMYCIN in which a suggested 

knowledge update is first tested on a set of cases to 

determine the effect. Maintenance takes place as experience 

with a system grows and the understanding of potential means 

for use increases. Maintenance is more relevant at the 

procedure and domain level than at the device level, except 

for correction of initial misrepresentations. 

4.3.3 Reference 

Referencing the knowledge base is the reason for its 

development and maintenance. Knowledge base reference 

differs dependent on whether the knowledge accessed is 

semantic or production oriented (logic, productions, state 

machines). 

Referencing semantic knowledge of the type found in 

semantic nets or frames is often referred to as a "look-up". 

Objects of interest are accessed and their attributes and 

associated values are determined. Attribute and value 

determination is achieved through recursive inheritance 

mechanisms. There is a need for conflict resolution 

strategies in cases of attribute or value conflicts across 

multiple inheritance. (Touretzky 1986; Steffik and Bobrow 

1986). 
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Anderson suggests that a tangled hierarchy can be a 

representative model for how humans store declarative 

knowledge. A tangled hierarchy can be implemented in a 

semantic inheritance net or in a frame system which permits 

cross object relations. The actual reference represents 

cognitive tasks, which is one of the reasons why data bases 

are in use. Dialogue knowledge bases and associated 

reference mechanisms are, however, not in use to support the 

system user. The access mechanisms in current help systems 

are normally far less powerful than those found in data 

bases and knowledge base management systems such as the 

PLEXSYS system (Applegate et al. 1987). 

The reference of production oriented knowledge is 

normally referred to as inference. The inference process 

can be data driven (forward chaining) or goal driven 

(backward chaining). A user who wants to apply a system for 

a specific purpose engages in backward chaining knowledge 

reference, while a user who wants to know how a system 

relates to his problem engages in a forward chaining search. 

The process of using a system can be modeled as a set of 

productions (Govindaraj 1986) capturing the procedures that 

the user is applying. The search for a solution again takes 

place on all of the three levels previously addressed, as 

the problems facing the user of the system differ. 

Therefore single dimension models such as the keystroke 



level models do not sufficiently capture the process of 

application use. 

4.4 Measurement Of Allocation 
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The reapportionment of responsibilities is 

contingent on some assessment of the current allocations and 

of the opportunities that exist for change. Metrics are 

needed both for task and cognitor evaluation. 

4.4.1 Complexity 

The assessment of software complexity is an issue 

that has received much attention in Software Engineering. 

Several models have been introduced that are aimed at 

estimation of development and maintenance cost as well as 

hardware requirements for the system (Kottemann and 

Konsynski 1983; McCabe 1977). The issue is also highly 

relevant in an assessment of the task allocation in the 

user-system interaction. Several dimensions come into play, 

among these the complexity associated with the mapping of 

the user's expected communications protocol or task 

representation (Kieraas 1985), and the integral complexity 

of the task itself. 

Kieraas. Kieraas (1985) suggests a complexity 

measure based on the mapping between user and system. The 

complexity can be expressed as: 
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C(U[t] - D[t]) 

If the difference between U[t] and D[t] is large this 

represents a high complexity. The complexity of the task is 

measured in the compatibility of the initially expected 

communications protocol and the actual device 

implementation. 

Kieraas presents a framework for user-task 

representation and formal device representation to allow 

evaluation of cognitive complexity associated with using a 

device, and to evaluate the mapping between a user's task 

representation and a device implementation. 

The following argument is presented: (1) The 

complexity of a device from a user's point of view depends 

on the amount, content and structure of the knowledge 

required to operate the device successfully. (2) For a new 

user, complexity is also determined by the difficulty of 

acquiring the new knowledge necessary for using the device. 

(3) The major knowledge components are the user's task 

representation and the user's device representation. (4) 

The user's task representation is assumed to be described by 

the GOMS model (Card, Moran and Newell 1980). 
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Kierass developed a simulation model that embodies 

such features as: (a) the number of new productions to be 

learned for the system, (b) the number of productions fired 

and the number of keystrokes required to execute a task, (c) 

peak and average items in memory, and (d) number the of 

items over time in memory. 

This work is important in that it, like The 

Keystroke Level Model (Card, Moran and Newell 1980) provides 

quantitative objective measures of user interface 

characteristics. The general idea is also applicable to a 

task measurement effort. However, the complexity expressed 

as the difference between user representation and system 

representation addresses the communications protocol rather 

than the complexity of the task itself. The measures for 

number of productions fired and items required in memory are 

relevant volume considerations which apply independently of 

user or system implementation of the task. 

Halstead. Halstead (1977) provides a complexity 

measure that has been successful in predicting human ability 

to recall program statements (procedural statements) from 

memory. The E Metric was developed for use in costing of 

software projects. It is considered too advanced to be 

useful at the early stages of design (Vick and Ramamoorthy 

1984) . 
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The problems associated with the model's use are not 

related to difficulties in applying the metrics. The 

problems are associated with obtaining the necessary 

'parameters at an early stage of the design. From our 

perspective this is not a problem because our architecture 

calls for a precise specification of tasks at the level 

required by Halstead's measure. The complexity measure 

reflects a cross between semantic arid declarative knowledge 

and is specified as follows: 

where: 

n 1 '= The number of unique productions; n'J = The 
number of unique operands; ~l = Total frequency 
of operators; ~'J=Total frequency of operands. 

A possible application to production systems would be: 

n
1 

= The number of unique productions; n 2 = The 
number of unique variables; ~l = Total frequency 
of consequents as clauses; ~'J= Total frequency 
of variables. 

This measure provides a metric for the actual 

complexity of a procedure regardless of whether it is 

implemented by a person or some other cognitor. 
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The complexity measure provided by Kieraas is bound 

to the differences in specification and therefore the 

complexity of the protocol rather than the complexity of the 

task to be performed. We wish to stress in this context 

that although the mapping of protocols represents a set of 

cognitive tasks in itself, the complexity of these secondary 

tasks is different from the complexity of the primary task 

that is to be resolved through the use of the system. 

McCabe. McCabe's complexity measure is related to 

the decision structure of a program. The metric is based on 

the number of linearly independent control paths in a 

program. It is defined as: 

v(G) = #edges - #nodes + 2 X (#connected components) 

A production system can be represented as a set of Cyclic 

AND/OR Graphs, (AOG) , (VanLehn 1987). Cyclic AND/OR Graphs 

occur as the result of recursive calls to clauses 

representing sub-procedures. The nodes in the resulting 

tree are not unique both as a result of potential recursion 

and because the consequent of one production may appear as a 

clause in multiple, both and and/or rules. 
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McCabe's metric should, however, be directly 

applicable to a production system as a potential metric for 

the complexity of the task described through it, assuming 

that nodes refer to unique nodes. The metric states that 

the more productions a single node (consequent or variable) 

occur in, the more complex the system and therefore the 

task. The lowest complexity would be found in a production 

system with single' level deep productions. That is each 

consequent is determined solely by a unique set of 

variables. Higher complexity would be found in multilevel 

production systems where the consequences of a rule firing 

propagates throughout the network. Recursive structures 

also increase the value of this complexity measure as the 

number of nodes to subtract are reduced. 

Since a state machine has an equivalent production 

system representation (Zisman 1977) the metric is applicable 

both on the device level for the mechanical dialogue and on 

the procedural level for the procedures being implemented 

through the device. 

Whether a software metrics approach to task 

complexity also would hold psychologically remains to be 

tested. However, it would be reasonable to expect that a 

deep recursive production system would be more difficult to 

handle than a flat non-recursive structure as the 

requirements imposed on short-term memory would increase 
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with depth. 

4.4.2 Task Size 

The task size refers to the quantity of the task and 

the number of productions that must be executed. Kieraas 

provides a good size measure in the number of productions 

that fire during the execution of a task. Two other 

measures are the number of clauses in the productions that 

fire and the number of unique clauses in the total set of 

productions. 

Task size will vary with the efficiency of 

representation. Compared with the complexity definitions 

there is a tradeoff between task size and complexity because 

recursive calls and repetitive use of consequents increases 

the complexity while reducing the memory requirements. 

4.4.3 Memory Requirements 

Measurements of memory requirements should cover 

both declarative and procedural knowledge. The number of 

productions and their size reflect the production memory 

requirements for the task. The size of the semantic net 

needed to "represent the declarative reference knowledge for 

the task defines another memory metric. The number of 

cognitive units (Anderson 1983) and their average size may 

be a good indicator. Two measures are therefore relevant. 



s(c) = s(e) X n(e) 

and 
5(C) = s(c) X N 

where: 

s(c) is the size of a cognitive unit; s(e) is the 
average size of cognitive elements within a unit; 
n(e) is the average number of cognitive elements 
within a unit; N is the number of cognitive units 
required and 8(C) reflects total memory requirements. 

We observe that while multiple links to one node 
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increase the complexity and therefore the amount of effort 

associated with the task for a production system, the 

opposite should be true for the semantic network according 

to the theory of spreading activation (Anderson 1983). The 

more edges leading to a node the stronger its activation and 

the greater the likelihood of recall; therefore, there is 

less effort associated with heavily interconnected nodes 

than with a sparsely connected network. 

For a computer system the management of multiple 

links requires more storage and higher complexity of the 

management algorithms but it reduces the effort required 

during retrieval. 
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4.4.4 Application Of Metrics 

Our purpose in the evaluation and discussion of 

metrics is in the measurement of tasks and shifting task 

allocations. However, the measurement of task complexity, 

size and declarative memory requirements could be applied in 

the assessment of software usability. A potential 

application would be in the development of a quantitative 

interface usability index similar to readability indexes 

computed for text. Reliable indexes could be u~efully 

applied in the evaluation of user interfaces during design. 



CHAPTER 5 

REAPPORTIONMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES 

For the purpose of our analysis we have adopted a 

view of IS as purposeful systems. In this respect the term 

system embodies its users. The reapportionment of 

responsibilities is considered within the boundaries of such 

an extended system. 

5.1 Purposeful Systems 

Churchman (1971) provides the following necessary 

conditions for something S to be considered a system. (1) S 

is teleological, (?) S has a measure of performance, (3) 

there exists a client whose interests (values) are served by 

S in such a manner that the higher the measure of 

performance, the better the interests are served, and more 

generally the client is the standard of the measure of 

performance, (4) S has teleological components which 

co-produce the measure of performance of S, (5) S has an 

environment, which also co-produces the measure of 

performance of S, (6) there exists a decision maker who, via 

his resources, can produce changes in the measures of 

performance of S's components and hence changes in the 

measure of performance of S, (7) there exists a designer, 
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who conceptualizes the nature of S in such a manner that the 

designer's concepts potentially produce actions in the 

decision maker and hence changes in the measure of 

performance of S, (8) the designer's intention is to change 

S so as to maximize S's value to the client, and (9) S is 

"stable" with respect to the designer, in the sense that 

there is a built-in guarantee that the designer's intention 

is ultimately realizable. 

Churchman distinguish~s among three important 

participants in a system: The client, the designer, and the 

decision maker, (see, Figure 12). We can view the 

interaction between a user or a group of users and the 

information system. If we apply (4) to this joint system 

then the information system with which the user interacts 

constitutes a teleological component. We would like to 

review our discussion of artifact types relative to 

initiative and authority in light of the client, designer 

and decision maker role. 

In systems that augment it is possible to restrict 

the system boundaries in such a way that the user becomes 

the client. The user's values define the measure of 

performance for the joint system. Information systems and 

their dialogues can be viewed as malleable adaptable 

systems. This means that there is not only the potential 

for a continuous decision making process within a system, 
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there is also the potential for a continuous design process. 

As an example, a user who is using a spreadsheet 

program to explore a decision making situation is constantly 

redesigning the system by creating new models that may bring 

extra information to the decision making situation. On the 

other hand, he may also continuously serve as a decision 

maker with respect to the parameters chosen for the specific 

instance of a model. 

We have defined the client role for the augmentive 

system. The example illustrates potential designer and 

decision maker roles for this system. (This is in line with 

Churchman who points out that the client, the designer and 

the decision maker may all be the same person). The 

designer and decision maker roles need not, however, be 

allocated to the user. Both of these roles contain explicit 

cognitive responsibilities. We suggest that the designer 

role can be viewed as initiative responsibilities while the 

decision maker role can be viewed as authority 

responsibilities. Previous discussions outline the tradeoff 

between these responsibilities in control of the system 

through the interface system. We will use the role view 

here because of its task oriented connotation. 
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Figure 12. Role Relationships 
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The designer is faced with the problem of 

identifying the client and the client's value system as well 

as the decision maker. The classic DSS case is to change 

the decision makers perceptions or value system to bring the 

decision process more in accordance with the clients value 

system. 

The designer is further faced with the task of 

understanding the impact of behavior in all the subsystems 

in order to design a system that will maximize the client's 

value. These tasks can be understood as the user trying to 

build a better model or using the system in a better way if 

the user and the designer is the same agent. However, the 

design responsibilities may be allocated to a subsystem 

separate from the application with which the user interacts. 

We can view this subsystem as a cognitor which has been 

allocated specific design responsibilities. This cognitive 

subsystem may again include the user. 

The important issue for our purposes is that this 

cognitor is different from the user alone. To bring the 

argument back to Churchman's discussion of systems, the 

designer-cognitor needs to possess knowledge about the 

client (may be the user) and the components of the system 

and the way they interact. In our context this means that, 

in augmentive systems, the designer-cognitor, who holds the 

initiative responsibilities, must have knowledge about the 
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user's goals, the sUb-components of the joint system and 

their interaction. The sUb-components of the joint system 

consist of the cognitive operators that both the system, in 

terms of its built in capabilities, and the user, in terms 

of skills and knowledge, bring to the problem space, which 

is jointly represented in the interface. 

In order to perform its design tasks and execute 

initiative, the designer-cognitor must possess this 

knowledge. In the case where the user is the designer, the 

user must possess this knowledge, i.e., the user must know 

his own problem solving skills as well as problem solving 

operators that the system provides and how to merge the two 

into a purposeful system. 

At the other extreme the machine cognitor possess 

complete design knowledge and is prepared to perform the 

design task. This requires that the "machine designer" 

maintain knowledge about the user, the system and their 

joint potential to produce the desired results. The problem 

solvers in rfS are actually examples of complete "machine 

designers" because the system views itself as the final 

judge of all the user's (the student) actions. The 

Intelligent Tutor is not aimed at sharing the execution 

between the user and the system. IT is aimed at boot 

strapping the student to a level where he can perform 

equivalently to the system on the assigned problems, and 
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eventually surpass the system. There are no provisions made 

for the inventory of unique skills in human or machine that 

can lead to a jointly improved system. The purpose of an 

ITS is therefore not to co-produce, but to duplicate. 

The pedagogical component of an ITS on the other 

hand is aimed at the design of a joint learning system in 

which the student's and the system's resources are combined 

to achieve learning which is assumed to be the value held by 

the client, who is also the user. There is an interesting 

combination of these two extremes. This is the situation in 

which the initiative or design responsibilities are shared 

between the user and the system. One way of sharing the 

responsibility is by sharing the knowledge. A knowledge 

maintenance view of cognitive activities is discussed later. 

An example of such a shared design responsibility 

would be a a DSS generator such as a spreadsheet in which 

the user could interact with an independent module jn order 

to solve the meta-problem of how to design the decision 

model. The level of knowledge possessed by this independent 

module would determine the amount of responsibility for this 

design task that the module is capable of assuming. A 

module that could provide templates for certain forms of 

models would be low on a scale of knowledge intensity. A 

module that could recognize situations for which certain 

templates would be appropriate would perform Expert Systems 



diagnosis. A module that could create models for certain 

situations would be more knowledge intensive and would 

require planning capabilities, while a system that could 

recognize the situation and provide a solution within its 

domain of applicability would be the most knowledge 

intensive. The latter is the objective of an Intelligent 

Tutoring System. 
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In walking through this example a complication 

arises. There are also design and decision roles in the 

designer system, therefor, there are also initiative and 

authority responsibilities associated with the design 

activity. The roles and the responsibilities follow a 

recursive hierarchy and for the purposes of this discussion 

it is not necessary to follow it beyond this one level of 

meta-responsibilities. 

Applying Churchman's necessary conditions for a 

system we have so far achieved the following. We assume 

that the user and the application together form a 

teleological system. As such there are distinct goals, 

roles and responsibilities associated with this joint 

system. In modifiable systems such as DSS generators there 

is a design role with associated cognitive responsibilities. 

The design represents a meta-problem solving activity, and 

as such the responsibilities for this task can be shared 

between the user and a non-human cognitor which together can 



form a joint teleological system with the objective of 

designing the original problem solving system. 
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The designer cognitor requires knowledge to perform 

its tasks. This knowledge can be shared between the user 

and the non-human cognitor. One objective of the above 

discussion is to bring attention to the fact that there are 

roles and tasks associated with the user-system interaction 

that extend beyond the facilitation of a communications 

protocol. We need to understand these roles and their 

associated responsibilities. Dialogue support should not be 

viewed as help or assistance, but as an opportunity to share 

or apportion cognitive tasks. The dialogue is the vehicle 

for apportionment of responsibilities among cooperating 

entities. 

It was assumed above that the client was the user. 

This assumption is not necessary, but it simplified the 

issue of values, because it reduced the the relevant goals 

to those of the user. In augmentive systems we can assume 

that the user is the client. 

measure is applied). 

(Unless some global value 
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In replacement systems the user is more likely not 

the client. A typical example is the order entry system of 

a retail company. The user is most likely a clerk providing 

data input or a systems operator. The client is the 

organization. These systems will typically be characterized 

by much more fixed designs. Designs directed toward the 

user-system interaction are typically concerned with error 

avoidance or ergonomics of the workstation. The user's· 

goals in such systems are often pre-defined and 

responsibility sharing can be reduced to trivial tutoring or 

navigational assistance. 

For the purposes of the above line of reasoning 

complementive systems can be equated with augmentive 

systems. The reason for the distinction between these 

systems was in the knowledge required in the design of the 

complementive subsystem rather than the interaction with its 

user. However, the above arguments ar.e relevant in cases 

where the user is part of this subsystem. 

The third role is held by the decision maker. In 

our discussion of initiative and authority we argued that 

there is a balance that defines a level of control over the 

outcome. A similar argument can be applied to design and 

decision making roles, as the design defines the boundaries 

of the decision making. Authority comes into play at the 

same levels as initiative. 
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There is authority or decision making in operating 

an instance of a joint system. An example of first level 

decision authority is the selection of parameters for a 

model or determination of input values. 

There is also authority associated with the design 

role in the selection of a design or a set of design 

parameters which is at the meta-level of the problem solving 

task. The decision role may be held by either the user or a 

non-human cognitor. In a shared situation the user may be 

granted decision authority within constraints defined by the 

system. (It is arguable whether this really represents 

shared authority or user initiative - system authority). 

The tasks associated with the decision role require 

an assessment of the consequences of a certain decision. 

The tasks may include comparison of boundary values, 

propagation of constraints, comparison to the client's value 

measure, etc. The authority responsibility may be compared 

to the test part of a generate and test strategy in problem 

solving (Winston 1984). The point is again that the 

decision making role or the authority responsibilities 

define cognitive tasks associated with the user-system 

interaction, and that these in the same way as the 

initiative responsibilities are apportionable. 
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The authority responsibilities require lmowledge of 

values and of constraints. Because of the element of 

uncertainty introduced by the human user these values and 

observation of the constraints cannot be fully embedded in 

the initiative knowledge. Likewise the user may wish to 

exercise authority for situations not fully captured by the 

systems level of knowledge. 

5.2 Task Sharing 

Woods (1985) advocates the development of joint 

human-machine systems, where the system and the user share 

the responsibility for certain decision making tasks. He 

brings attention to the need to develop problem oriented 

systems. He discusses active machine based consultants that 

provide the user with problem solving resources and assist 

in solving the problem. 

We have, in our research, chosen to view the 

interaction between the user and the system as a problem 

solving arena within which a set of cognitive tasks exists. 

These tasks need to be allocated among the participating 

cognitors, and there is in our view no predetermined 

allocation to either user or machine that is preferable. 

The allocation is circumstance dependent and the issues of 

the purpose, the system's role (discussed earlier), the 

cognitor capabilities and capacities are important elements 
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in the evaluation of task allocation. Taxonomies of 

interaction oriented cognitive tasks need to be developed, 

but they must go beyond the traditional views of what an 

interface represents, in which the interface is too easily 

reduced to a user-system input-output protocol (Nielsen 

1986; Norman 1986). 

5.2.1 Levels Of Task Sharing 

We introduced in Chapter 1 a model for three levels 

of cognitive tasks in the user-system interaction: domain, 

procedure and device level tasks and associated 

responsibilities. This view expands the goal operators 

views held by other researchers in that it facilitates a 

differentiation of goals dependent on level rather than 

uniformly discussing goals in general. We use this 

distinction to accommodate knowledge requirement needs at 

these functionally diverse levels. The specific knowledge 

and also the nature of the knowledge appropriate for these 

levels differs and the complexities involved in an attempt 

of one single knowledge representation or one single 

knowledge base to capture all relevant knowledge is high. 

5.2.2 Feasibility Of Task Sharing 

Computers are task sharing devices. The issue of 

interest here is the feasibility of expanding our view of 

the types of tasks that are shareable and that should be 
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shared to a greater extent in the user-system interaction. 

The feasibility of such extended task sharing is no longer 

limited by the available technology. Much greater task 

sharing than what currently exists is possible as our cases 

illustrate. 

The obstacles lie in the identification of these 

tasks, in recognizing that their allocation is designab1e 

and in appropriate architectures to support the sharing. A 

critical element in such an architecture is the recognition 

of tasks and the mechanisms for allocation. Neither the 

user nor the computer can be assumed to be fully responsible 

for either. 

5.2.3 Form Of Task Sharing 

The mere identification of tasks is not sufficient 

in an analysis of the redistribution of tasks. There is a 

variety of options available to the designer regarding the 

form of task allocation between user and system. Some 

alternative approaches to task sharing form are discussed 

below. The various forms of task sharing have surfaced 

under different research agendas in different disciplines. 

We suggest that a cognitive task allocation view can serve 

as an integrative explanation for several of these efforts, 

and that a task allocation view is particularly relevant 

from an information systems perspective where 
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interoperability among heterogeneous participants, huma~ and 

artificial, across a variety of domains, is a major concern. 

Repetition Or Judgment? In cases where multiple 

cognitors are capable of executing the same tasks an equal 

task distribution approach is applicable. The reasons for 

task sharing may be found in greater efficiency or in a 

better coverage of the total task set due to attention or 

capacity considerations. This form of task sharing has been 

studied by Greenstein and Revesman (1986) and by Greenstein 

and Lam (1985). 

In the case of the human or the system, either could 

execute the primary tasks. They experimented with 

alternative prediction models for the determination of who 

should be responsible for specific tasks based on task 

context and user-system state. An obvious candidate 

situation for alternative allocations of the same task 

arises when the task execution is well understood only for a 

subset of the contexts in which~the task occurs. The 

knowledge associated with this subset may be codified. We 

can then say that the system has sufficient knowledge to 

assume responsibility for the set of tasks spanned by its 

knowledge level. Tasks outside these boundaries should be 

allocated to other cognitors such as a human who mayor may 

not possess the sufficient knowledge, but who at least may 

have a higher probability of executing the task correctly or 
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finding alternative implementations. 

This discussion illustrates the necessity for 

appropriate task allocation of a system carrying its own 

values, i.e., the system shuuld contain knowledge pertinent 

in the identification of its own applicability. This form 

of meta-knowledge can be found in some Expert Systems (Davis 

and Lenat 1982) but is lacking in most other information 

systems. 

Task Distribution And Task Management. In the 

context of equal task distribution it is natural to also 

discuss the issue of task management. The task management 

represents meta-tasks that need to be accomplished and these 

tasks are also allocable. The custody of the meta-task 

management tasks and their implementation reflect the 

allocation of initiative and authority in the system as 

discussed earlier. Task management issues are discussed in 

detail in the architecture chapter. 

Learning/teaching. Learning and teaching 

responsibilities are examples of related but different tasks 

that can be allocated either to the user as a learning task 

or to the system as a teaching task. The latter, of course, 

does not eliminate the need for learning but may reduce the 

cognitive responsibilities through systematically introduced 

lessons. Extensive research had been carried out in 

Intelligent Tutoring Systems, (ITS), (Sleeman and Brown 
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1982). A variety of results from this research are 

applicable in a task reapportionment effort, as the task 

reapportionment deals with issues of task and user modeling 

as well as recognition of the user's state during 

interaction. One form of task redistribution is therefore 

to allocate teaching responsibilities to the system and view 

this as the major vehicle for user-task s~pport. The user 

retains initiative and authority responsibilities for the 

. actual task implementation and execution, but the system can 

facilitate this through pedagogical support of the user 

tasks. 

Translation (Natural Language Systems). The 

growing popularity of Natural Languag~ based user interfaces 

is consistent with traditional views of user interfaces as 

input-output channels where the major task to be 

accomplished is a translation of user commands and 

information to the system and vice versa delivery and 

interpretation of system results. Natural Language 

interfaces therefore focuses on· a reapportionment of the 

translation tasks in the user-system interface. 
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The problem with Natural Language approaches, 

however, is that considerable problem solving activities 

take place during human to human communication. These 

problem solving tasks must be recognized and made a part of 

the interface in order for it to actually represent Natural 

Language. 

Another example of translation tasks can be found in 

systems that bridge the interaction among heterogeneous 

systems. TheMail Access Supporting Heterogeneity (MASH) is 

an example of such as system. 

The MASH system uses its knowledge of heterogeneous 

workstations, networks and mail servers to provide a 

singular consistent interface to the user. The MASH 

system's translative capabilities are exploited in an effort 

to provide interoperability among heterogeneous 

participants. 

Passive Consultant. An extended view of interfaces 

recognizes that there are more tasks associated with the 

user-system interaction than the pure translation of 

messages between user and system. Expert Systems have been 

proposed as consultants that can mediate the user-system 

dialogue, diagnose errors, suggest strategies and adapt 

explanations to its user. The latter is a translation task. 

The other tasks represent sideline consulting services which 

can be viewed as natural extensions of current passive help 
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support. 

Active Consultant. Woods advocates the concept of 

active consultants where the system not only assumes the 

responsibility for tutoring the user or advising him on 

appropriate actions, but where the system also can actively 

participate in these tasks. 

This paradigm is. consistent with our view of 

cognitive task reapportionment, but there are a variety 6f 

issues that need to be resolved in the implementation of 

joint human-computer cognitive systems. We wish to promote 

an extension of such a view in which the system is not 

viewed merely as an active consultant to the user. We 

advocate the allocation of initiative and authority" based on 

the respective roles of the participating cognitors and on 

an assessment of capabilities and capacities of the 

participants. 

We would also like to see the consulting services 

flow from the human to the system in situations where this 

is appropriate. When systems have the knowledge to identify 

cases for which it is not applicable, user assistance or 

consulta"tion may be required in order to resolve the issue. 

An example can be found in the ELOISE (Harvard Business 

School Case 1986) system implemented for the SEC which 

alerts a human consultant of cases it is unable to handle. 

In such situations advice giving, actual problem solving and 
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tutoring provides equally relevant assistance from the user 

to the system as it is in other cases from the system to the 

user. The referred case represents a system that replaces 

tasks. The user, therefor, becomes the system's helper in 

cases that it cannot handle. 

Critiquing. An interesting alternative approach to 

responsibility sharing is active critiquing of the 

implemented problem solving strategies (Touretzky 1986). 

The approach has much in common with techniques applied in 

tutoring systems but the objectives are different. The 

former aims at providing the user with alternative opinions 

or with constructive or opposing criticism of the 

implemented or suggested strategies. The tasks associated 

with auditing or evaluating the problem solving process and 

the solutions are in these situations allocated to the 

system. 

Augmentation. The above approaches to some extent 

assume that tasks will be carried out either by the user or 

the system. At a sufficiently fine granularity of analysis 

this will of course always be true. The granularity 

argument is equivalent to the argument that all computer 

representations and languages are equivalent because they 

all are translated into machine code. We agree in this 

respect with Winston (1984) who argues a convenience view of 

representations rather than their absolute expressive power. 
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At some level the system can be viewed as an 

amplifier of human information processing (Engelbart 1984). 

This form of task sharing implies enabling the user to 

extend his capability and performance. The use of "what if" 

func'cions in a spreadsheet can be viewed as a primitive 

instance of augmentation. The function does not replace 

previ~us human activity, and in our terms it does not 

complement because people performed sensitivity analysis 

prior to spreadsheets. The function amplifies the effect 

and domain of applicability of the what if analysis. The 

key to the spreadsheet success, however, cannot be found in 

its algebraic functions, as these have been available for a 

long time, but in the way that the interface enabled these 

augmentive ~unctions through the task allocation. 

Capability Based Complementation. An important 

form of task sharing is based on relative or absolute task 

implementation advantages. Examples can be found in the 

task sharing implicit in mathematical software where the 

user is responsible for problem formulation while the system 

is responsible for model solutions. 

5.2.4 Allocation Of Tasks 

As discussed in the previous section, the 

implementation of cognitive tasks in an IS environment can 

take multiple forms. The conditions under which such forms 
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are applicable differ as does the location of task custody. 

Any effort to control the actual tasks that are performed 

and their allocation can be viewed as a change. The 

initiation of these changes can be controlled by the system 

or the user, or the responsibility can be shared. It should 

be noted that the initiation of changes requires custody of 

the task which involve both initiative an~ authority. The 

following discussion is limited to initiative oriented 

issues as these are relevant as triggers. Authority is 

closer related to constraints and will be discussed 

separately. 

System Initiated Allocation. System initiated 

allocation requires models describing"cognitors, tasks, task 

allocations and allocation results. As pointed "out in the 

literature review, there has been a bias toward user models. 

This bias is inherited from the influential ITS research. 

Models have focused on diagnostics, procedure analysis and 

capability assessment. 

The capabilities of the" system itself are implicitly 

the subject of programming oriented tutors and assistants. 

Little explicit attention has been directed toward the 

modeling of the technology itself (Gaines and Shaw 198Ga, 

198Gb), its capabilities, limitations and successful 

strategies for application. Alternative models underlying 

system initiated allocation are discussed below. 
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Greenstein and Revesman (1986) and Greenstein and 

Lam (1985) have focused their research on task allocation in 

competing task environments. They have applied mathematical 

prediction models in the allocation of tasks. In one 

experiment (presented earlier) the model was used to predict 

which tasks the user would not attend to in time such that 

the system could pursue these. They found this strategy 

successful in their experiments. 

Identification or observation based allocation is an 

alternative to the prediction based allocation strategies. 

This basis for such an allocation strategy can be found in 

ITS. The approach taken involves observation of the 

user-system interaction. The interaction is used to infer. 

assertions about tasks that the user is neglecting, erring 

in, or performing inefficiently. 

The concern in the ITS research has been to bring 

the user up to the system level. Little attention has been 

devoted to the issues of short-term and long-term effective 

task allocations. Tutoring may, in some cases, be a viable 

strategy for bringing either the user or the system (refer 

discussion above concerning two way consultation) toward 

higher task performance. Short-term requirements may 

dictate immediate reallocations. 
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When short-~erm concerns are important allocation 

considerations the tasks may be stored for later use in 

knowledge maintenance or training. Along with 

identification based allocation based strategies it may 

therefore be desirable to implement context or scenario 

capture mechanisms that can be used later for simulation 

purposes. We have identified the following categories of 

identification based allocation: diagnostic based model~, 

perspective based models and capability based models. A 

review of the options is provided below. 

Diagnostics oriented allocation models are used in 

situations where one can assume that there is a normative 

approach to the task execution and where the main objective 

of the allocation model is the identification of deviations 

from this normative model. Several approaches have been 

pursued, among these are what Sleeman (1985) refers to as ad 

hoc modeling systems and process modeling systems. 

Sleeman (1985) does not explicitly define ad hoc 

modeling systems. Instead he uses four systems as examples 

illustrating ad hoc modeling. The systems can be compared 

to techniques applied in game playing called alpha beta 

pruning, where scenarios for the opponent's actions are 

generated and where the opponent's best move is assumed to 

reflect his strategy. The ad hoc modeling systems described 

by Sleeman all generate their own approaches to the task 
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execution which are compared to the user's actions. In fact 

one of the examples used is the WEST system which gives 

advice on playing a game by inferring strategy from the 

moves the user makes. The PROUST system (1985) is another 

example of the use of ad-hoc based modeling. The system 

debugs beginning programmer's Pascal programs by intention 

based synthesis. From a general goal and plan description 

language it generates alternative solutions and tries to 

explain the student's program by comparing it to it's 

generated implementations. If this fails PROUST attempts to 

explain the discrepancies in terms of it's library of bugs. 

Process models are, in Sleeman's definition, 

executable and in this respect they resemble prediction 

models as described above. They differ, however, from 

Greenstein and Revesman's mathematical prediction models in 

that they are directed at the prediction of the actual task 

execution process for diagnostics purposes rather than the 

prediction of the set of external instances over which tasks 

will be executed. 

Error based models are popular in ITS (Anderson and 

Skwarecki 1986) where they have been successfully applied in 

the description of programming errdrs. Zissos and Witten 

(1985) used an error based modeling approach to their EMACS 

based computer coach. The most important aspect of an error 

based model is the taxonomy of errors that can be explained 
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by the model. The taxonomy can be coded as productions that 

are used in the identification of specific errors. One 

major criticism of error based models is that they are 

extremely context dependent. We demonstrate a model in 

which normative behavior for a decision support application 

can be codified at higher levels of abstraction in a 

semantic inheritance model and where these representations 

can be used to guide the interaction for inherited 

instances. 

Normative interaction models can be viewed as an 

extension of the error based models. Decision research 

oriented DSS research (Stabell 1978) has been concerned with 

diagnosis of the decision making processes. This requires a 

normative and descriptive view of the decision process or in 

the terms used in this dissertation the decisioning task 

implementation. 

The users of DSS may be prone to the same type of 

errors as the preceding models are directed at describing 

and analyzing, namely errors related to device mechanics, 

procedure formulation, etc. A different form of "error" can 

be present in what we will call misuse of the system. 
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Misuse can result from a lack of what Stabell refers 

to as an active understanding of the system. There are 

several documented cases (Keen and Scott Morton 1978) of 

decision support systems in which only a small set of the 

designed and often most important functions from a normative 

perspective are not used. We will refer to models that 

capture the semantics of normative system application as 

normative interaction models. 

A descriptive model of the user-system interaction 

is of course also required in order to apply the diagnostic 

analysis. The simplest form is, however, as a description 

in terms of deviations from the normative views. The 

distinction between our form of normative interaction models 

and the ones described above is that they do not reflect a 

single correct form of optimum system use as in a game, nor 

are there necessarily immediate problems in which procedure 

formulation errors can be detected. The models may convey 

one or multiple perspectives on use and are in this case 

more closely related to what was earlier referred to as a 

critiquing approach to task sharing. 
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We have in our approach chosen to model systems as 

objects inherited from multiple classes of systems 

(Konsynski et al. 1984). Each superclass defines the rules 

governing the interaction and application of its 

specializations. In this way, general application 

principles can be enforced as executable policy statements 

for the individual applications. A detailed presentation of 

a knowledge base and 'its implementation follows in Chapter 8 

in the case discussion. 

The diagnostic models deal with the identification 

of neglected or erroneously executed tasks. The capability 

models on the other hand aim at an assessment of cognitor 

capabilities either from a knowle9ge level perspective or 

from a performance perspective. Profiles of such 

capabilities are then used in the allocation strategy. 

The knowledge assessment models have been applied in 

the evaluation of acquired concepts in tutoring situations. 

The basic strategy as pioneered by Carbonell (Barr and 

Feigenbaum 1983) maintains a knowledge base of the domain 

which is the subject of assessment. Indications, of user 

knowledge or lack thereof are used in asserting what 

knowledge the user possesses or does not possess. 

-~----------~------------------------------------------------------------------
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This form of modeli·ng is applicable when the ability 

to perform a task is critical. It also has applicability in 

conjunction with the diagnostic models in that it may 

provide perspective with respect to whether actions 

inconsistent with the system's normative model, e.g., 

potential errors, are due to the user possessing 

insufficient knowledge or if there may be other underlying 

explanations such as preferences, alternative approaches 

unknown to the system, etc. 

Direct performance can either measure the efficiency 

of the task implementation or the effectiveness. Examples 

of efficiency oriented performance models are keystroke 

level models (Card, Moran and Newell 1980), or optimal 

command sequence models (Zissos and Witten 1985). 

Effectiveness oriented performance models compare the 

quality of the solution to some measure of an ideal outcome. 

The latter is frequently found in game models. 

Performance models would be used in the allocation 

of tasks where multiple cognitors are capable, but where the 

central focus of the allocation is immediate effectiveness 

or efficiency in implementation. 

Human Initiated Allocation. Greenstein and Lam 

(1985) present an experiment in which the alternative 

mechanisms for human initiated task allocation were tested. 

Airport flight control simulation was used as an example. 
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The human initiated allocation tested in their research can 

be called explicit reference. They used three categories of 

reference strategies: (1) by object identification in which 

the user would identify the objects for which he would 

assume responsibility; (2) by location in which the user 

would specify who should control what areas of the air 

surrounding the airport altitudes or geographical areas; and 

(3) by time, stating that the user would be responsible for 

planes arriving in certain time intervals while the system 

would assume responsibility for all other planes. 

The examples provided are air control specific but 

the categories are general enough that they should be 

relevant in other information systems areas as well. 

Equivalents could be found in an office environment where 

object reference would relate to specific cases and space 

reference would relate to cases within certain domains. The 

time dimension is directly transferable. 

An alternati~e to direct identification of tasks is 

a preference based allocation in which the user specifies 

the values he considers important in the selection of tasks. 

These expressions can take the form of productions 

implemented in filters or demons that review the task list 

and attempt to apply the user preferences to the list. 
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Such an approach is consistent with the approach to 

message handling taken in the AI-mail project (Chang 1987) 

and in the Lens project (Malone 1986). A demon would be 

looking for tasks similar to what was discussed under system 

initiated allocations except that the user, not the system's 

designer, would control its policies. A filter would need 

to rely on exposure and filtration of pre-defined tasks. 

Shared Initiative. Shared initiative would employ 

combinations of the above strategies. The system would 

monitor for what it would consider lacking or erroneous 

tasks and offer support. The system would also be able to 

ask the user for assistance on allocated tasks which it 

considered itself incapable of handling. In the shared 

initiative situation the user would implicitly or explicitly 

suggest allocations and also evaluate system suggestions. 

An important aSPect of shared initiative is the 

control over the amount, timing and delivery of initiative. 

Amount can be expressed as strength of assertions, relativ~ 

to total number of tasks or reallocations as well as per 

time period. 
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Delivery, can be in the form of recommendations, 

go/no-go situations and actual initiation. Timing can be 

immediate, on an interrupt basis or polled. The critical 

issue in all of the above situations is that initiative is 

different from authority. The timing issue even surfaces 

the issue of authority with respect to initiative delivery. 

In a user polled situation the system's initiative is 

constrained by an ability to deliver only on request. 

5.3 Design Of Apportionment 

The preceding chapter discussed the allocations of 

responsibilities in current systems as well as potential 

metrics. Multiple potential forms of task sharing and 

reallocations have been discussed above. The point of the 

discussion is that the actual allocation of tasks should be 

treated as a design variable for which requirements needs to 

be elicited and defined. 

As illustrated above the cognitive tasks associated 

with system use are not static. They vary with users, user 

experience, problem domain, etc. An effective apportionment 

design can therefore not be static as is the case in most 

current systems. The design should be specified on two 

levels: (l) appropriate allocations for alternative 

configurations of the above dimensions, and (2) the 

mechanisms through which to recognize these configurations 
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and instantiate specific allocations. The preceding 

discussions of user characteristics tasks and task metrics 

are parameters to be used in the allocation decisions. 

5.4 Necessary Conditions For Reapportionment 

A system directed at the reapportionment of 

cognitive responsibilities relative to current systems or 

dynamically during the user-system relationship must differ 

from current system architectures along several dimensions. 

We have decided to focus on the dialogue as an indicator of 

change and we will look at some of the conditions that must 

be satisfied in order to facilitate a manifestation of these 

changes. 

5.4.1 Presence And Capacity Of Cognitive Entities 

Per definition one or more cognitive entities 

capable of assuming the apportionable responsibilities must 

be present. In addition their capacity must be such that 

they can meet the processing and memory requirements 

associated with the responsibilities to be reallocated. We 

view these cognitors as teleological systems (Churchman 

1971) and as such they can be composed of subsystems 

maintaining subsets of their allocated responsibilities. 
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The subsystems can be composed from the current 

participants in the dialogue (this would represent a 

bootstrapping) or from totally independent entities. The 

important aspect is the availability. An example of a new 

cognitor with reallocated responsibilities would be if a 

user of a software system interacts with another program in 

order to plan his actions in the original system. The user 

and this "assistant planner" would comprise a new cognitor 

jointly assuming responsibilities previously allocated 

exclusively to the user. 

5.4.2 Identification And Description Of Allocable Tasks 

The tasks that are allocatable must be identified as 

part of the design. The discussion of such allocatable 

tasks has been the subject of preceding chapters. Some 

examples from the discussion are learning/teaching tasks, 

planning tasks, assessing tasks, and interpreting tasks. 

Most software "applications already implicitly carry fairly 

strong assumptions about the nature and the content of these 

responsibilities. An explicit effort is needed to inventory 

these tasks for individual environments. Followi~g an 

inventory there is a need for detailed descriptions of these 

tasks and their preconditions in such a form that they can 

be carried out by the potential cognitors. A system 

generated user manual for a certain operation would be an 
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example of a task description directed toward a user, while 

a set of productions or some LISP code would represent a 

computer oriented task description. 

5.4.3 Measurement Of Current Responsibility Allocations 

There is a need to measure the current allocation of 

responsibilities. Such measurements cover the dimensions 

discussed above, namely complexity, task size, and memory or 

repository requirements. Measurements should be performed 

for average and peak loads similar to what Kieraas did in 

his simulations (1985). The measurements need to be 

inventoried per available cognitor. 

5.4.4 Assessments Of Current And Potential Allocations 

Current allocations need to be assessed. As several 

of the tasks measured may be dynamic this is also a dynamic 

task. If the user is identified as a novice then there are 

most likely learning/teaching tasks pending. Depending on 

the way the learning appears to be progressing for a user, 

shifting from system initiated teaching to user initiated 

learning may be appropriate. It is also necessary to assess 

the consequences of reallocations. This can be done through 

simulations of the new task allocations. Performance 

measures are needed to determine preferable new allocations. 
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5.4.5 Initiative And Authority Concerns 

The balance of initiative and authority acceptable 

to the client and the user must not be in conflict with the 

balance resulting from the changes in allocation. A shift 

of authority responsibilities in an accounting system to the 

user may not be acceptable to the organization, while a 

shift of initiative responsibilities, such as what scenarios 

are being evaluated in a DSS, may be unacceptable to the 

user. The allocations must be within the boundaries of 

acceptable initiative and authority allocations. 

5.4.6 Interaction And Allocation Mechanisms 

There is also a need for mechanisms that can affect 

the actual apportionment. These mechanisms will vary 

dependent on who has the responsibility of affecting the 

allocation. If the user has allocation responsibilities 

then the system must provide mechanisms to inform the user 

of allocatable tasks, the consequences of reallocations and 

provide the mechanisms for change. 

A change mechanism must identify the tasks plus the 

form and location of its reallocation. Equivalent 

mechanisms are needed for the system if this is where the 

responsibility resides. Tutoring systems do this by 

interrupting users that need help with suggestions and 

exercises. In system initiated reallocation there may still 
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be a need for mechanisms through which the user can express 

preferences and policies. This is very much the capability 

provided when an Expert System gives the user the ability to 

analyze and change the knowledge base. 

5.4.7 Monitoring 

Monitoring and interpretation of the dialogue 

provides a means to evaluate task' execution and assess the 

potential for reallocations. As discussed earlier the 

interaction takes place at multiple levels. The semantics 

of the communication differ depending on these levels. It 

is therefore necessary that the monitoring mechanisms are 

associated with knowledge bases and interpretive mechanisms 

that can interpret meaning at all levels. 

Most software systems are implemented as 

interpreters. They provide a device level interpretation of 

user request sufficient to execute these requests. However, 

no accommodations are provided for higher level 

interpretation of the dialogue exchange in most systems. 

Knowledge is required at the domain, procedure and device 

level in order to interpret the interaction. Mechanisms 

such as keystroke capturers give access to internal 

variables needed to provide the inference mechanisms with 

sufficient information to derive the semantics of the 

dialogue. Recognition of a direct user request for help is 



a primitive instance of a monitoring mechanism. Indirect 

recognition of a user's need for help represents a more 

advanced form. 

5.4.8 Delivery 
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Delivery of the dialogue associated with the new 

allocation is also an important part of the necessary 

conditions. Several issues are of interest. The form of 

task implementation and dialogue delivery must be 

determined. There is an issue of the level at which a 

reallocation is appropriate and there are issues related to 

the depth of the effort. 

Form. The reapportionment can take multiple forms. 

Task adaptation, support sharing, and replacement have all 

been discussed. The form may vary depending on 

organizational concerns, user preferences or it may be 

dictated by the task. In the dialogue the system can assume 

responsibility for tasks through advising the user such as 

in an Expert System, through planning actions for the user 

or through simply implementing the tasks where needed. 

Level. The level of task reapportionment is a 

relevant concern. Tasks may be allocated both ways at all 

three levels of the interaction. A skilled spreadsheet user 

will not want navigational assistance in using the machine, 

but may need assistance at the procedur.al and domain level 
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for unfamiliar situations. An experienced marketing manager 

may not require support in analyzing the model, but may not 

want to or be capable of implementing or using the model. 

Depth. The possible depth of the effort is 

determined by the capabilities of the cognitor and the level 

required. A skilled user may need reference support for 

parameters and operators. A primitive system may be able to 

deliver this. Some systems may offer templates of actions 

or pre-defined scripts, others may be able to offer 

interactive planning capabilities while some systems may be 

able to automate the planning and implementation process. 

The depth depends both on available capabilities and 

knowledge possessed both by the user and the system, as well 

as on the desired depth of the reallocation. 



CHAPTER 6 

. AN ARCHITECTURE TO SUPPORT REAPPORTIONMENT 

A variety of issues pertaining to the 

identification, description, allocation and reallocation of 

cognitive responsibilities have been discussed throughout 

the preceding chapters. Our proposal is that both the 

static and the dynamic allocation of cognitive tasks be made 

explicit design parameters in the dialogue design process. 

Based on the characteristics identified earlier of cognitive 

responsibilities and considerations pertaining to their 

allocation we propose an .architecture to support explicit 

apportionment and dynamic reapportionment of cognitive tasks 

and responsibilities in Dialogue Management Systems. 

The architecture assumes the presence of 

architectural components from a Dialogue Management System, 

and attention will be given to the extensions necessary to 

this framework. The work by Kuo (1985) will be used as the 

basis for a representative Dialogue Management Architecture. 

The extensions fall in multiple categories. 
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Focus will be placed on the knowledge structures 

required to interpret dialogue sequences and to offer 

alternative implementations of tasks. Mechanisms for 

reallocation of tasks and new interaction mechanisms and 

forms resulting from reallocation and reimplementation of 

tasks are presented. Together these form the 

infra-structure required for support of a reapportionment 

effort. 

6.1 Infra-structure And Elements Of The Architecture 
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The architectural paradigm adopted for our work is 

that of multiple managers with distinct responsibilities. 

The architecture builds upon research in Exper.t Systems 

(Hayes-Roth et al. 1983), knowledge base management 

(Applegate et al. 1987), and model management and dialogue 

management (Kuo 1985). The presented architecture assumes 

the existence of a DMS such as the one described by Kuo 

which can act as a primary communication channel between the 

user and the system. Within, and as an extension to this 

architecture we have defined additional task managers with 

associated mechanisms and knowledge bases. The four main 

categories of managers are: (1) the Allocation Manager, (2) 

the Analyst, (3) the Task Manager, and (4) the Knowledge 

Base Manager, (see, Figure 13). 
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Although our cases demonstrate the implementation of 

these roles as system based cognitors, there is a 

resemblance to roles found in most problem solving 

organizations. The resemblance should not come as a 

surprise as most organizations have evolved from a need for 

cooperative resolution of problems through the distribution 

of tasks. The architecture presented can be viewed as the 

skeleton of a "Cognitive Operating System", (COS), which 

manages the allocation of an execution of cognitive tasks. 

6.2 Allocation Managers 

The allocation managers are responsible for the 

cognitive resources in the system as well as the available 

system resources. Examples of cognitive resources are 

users, processors, time slices on processors, etc. Examples 

of system resources are communication mediums such as the 

screen space and input devices such as the mouse and 

keyboard. We distinguish between three sub roles. 

6.2.1 Responsibility Allocation Manager 

The most complex of the managers is the 

responsibility allocation manager. It relies heavily on 

information from all of the other managers in the 

determination of a task. The knowledge upon which it must 

rely has been a central focus 0f the preceding chapters. In 

its implementation, however, it serves as an inference 
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mechanism that draws upon knowledge from the various 

knowledge bases described below in its assessment of current 

apportionments of responsibilities and in the evaluation of 

potential reallocations. 

Although critical to the architecture, in its 

implementation it is reduced to an inference engine and as a 

mechanism it has its place among ~he resource managers. 

There is no singular way of implementing the responsibility 

allocation manager. Its strategies depend on the nature of 

the system and on the domain of application. It's task at 

any point is to choose a responsibility allocation from 

among the set of feasible allocations. The responsibility 

allocation manager defines a" role and the tasks associated 

with this role. 

The implementation can, as is the case for all of 

the other roles as well, be shared across multiple 

cognitors. The managers discussed in this section should 

therefore be viewed as such. The implication is that a 

singular entity, although not precluded by the architecture, 

may not necessarily be pointed out as "the manager" of a 

certain domain; neither need a certain cognitor play only 

one role. The parallel to an organizational setting is 

again obvious. 



The responsibility allocation manger differs from 

the capacity allocation manager which will be discussed 

below in that it allocates responsibilities rather than 

processing capacity. 

6.2.2 Communication Manager 

The communication manager coordinates the 

interaction among the participating cognitive units, the 

cognitors. It controls the communication channels and 

arbitrates the interaction when there are conflicts over 

communication channels or timing issues involved. 
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The communication manager defines and controls the 

interaction between multiple system processes and between 

the human user or operator and system processes. An example 

may illustrate some of its responsibilities. 

The treatment of the user's input through the 

keyboard can be viewed as a process. There are multiple 

users of this information. Traditionally the information is 

only used by the primary application package with which the 

user interacts. In our architecture we allow for multiple 

users of this information.. One candidate is the cognitor 

responsible for user profiling. It may use ~his information 

to assess the user's capabilities and performance. Another 

potential user of the information is the responsibility 

allocation manager who may use it to assess the state of the 
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user-application interaction. 

With multiple processes as users of the same 

information there is a need to define an arbitrator who can 

mange this info:mation exchange. In this case the user is 

not affected directly by the actions of the communication 

manager. Another example will illustrate this. 

The use~ may be interacting with his application. 

The application may have control over the full screen. 

There may be a need to exchange information with another 

system process such as the task manager concerning the 

dialogue between the user and the primary application. In 

this case a communication manager is responsible for the 

determination of a time when this can take place and the 

amount of display space that can be devoted to the 

interaction. As illustrated by the examples, the 

responsibilities of the communication manager are to 

facilitate and regulate the communication among the 

participating cognitors. 

6.2.3 Capacity Allocator 

The functions of the capacity allocator correspond 

more closely to those of a conventional operating system in 

that resources are allocated in order to satisfy the 

responsibilities designated through the responsibility 

allocation. Examples of such resources are computer 
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devices. 
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The view of resources should be general enough that 

one can view the assignment'of one more person to a group as 

an allocation of a cognitive resource. However, the 

subsequent allocation of specific tasks to this person 

represents a responsibility allocation. The capacity 

allocator must have guidelines reflecting the priority and 

resource requirements of tasks such that a balanced 

allocation can take place. 

In the prototype system implemented, the capacity 

allocator role is assumed by an inference engine controlling 

the allocation of processing time through dynamically 

setting parameters for a multitasking operating sys'tem 

extension. 

6.3 Analyst 

The analyst is responsible for monitoring the 

ongoing interaction among cognitors and interpreting the 

dialogue events that take place. All though the monitoring 

of the ~ialogue takes place at the device interaction level 

the interpretation must provide meaning at the 

aforementioned three levels of devices, procedures and 

domains. 
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The analyst is responsible for acquiring and 

interpreting knowledge of the interaction and of the states 

of the participants. We have chosen to divide the analyst 

role into (1) the interaction monitor, (2) the interpreter, 

and (3) the request manager. The latter is a special case 

of the interpreter. 

However, as most of the interpreter's 

responsibilities are associated with an implicit 

interpretation, the request manager handles direct requests 

passed onto it from the communication manager for actions 

such as help or shift of allocations. The analyst is 

responsible for providing meaning to the dialogue beyond 

merely accounting for the events taking place. The analyst 

interacts with the communication manager, and the KB-manager 

to fulfill its duties. 

6.3.1 Interaction Monitor 

The interaction monitor is a listening mechanism 

that provides the analyst with updates of the dialogue 

exchange taking place between the user and the system. The 

state of the dialogue and information content exchanged are 

of special interest. 

Dialogue States. Since a large number of dialogue 

management systems contain states reflected in location in 

hierarchies of menus or commands, knowledge of the current 
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dialogue state is a necessary context for the interpretation 

of events. As an example, in a menu oriented system, 

selection number one means one thing in one menu and 

something'very different in another. 

The state of the dialogue has implications for 

interpretation of intentions and is required for navigation 

through the dialogue from a given point such as the "load 

file option" in a file menu to the "change display 

attributes" option in another menu. Inquiries concerning 

current and past dialogue states are necessary in 

determining the form of help to provide if the user places a 

direct request. This knowledge is also needed in the 

assessment of dialogue skills and for the analy'sis of 

interaction patterns. 

In the prototype, a state tracking mechanism is 

implemented as part of the applications environment to 

facilitate unobtrusive listening. The state mechanjsm 

filters the keyboard input and updates a state matrix 

profiling the specific application during user input. This 

state matrix is a part of the knowledge base that profiles a 

specific application. The other mangers can then access 

this matrix for information about current states or state 

transition history. 

Information Content. The dialogue state tracking 

provides only a grammatical view of the dialogue. The 
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semantics of the dialogue are captured in the information 

exchanged. With the currently prevailing closed loop 

single-user systems, direct access to information for 

external cognitors is not accommodated. This 'is 

understandable because multitasking multiprocessing 

capabilities have not been an exploited resource in 

application tools. The facilities that have existed have 

been used to manage separate individual tasks concurrently 

such as background communications or to allow multiple users 

to run separate applications. 

There are several ways of capturing this information 

directly either from secondary storage or from the 

communication medium such as the screen or the keyboard. We 

regard it as a recognition of the need for cooperation among 

applications when companies such as The Lotus Corporation 

provide toolkits for developers that allow access to the 

Lotus dialogue and internal structures maintained by Lotus. 

The Lotus spreadsheet can in this case be regarded as a 

spreadsheet object with messages defined for external access 

to its state and for manipulation of this object. Several 

of the so called "add-on" products appearing represent 

applications cooperating with the Lotus spreadsheet or the 

Lotus user in solving a task. 
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6.3.2 Interpreter 

Interpretation provides meaning to the dialogue 

events and their sequence. Interpretation is needed at the 

device, procedure and domain levels of the user-system 

relationship. 

Device Leyel Interpretation. The device level 

represents the lowest level of dialogue interpretation. The 

semantics at this level are concerned with how the user 

manages actions within the device. The device level is of 

course the main level from the perspective of the 

application as it represents its control and external 

interaction mechanism. 

From our perspective,' however, the device level 

interpretation provides insight into the user's abilities 

and strategies relative to the device. The device level 

goals relate to how to carry out a certain action such as 

moving a block of text or invoking a certain function in 

order to retrieve the information content of a file. The 

user applies certain operators in order to achieve his goals 

and these form the user's methods. 
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We can get information about the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the user's methods relative to the device 

at this level, and models such as the keystroke level model 

provide useful information in determining user capabilities 

and knowledge. Indications of device oriented errors are 

also encoded at this level. Examples of such errors are 

meaningless state traversals or erroneous commands. 

Procedure Level Interpretation. The procedure 

level interpretation provides meaning to the dialogue from a 

device independent perspective of the procedures to be 

executed through the interaction. Examples of descriptions 

at this level would be to vary a decision variable for 

sensitivity analysis, or to sort a file to rank it. 

The procedure level provides meaning to the 

structure of device dependent operations, but it is not 

concerned with why these procedures are being implemented. 

The task of interpretation on the procedural level can be 

viewed as an effort to parse procedures at a device 

independent level. 

Major research efforts in machine learning have been 

concerned with this issue. Many issues are still unresolved 

but the progress that has been made suffices for many 

practical purposes to give meaning to the dialogue. The 

interpretation mechanisms found in tutoring systems are good 

examples of the state of the art within this area. We will 
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review an interesting example of research within this area 

as it is highly relevant to interpretation opportunities. 

The approach taken by VanLehn (1987) suggests that 

one way to interpret procedures is to treat them as 

expressions from grammars representing already known 

procedures. VanLehn's purpose was to learn algebraic 

procedures. The initial parsing process is interesting and 

valuable in an effort to interpret known procedures. 

Following VanLehn's ideas, procedures executed by 

the user can be treated as valid sentences in a grammar. 

The grammars available for parsing these sentences are the 

procedures that the system already knows. VanLehn 

demonstrates this in an effort to learn algebraic procedures 

from examples. 

In his research he is faced with the additional 

problem of extending the repertoire of known procedures 

through extensions of already learned procedures to handle 

new cases. He applies a combination of a top down and a 

bottom up strategy in the acquisition of new procedures. 

A top down parse is performed on the new procedures. 

Non-parsable constructs are recorded. A bottom up strategy 

is then applied. The difference between the result of the 

top down and the bottom up parse efforts is treated as the 

new element to learn. A necessary requirement for the 

process to work is that only one new procedure is being 
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introduced in each example. 

VanLehn's research is relevant to our architecture 

for cognitive reapportionment in that it provides a 

framework'for, and demonstrates the feasibility of, 

interpreting procedures. Both the top down and the bottom 

up parse strategies are candidates for procedure 

interpretation. The learning ~trategies, when further 

refined, can provide a mechanism for transfer of new 

procedures from the user to the system, either for the 

system to improve the procedure, resume responsibility for 

it, or to offer it to other users. 

VanLehn's approach justifies the relevancy of a 

procedural level interpretation and represents "a potential 

strategy to apply at this level. If applied in a structured 

interface environment describable as a state machine, the 

dialogue states and their associated operators would 

represent the terminal symbols in the grammar. The dialogue 

structure and additional operator syntax would represent low 

level productions that need to be satisfied for a construct 

to be valid. 
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The parsing of the procedural elements of the 

dialogue would provide procedure level meaning to sequences 

of keystrokes beyond the immediate effects they have on 

system state and variables. The discussion presents a 

fairly complex comprehensive approach to the interpretation 

of procedure level events. Other strategies are feasible in 

the assessment of procedure level semantics. 

We have, in our prototype, chosen one in which 

procedure level semantics are tied to abstract normative 

models for procedure level behavior. The norms are 

inherited through instantiation of variables. Operations on 

these variables are compared to normative productions. This 

approach is applicable only in fairly structured 

environments such a spreadsheet. However, it demonstrates 

the translation of general normative statements about 

software application into specific statements concerning the 

manipulation of a specific model. 

Similar to VanLehn's objectives, a parser approach 

to procedures could also be used in the acquisition of new 

procedures where the system would learn from the user. One 

possible approach is to: (1) Check for mechanical errors 

(typos, mutually eliminating sequences of actions, 

procedurally nonsensical action, etc). (2) If no errors can 

be identified then assume that the user knows what he is 

doing. (3) Treat every non-recognizable new construct as a 
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new goal. (4) Enter a dialogue with the user eliciting the 

general conditions for this goal. (5) Elicit domain 

oriented knowledge from the user pertaining to this 

procedure or goal. (6) Apply a conjunctive algorithm to the 

procedure to form a compact description (VanLehn 1987; 

Michalski et al. 1986). 

These steps follow VanLehn's approach fairly closely 

with one major exception. Our objective is not to 

completely automate acquisition of these procedures. We 

assume that the user is there and can explain the most 

complex part of the learning task, namely forming the 

conditions for new actions. 

Our interest lies in ·the recognition of the fact 

that something is a new procedure and the provision of a 

minimal effort environment for the user to transfer the 

procedure to the system. The approach could be used in 

situations where expert user strategies must be captured 

from the dialogue with the system, but where the expert is 

available for supporting the transfer. 

Domain Level Interpretation. The domain level 

interpretations explain why certain procedures may be useful 

in the domain. The interpretation gives world semantics for 

the dialogue. The following is a typical introductory data 

base example. A user may be using a data base to keep track 

of customers for a wholesale company. The user wants to 
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extract a subset of the customer file in order to find out 

which customers have accounts larger than a certain amount. 

The motive for this search may be to evaluate a new discount 

strategy. The domain level semantics for this data base 

application contains· the goal to evaluate the effect of a 

new discount strategy. In addition, there are descriptions 

of the strategy defining customers affected and the terms of 

the new discount program. 

On the procedural level there is a description of a 

generalized procedure to extract a subset of information 

from a file, while at the device level there are sequences 

of keystrokes representing such a procedure. The 

relationships captured at the domain level are relationships 

between goals and associated procedures, and relationships 

between entities in the domain such as the set of customers 

and the discount applicable. 

One could think of many alternative implementations 

of the dialogue for a system having this simple purpose. 

This is, however, not the objective of the example. The 

point to be illustrated is that within a typical current 

software application there are multiple levels of 

interpretation .. Elements of the semantics can be captured 

through the techniques and structures presented, and through 

this we are able to make inferences that can lead to 

reallocation of tasks on any of these levels. 
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6.3.3 Request Manager 

Request management represents a special form of 

interpretation and analysis. The interpretation is no 

longer directed toward in-progress communication between the 

user and the application. The request manager is concerned 

with the interpretation of a direct request made by the 

user. This request is made directly to it. 

The request defines tasks related either to 

explanations or to the execution of functions. The Natural 

Language interface of HAL is an example of a request manager 

with whom the user can interact as an alternative to the 

regular interaction manager. The request manager will 

translate the user's request into interaction tasks and then 

execute them. Requests for explanation are t}~ical requests 

from novice users. Most current systems deliver this in 

terms of static descriptions of the context the user is in. 

We suggest that an inherited network description of the 

system objects be used to provide explanations of concepts 

in terms of analogues concepts from environments that the 

user is familiar with. 
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This can be accomplished through a super type 

traversal of the network until ·a common concept is reached. 

The explanation can then be given where possible in terms of 

the specifics of the familiar concepts. As an example most 

application packages have functions for the retrieval of a 

file. However, the implementation of this function varies 

drastically from system to system although the underlying 

concept is the same. A user familiar with one environment, 

e.g., Pascal, can be given an explanation of the retrieve 

file construct in a word processor in terms of the 

equivalent operations in Pascal, (see, Figure 14). 

6.4 Task Managers 

The task managers are responsible for the tasks 

allocated to a cognitor. The task managers assume the 

responsibility for such tasks as (1) generation or selection 

of scripts to execute; (2) delivery of these scripts, (the 

task of composing the script is different from. executing it, 

i.e., the system may compose the script or suggest a macro, 

while the user controls the.execution); (3) justification, 

this role corresponds closely to the justification or 

explanation facilities found in Expert Systems; and (4) 

monitoring the script execution according to expectations. 
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6.4.1 Script Manager 

Script management determines which scripts are 

acceptable for the implementation of a task and selects 

among them. The script determination can either be in the 

form of actual script generation or through deciding on the 

relevance of existing scripts. A script represents the 

instantiation of a plan to satisfies the requirements of the 

task. 

Much of the AI research in planning is applicable 

here. An overview relevant to our discussion can be found 

in The Handbook of Artificial Intelligence, volume three 

(Barr and Feigenbaum 1982). A brief summary is given below. 

A key to an effective automatic planner is a precise 

definition of goals and operators applicable in the pursuit 

of this goal. There is distinction between hierarchical 

planners such as ABSTRIPS (Sacerdoti 1974), and 

non-hierarchical planners such a Doyle's HACKER system (Barr 

and Feigenbaum 1983). The difference between the two lies 

in the level of abstraction at which the plan initially is 

being devetop'ed. 
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GPS (Simon 1972) was one of the pioneering examples 

of a hierarchical planner. An alternative to dynamic 

planning as found in GPS is the use of templates 

representing skeletons of plans or scripts. This technique 

is applied successfully in MOLGEN. Both approaches are 

relevant to our script managers. 

As pointed out earlier, our architecture allows the 

user to participate in these different management roles even 

in cases where the main responsibility may be a~located to 

the system. This allows for much more flexible strategies 

in the actual script development taking advantage of the 

comparative differences in knowledge and skills possessed by 

the user and the system. 

Script Generation. The actual script generation is 

a planning process. Our architecture explicitly implies a 

hierarchical planning process through the definition of 

multiple levels of tasks and knowledge. Our reasons for 

distinguishing lie in the differences in knowledge and 

techniques applicable to the various levels. 

The scripting from domain oriented goals and 

constraints relies on conventional planning techniques as 

described above-or on production oriented mean ends 

descriptions that can be instantiated into specific 

procedures (Anderson and Skwarecki 1986). 
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The latter represents a forward chaining approach to 

a. similar problem solved through backward chaining in the 

dynamic composition of scripts for linking and compiling 

programs through the UNIX make facility. In the forward 

chaining approach the goals to be achieved appear as part of 

the left hand side of the clauses. An example would be a 

rule of the following form: 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

GOAL IS TO ANALYZE EFFECT ON SALES 
BUDGET SIZE AFFECTS SALES 
VARY BUDGET SIZE 

An example of an equivalent rule for a backward chaining 

strategy would be: 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

BUDGET SIZE AFFECTS SALES 
BUDGET SIZE IS VARIED 
EFFECT ON SALES IS DETERMINED 

Rules such as the ones above are used to compose scripts 

attending to goals expressed at the domain level. 

A GPS oriented approach to the same problem would 

state that: 

GOAL IS TO INCREASE SALES 
LOWER PRICE INCREASES SALES 
INCREASED BUDGET AMOUNT AFFECTS SALES 
PRICE IS VARIED THROUGH ADJUSTMENT OF MARGINS 
BUDGET AMOUNT IS VARIED THROUGH SUB-BUDGETS. 
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The semantics conveyed through these examples are 

very similar except that the latter is slightly extended. 

The effectiveness of the planners is not so much dependent 

on the form of specification but on the search strategies 

implemented relative to the structure of the goal and 

operator descriptions. 

The three forms of representations presented above 

can all be used to span the same search spaces and derive 

the same plans. This is an old argument as the same can be 

said about anything implementable on a computer since 

everything reduces to the same instruction sets. 

We argue that there are good feasible opportunities 

for support of the domain to procedure mapping in the 

interface and that the above techniques represent 

alternative approaches. The approach to select for a 

specific case should depend on the structure of the domain 

knowledge in comparison to the structure of the scrjpt 

generating mechanism. 

The mapping of procedures to the device is a 

fundamentally different problem from r.\apping domain goals to 

procedures. The feasible set of scripts for the actual 

device implementation is governed by the mechanism for 

device state traversals. 
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One approach to this scripting process is therefore 

to view the script as a traversal of the functionally 

oriented procedure overlaid on the network represented by 

the FSM. This requires that the lowest level of the 

procedure identify entities that are reachable in the 

dialogue through the state machine. An example of such a 

traversal for a simple plan for updating a budget is 

presented in Figure 15. 

6.4.2 Delivery Manager 

The execution of a plan or a script is different 

from the composition. The script development responsibility 

may have been allocated to the system, i.e., the system has 

generated or proposed a script. The execution authority 

may, however, reside with the user. In such cases there is 

a need for a delivery of the script from the system to the 

user. This requires a dialogue mechanism that can 

facilitate the necessary communication. In typical current 

situations the responsibilities are reversed. Elements of 

the regular dialogue mechanism serve as the task delivery 

manager. The editor for a compiler is an example of a 

delivery manager in which the user specifies scripts for the 

system to execute. 
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6.4.3 Justifier 

Justification is the process of giving reasons for 

why certain tasks are executed and why they are implemented 

the way they are. Several strategies are available. The 

inference processes leading to or supporting the task 

implementation can be presented to the user. A more 

advanced version of this technique uses truth maintenance 

systems to maintain records of evidence for assertions 

within the system (Doyle 1980). Yet another form of 

justification is facilitated through the application of 

meta-knowledge describing why the knowledge in the knowledge 

base is structured the way it is and what the implications 

of certain conclusions are (Davis and Lenat 1982). 

6.4.4 Monitor 

In an active task implementing system it is also 

necessary to monitor the effectiveness of the tasks in 

progress. When a task is implemented there are assertions 

associated with this task concerning performance 

expectations. 

The task monitor is responsible for monitoring task 

performance relative to such assertions. As an example, 

assume that the system is allocated the responsibility for 

generating alternative scripts for the analysis of a 

problem. If the user has execution authority and constantly 
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rejects the proposed scripts this may serve as an alert to 

the monitoring mechanism which may have some expectations 

concerning acceptance rate. 

6.5 KB Managers 

The knowledge base managers maintain and grant 

access to the knowledge bases used by the other managers. 

The knowledge bases applied in our prototype system are 

inheritance networks, production rules and state machines. 

6.5.1 Networks 

The PLEXSYS knowledge base management system 

(Applegate et al. 1986, 1987) is used to maintain 

inheritance networks. These networks are used to represent 

user profiles, system profiles and functional application 

profiles. Domain knowledge is also encoded in the semantic 

inheritance nets. 

Rather than presenting a lengthy discussion of the 

specific representations here, these will be introduced 

through the case presentations in a subsequent chapter. The 

overall strategy for implementation of the profiles is that 

general aspects of the profiles are encoded at axiomatic 

levels of abstraction, subclasses of these axioms are 

derived at a median level and they are eventually 

instantiated for specific instances of system features, 

functional characteristics or user characteristics. 
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System Profiles. The system profiles contain 

information about the general system aspects relevant to the 

user and to the tasks to be performed using the system. A 

taxonomic hierarchy of system objects is used to describe 

structures, processes and other entities in the system. An 

example of a process is a retrieval process of which the 

function to retrieve a file is an instance. An example of a 

structure is a data area of which a text segment is a 

subclass. An instantiation can be found in a specific block 

of text within an editor. 

Application Profiles. Application profiles are 

different from system profiles in that they describe domain 

oriented aspects of an application implemented in a system 

environment. An example may make the difference clearer. 

Lotus 123 can be used to implement an algebraic 

model. In this case Lotus represents the system and a 

profile will describe this environment. The algebraic model 

represents the application and a separate application model 

is used to represent it. A specific instance of the 

algebraic model implemented using Lotus 123 represents an 

instantiation with characteristics inherited from its two 

super types, the spreadsheet system and the algebraic model, 

(see, Figure 16). 
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Multiple inheritance increases the power of the 

generalizations and allows parsimonious representations of 

instances ... These descriptions are then used in task 

evaluation, implementation and in the interaction with the 

user. 

User Profiles. The approach to user modeling is 

similar to the frameworks presented by Rich (1983). She 

demonstrated the use of stereotypes for implementation of 

user models that could be used to make inferences about user 

preferences in the GRt~Y system which recommended 

literature. The stereotype notion is applicable to modeling 

system users in that it allows classification of typical 

users with respect to knowledge, forms of k~owledge and 

preferences. Users with certain domain expertise represent 

one stereotype while users with devi~e expertise represent 

another. A user with both domain and device expertise 

inherits from both stereotypes. 

6.5.2 Productions 

The RULER callable inference and knowledge base 

management system is used for production management. The 

system contains four major components (1) a knowledge base 

editor, (2) a syntax and simple consistency checker, (3) a 

graphical tool for reviewing and debugging the logic, and 

(4) callable inference capabilities. The RULER inference 
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engine has been used in the implementation of several Expert 

Systems in the MIS-department and it provides inference 

capabilities for multiple other applications. 

Knowledge Base Editor And Syntax Checker. The 

editor implemented for knowledge base editing is a text 

oriented full function window based editor. The editor is 

one of the callable tools developed in support of our 

interface activities. The editor is coupled with a 

knowledge base checking program that will perform syntax 

checks and test for correct references to queries, variables 

and goals. 

RULER has, through this feature, decoupled the KB 

syntax checker from the execution module, thereby saving 

considerable time in checking KBs and also increasing the 

execution speed for the execution module. KBs can be 

developed, checked and corrected from within the editor. If 

an error occurs during syntax checking the shell calls the 

editor, and loads the relevant KB. The cursor is moved to 

the error location and the type of error is indicated. This 

process makes "the error correction quick and simple, saving 

considerable development time. 

KBGRAPH. Another useful and time-saving tool 

provided by RULER is KBGRAPH which plots the hierarchi~al 

chart of the goals, i.e., the logical path from sub-goals to 

goals. This provides the knowledge engineer with the 



conceptual/graphical view of the KB which can reduce the 

logical errors during design. 
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KBGRAPH graphs a knowledge base in a tree like 

structure on the screen. The root of the tree represents a 

given goal/conclusion. The child nodes illustrate the 

sub-goals and queries that must be proven to reach the root 

goal, and the value of each node for a positive conclusion. 

The lines connecting the nodes on the tree distinguish 

between "and" and "or" rules'. Any goal node in the tree may 

be chosen as a root. A node-cursor allows the user to 

browse from node to node. Automatic scrolling occurs when 

the cursor moves to a node' that is currently not visible on 

the screen. 

KBGRAPH is'supported by two primary data structures. 

The first is a network of linked lists containing 

information read from the knowledge base during the parsing 

process. The second is a tree structure mirroring the 

screen display. The network of linked lists is composed of 

multiple linked lists' of two types. The parser builds both 

types of linked lists. The first type is used for two 

lists, one for all goals and sub-goals and one for all 

queries. 
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The other type of linked list links the left hand 

side of each rule with its corresponding goal. The nodes in 

left hand side lists each point to a query or a goal 

representing the clause. In addition, each node in these 

lists contains the relations governing the truth value of a 

clause. The tree structure provides a logical 

representation of the graph as seen on the screen. The tree 

displayed on the screen is a maximum of four levels deep, 

three levels on the screen and one additional level not 

displayed which is used to calculate spacing on the visible 

nodes. 

The logical tree is used for drawing the graph on 

the screen, for scroiling through the tree and for moving 

the cursor from node to node. Each node in the logical tree 

contains a pointer to the relevant node in the linked list 

network, plus a set of pointers to related nodes in the 

tree. In addition, absolute X and Y screen coordin~tes are 

calculated and maintained for each node. A vertical scroll 

requires only that an offset value for the Y coordinates be 

added to each node. A horizontal scroll requires the 

selection of a new root node. Each time a new root is 

selected the tree is re-created and absolute X and Y 

coordinates are recalculated. An in-order traversal is used 

to build the tree. 
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Callable Inference Engines. The callable inference 

modules provide search capabilities and associated 

explanation facilities. Both a forward chaining and a 

backward chaining'strategy inference engine have been 

developed to provide sufficient flexibility in the 

specification of search strategies. The structure and 

capabilities of these modules are briefly presented below. 

The main data structures for the backward chaining 

inference ~ngine are a list of goals, a list of rules 

associated with these goals, and lists of clauses forming 

the left hand sides of the rules. The goal list provides 

specific· information about the goal such as its name, its 

valid values, and status information pertaining to the tree 

traversal and the necessity of a reassessment of the goal 

value during traversal. 

Goals to be proven are maintained in an ordered list 

built from the parsing of the knowledge base. Goals are 

proven or disproven during recursive traversal of the 

logical trees that are expanded during the inferencing 

process. In addition to the above data structures, a stack 

of pointers to rules is maintained in the rule firing order. 

This stack is later used to provide explanation facilities 

which can reconstruct the arguments applied by the inference 

engine during the acceptance or rejection of given goals. 
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In the forward chaining mode the inference engine 

attempts to reach as many conclusions as possible from the 

data. The last conclusion drawn is presented first. 

Conclusions can be stored back in the spreadsheet. 

Explanation facilities allow the user to review the line of 

reasoning that leads to a given conclusion, and construct an 

argument for a case. 

The central data structures of the inference engine 

represent conditions corresponding to the left· hand sides of 

the rules and conclusions corresponding to the right hand 

sides of the rules. Variables are represented with initial 

values obtained either from the spreadsheet data files, or 

from the firing of preceding rules, or from unknown values 

if they were not assigned in the spreadsheet and a rule 

asserting a value for the variable has not been fired. 

Inferencing is done via cycling through the 

conditions of applicable rules, updating the asserted. 

conclusion variable if the rule fires, and marking the rule 

as fired to prevent subsequent cyclic re-firing. A state 

system is used to determine which rules have fired and which 

variables have been assigned value. A map of variables and 

their associated .rules is maintained to expedite the 

iteration from the firing of one rule to the next. 
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6.5.3 State Machines 

State machines are used for external behavior 

profiling of an application program. The state machines 

'serve multiple purposes as knowledge representation tools. 

They provide a structure for the interpretation of sequences 

of keystrokes and commands. They serve the purpose of 

determining context for certain forms of direct user 

requests and they assist in device level scripting. 

The state machines are implemented as matrices which 

allow access for the multiple managers described earlier. 

The matrixes contain, in addition to state descriptions and 

transition enabling tokens, references to objects associated 

with certain states. As an example, the system object file 

retrieval process is associated with the retrieval state in 

the FSM. 

The state matrixes also contain frequency 

.information for transitions that can be used in Markov 

analysis for dialogue adaptations and analysis of usage 

patterns. In our prototype system the state matrix updates 

are performed as a demonic extension to the operating 

system. The update mechanism monitors keyboard input and 

updates the matrix when necessary. 
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6.6 Knowledge Bases 

Cognitive responsibilities and cognitive tasks are 

by definition associated with the acquisition, management, 

and delivery of knowledge. A central part of the 

architecture for allocation of these tasks is therefore 

concerned with the structure and semantics of the relevant 

knowledge. We have chosen to distinguish bet\'1een levels of 

knowledge, dimension of knowledge across levels and the 

scope of the knowledge requi'red, (see, Figure 17). 

The presented structures arise from the discussions 

presented earlier in this dissertation and from our 

experience with prototypes' and application interfaces in 

general. This includes both commercially available products 

such as spreadsheets, data bases, and text processing 

systems, as well as software developed through our own 

research efforts in the areas of DSS, office automation and 

knowledge base management and knowledge base reference. 

6.7 Knowledge Representation 

An intelligent dialogue management system, that can 

adapt to its users, provide guidance, and participate in 

task allocation between the user and the system, requires 

the application of AI principles. The ,knowledge 

representation is critical to the success of a knowledge 

based dialogue management architecture. 
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Figure 17. Knowledge Reference 
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Examples of knowledge that must be maintained by an 

intelligent dialogue management system include: (1) 

knowledge of the user, (2) knowledge of the user's task, (3) 

knowledge of the task domain, and (4") knowledge of the 

user's tool environment, (for further discussion see, 

Rissland 1984). 

The implication of this diversity is that the 

knowledge base for an intelligent dialogue management system 

must be composed from heterogeneous fragments of knowledge. 

A single knowledge representation framework such as 

classical expert-system production rules, is in our opinion 

not sufficient to cover the diverse dimensions of knowledge 

that must be maintained. 

Several alternative knowledge representation 

techniques are of interest, including semantic inheritance, 

frame/schema based approaches, scripts, production rules and 

object oriented representations. Dhar (1985) suggests an 

object oriented representation of knowledge to provide 

modularity in the organization of highly diverse pieces of 

knowledge. Because an object oriented approach has the 

advantage that it does not preclude the incorporation of 

complementary techniques, the authors believe that it can 

serve as an integrative framework for the knowledge base. A 

conceptual overview of the structures and mechanisms used to 

reapportion responsibilities is presented below. Figure 18 

_ .. -----.. _-------------------------



depicts the relationship between alternative knowledge 

representations. 

6.8 Knowledge Dimensions 
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The research presented in this dissertation and our 

experience with the prototype implementations suggests that 

a general knowledge based approach to reapportionment 

implementation can facilitate some aspects of the required 

dialogue functionality. The proposed architecture includes 

knowledge bases containing user information, problem 

oriented task representations, and delivery environment 

knowledge. 

Under this architecture, each knowledge base 

contains meta-level descriptions with external profiles of 

the user, the system and the user-system relationship. This 

structure accommodates application of ~ackground 

inferencing, thereby minimizing the limitations imposed on 

the application environment. 

6.8.1 User Models 

User modeling can be viewed as the process of 

developing a model of the user that can guide the 

user-system interaction. The type of knowledge required by 

the DMS is dependent on the supported inferences. 
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Figure 18. Knowledge Representations 
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In IS at least four types of knowledge can be 

identified, including: (1) knowledge reflecting the user's 

understanding of the system mechanics, (2) knowledge 

reflecting the user's patterns of interaction with the 

system and preferences concerning form of dialogue, (3) 

knowledge concerning the user's familiarity with the 

substance of the problem domain (Keen and Stabell 1983) and 

"(4) the user's perception of his support environment 

(Stabell 1978). 

User models are implemented as stereo types (Rich 

1983) through an object oriented approach with class 

inheritance (Goldberg and Robson 1983). An object oriented 

approach is a natural framework for the implementation of 

stereo type class hierarchies. Within these models, links 

are made to concepts which the user is assumed to know both 

from the stereotype/class level and from the instantial 

level. 

The concepts are linked separately in a network 

structure which stores the relationships between those 

concepts (Clancey 1982; Sleeman 1985) associated with the 

specific DSS. On the stereotype level references to state 

patterns for classes of tasks are maintained for 

classification of individual user behavior. This can be 

illustrated through the following example. 
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Assume that the user's task has been classified as 

an investment portfolio analysis. The stereotype for an 

experienced user contains a reference to a probability 

matrix and a derived matrix of mean first passage times 

associated with an experienced user's application of the 

system for this task class. This matrix is used by the 

system to evaluate the specific user's usage pattern and 

assess whether he matches the typical behavIor. 

The user behavior is treated as a regular Markov 

chain and the mean first passage time matrix M is computed 

from the state transition probability matrix P in the 

following manner: 

Z(' .) - Z(i .) 
IH(i .) = ).}.} 

,J U') ll' 

Z = (1- P+ E) 

w=:L: Z 

where: 

E is a matrix of l's and w equals long 
term probabilities. 

Mean passage times are compared to actual user performance, 

in order to classify the user. 
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6.8.2 Task Models 

The task representation is critical to the system's 

ability to guide and monitor the user's actions. We are 

implementing both general domain knowledge for a task, and 

representations of the user's specific tasks within the same 

knowledge structures. 

Tasks are represented as objects where task 

execution is a method within the object. Methods also exist 

for queries about a task, such as what is its subtasks, when 

is it useful, etc. Variables referring to specific elements 

in the the user's tasks are not bound until the instantial 

level. 

For example, an axiomatic definition (Kottemann et 

al. 1984) of an investment analysis may contain n number of 

payment periods for which there is a net cash flow amount. 

Two levels of bindings occur. The general variable "amount" 

is bound to an entity in the user's domain, which is 

subsequently bound to a specific value during calculation. 

The user's specific objects and goals are related to the 

task representation at the in~tantial level, thereby 

allowing integration of both general domain knowledge and 

task specific knowledge through one knowledge 

representation. 
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This provides for an axiomatic definition of tasks 

that can be used both for implementation planning and for 

validation of specific plans. Task outputs, side effects, 

preconditions, and subtask relationships (Croft 1984) are 

defined at the class level. The task/subtask relationship 

allows for dynamic device independent scripting. A simple 

inference mechanism determines both the relationship between 

goals, tasks and subtasks and the sequence of task 

execution. 

The keystroke level scripting of the exec~tion is 

device dependent, and is carried out as a part of the 

dialogue support described later. The suggested 

architecture represents scripts (Schanck and Abelson 1977) 

implicitly through the definition of tasks and subtasks. 

The composition of specific scripts represents a 

meta-problem solving activity, in which subtasks are 

determined, and decisions are made with respect to their 

implementation. 

The script describes the preconditions for the 

execution of tasks, and determines the scheduling of task 

execution. The support for a transfer of user scripts to 

the system is limited in most current implementations to 

primitive static scripts. The difference between static and 

dynamic scripts is illustrated in the following example. 
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A static script for corporate budget consolidation 

from a series of spreadsheet models would pass through the 

lowest level of budget models and create aggregated results, 

until the desired level was reached. However, a problem 

surfaces if a lower level model changes. To solve the 

problem, the script must either be modified to incorporate 

only the affected aggregates, or the user must personally 

direct the new consolidation effort. In either case, the 

user is forced to carry out a set of problem solving tasks, 

including change identification, and task rescheduling for a 

problem that a more dynamic script approach could have 

handled automatically. Scripts that use inference 

mechanisms for task identification and task scheduling are 

examples of dynamic scripting. 

The UNIX "make" utility represents a dynamic script. 

The "make" utility is directed at compilation and linking of 

large systems with multiple separately compiled object 

files. "Make" uses a simple inference mechanism to derive 

which files need to be manipulated and re-compiled before 

final linking, based on file modification history, and a 

description of file interdependencies. The function 

effectively implements a "do as I mean" command for the 

compile and link process, where the user is relieved of 

specifying exact control for each new situation. The same 

"make" utility could also be applied to the above 



spreadsheet example. The change from static scripts to 

adaptable inference based script formulation has a strong 

impact on the information that must be exchanged in the 

user-system dialogue. 
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In the currently dominating static control 

environments the user provides specific control over the 

actions to be executed. In an inference based goal-oriented 

interaction mode the system elicits the relationships 

between tasks and the rules governing their execution. The 

appropriate selection sequencing can then be determined by 

the scripting mechanism. The elicitation of task-object 

relationships can take place through direct specification or 

through abstraction mechanisms implemented as side effects 

of task execution (Croft 1984). 

6.8.3 Delivery Environment Knowledge 

The delivery environment consists of the hardware 

and software with which the user interacts. The external 

behavior of the system is profiled through a finite state 

machine structure, (FSM). The FSM represents all reachable 

points through the dialogue as states, and gives explicit 

definitions of the transition paths among the states. 
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The states in the system represent and are linked to 

functions that the system performs. These functions are 

treated as objects, and their descriptions are inherited 

from more general definitions. For example the load file 

function in a simple database system is treated as an 

instance of a more general stream object. 

This representation is chosen to ensure consistency 

of the descriptions across different environments. The 

objects in the delivery environment are linked to the 

primitive tasks that they implement through a network 

structure. 

A general description of the delivery environment is 

also provided through the description of the tasks which it 

implements along with rules describing situations for which 

they are applicable. This description is used to assist the 

user in selecting the right environment for his problem. 

6.8.4 Dialogue Representation 

A specific dialogue is treated as an instance of a 

script implementing a specific task. It is necessary that 

the user identify t11e current task to the system. The 

dialogue is monitored through tracking the FSM that reflects 

the device, and comparing the Markov process of the dialogue 

in progress with the processes existing for that task. 

Assistance is offered when irregular patterns occur. 
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The user's dialogue history is used to determine the 

level of assistance that is given. The FSM representation 

is also applied in conjunction with the task descriptions to 

assist the user in the creation of specific device dependent 

scripts. This script composition is achieved through 

overlaid traversal of the device independent plan/script 

onto the finite state machine to compose the actual sequence 

of keystrokes that will implement the plan in the delivery 

environment. 

6.9 Levels Of Knowledge 

Responsibilities occur at multiple levels. The 

semantics of responsibilities vary according to level, as 

does the consequences of decisions and actions. In our 

architecture we distinguish between three levels of 

interpretation for the dialogue. 

These are the Domain Level, the Procedure Level, and 

the Device level. The architecture encompasses the 

description of the tool environment at all three levels. It 

should be noted prior to a detailed description that certain 

forms of knowledge such as goals, operators and 

relationships among entities exist on each level. The level 

of interpretation determines their values and det6rmines the 

semantics. 
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6.9.1 Domain 

Semantic nets (Quillan 1968) have received much 

attention in the description of world knowledge for language 

understanding and as a medium for the representation of 

domain knowledge in tutoring systems. An extension of the 

semantic net is the semantic inheritance net which allows a 

compact consistent framework for the description of the 

relationships among classes, . subclasses and instances. 

The basic structure of a semantic net is flexible 

and imposes no constraints on the nature of the relations 

associating the different nodes. In the inheritance network 

two special nodes are introduced. These are the A Kind of 

Nodes, (AKO) , denoting specialization and the Is A Node, 

(ISA), denoting instantiation. 

The creation of other special nodes is often domain 

dependent and these needs are attended to in the PLEXSYS 

system. In office automation and DSS cases such other 

specialized nodes are important. Among these specialized 

nodes are: (1) goal/subgoal links, (GSG), for the 

representation of plans, (2) causal links to reflect 

interdependencies among entities which are useful in the 

propagation of consequences, and (3) transform links that 

reflect functions transforming nodes or sets of nodes in the 

network. 
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As will be illustrated through the sample cases, the 

creation of specialized entity classes combined with linking 

them through the above types of links provides a means for 

the description of domain knowledge that can be used both in 

the interpretation of the interaction at this level and in 

the selection of alternative task implementations. 

The domain level knowledge provides a world model 

for the system that within a domain can give meaning to 

goals, constraints and relationships governing the 

interaction between the user and the system. 

6.9.2 Procedure 

The procedure level of knowledge encompasses 

knowledge of procedures applied in an effort to manipulate 

entities defined at the domain level. The manipulation may 

be related to primary transforms in the domain if this is 

defined as the task (An example would be the production of a 

tax statement) or it may be directed at secondary transforms 

in the domain in order to derive more specific statements 

about the relationships defined on the domain level. 

For example, the domain level knowledge may state 

that there exists a relationship between the amount of money 

invested in marketing and expected sales. A procedure may 

be defined that determines the exact nature of this mapping 

and when executed instantiates the relationship for a set of 
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budget variables. Knowledge at this level may be encoded as 

productions. An example is a production as follows: 

IF 
THEN 

THE GOAL IS TO DETERMINE PREDICTED SALES 
VARY THE BUDGET 

Other productions may then describe how to vary the 

budget, etc. The productions are not aimed at specifying 

the function mapping budget to sales, rather they reflect 

the conditions under which it is desirable to invoke this 

function. (The issue of invocation is hidden in a 

spreadsheet in which recalculation may be automatic based on 

affected variables). 

The procedure level reflects the procedures that 

operate on the entities defined at the domain level. They 

aid in an understanding of why and how actions are carried 

out. As the clauses and consequents present in the 

productions have corresponding domain level descriptions 

there is an explicit link between different explanations of 

an entity provided at the procedure and the domain level. 

The procedure level describes how an entity or the 

status of an entity determines the flow of control, while 

the domain level provides a semantic description of these 

entities and how they relate to other entities. 
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6.9.3 Device 

The device level reflects the target systems 

available for the execution of tasks. An example of such a 

target system is a financial spreadsheet, an integrated 

office automation system or a statistical package. Multiple 

aspects of these devices are of interest. We present and 

discuss several below. 

Object Attribute Representation. Kuo (1985) 

presents an object-attribute framework for the description 

of dialogue entities. Dialogue objects can be commands, 

menus, data structures manipulatable through the dialogue, 

etc. For our purposes of interpreting ongoing dialogues we 

are particularly interested in the dialogue objects 

reachable through the interaction available in the system. 

These objects provide such capabilities as: (1) retrieving 

data, (2) transforming information, (3) presenting 

information, and (4) transmitting information. For a 

comprehensive description of dialogue objects see Carter 

(1986) . 

The dialogue entities have attributes associated 

with them. For example, the process for retrieving data has 

attributes of types of data to be retrieved, reference to 

data in terms of a file name or a pointer, error conditions 

during retrieval, processing of error conditions, reference 

to destination for the retrieval and so forth. The list is 
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illustrative and not meant to be complete. The point to be 

made is that the entities the user encounters through the 

dialogue has attributes associated with it that often link 

to other entities in the environment. The behavior of these 

entities is an important part of the semantics of the 

dialogue. Secondly, in comparing different application 

interfaces it becomes clear that there are strong 

similarities across applications. The similarities manifest 

themselves in the entities present in alternative forms of 

software; and their associated attributes and behavior. It 

is therefore meaningful to think of classes of dialogue 

objects and view specific instances of dialogue entities as 

being derived from subclasses of these generic dialogue 

objects. 

operator And Operand Categories. Carter (1986) 

presents a taxonomy of what he calls user oriented 

functions. The taxonomy was prepared based on in depth 

review and classification of representative software 

environments. He presents three categories of generally 

required functions as follows: 

Object functions are those functions that act 
directly on a particular object which is either an 
item or a group of items of data or an attribute of 
some data. Task execution functions are those 
functions that act to control a user's access to 
computing processing. Information functions are 
those functions that act to inform the user of the 
various capabilities of the system and other useful 
matters, (Carter 1986, p. 200). 
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We may not necessarily agree with the specific 

categories chosen, but the work represents an important step 

toward classification of user interface entities. We 

certainly welcome the taxonomic approach taken in this 

study. 

From a technical perspective one may view the 

functions as operators and the data structures they operate 

on as operands. Alternatively the data structures and their 

associated operators may be viewed as objects for which the 

operations can be invoked. Although this particular study 

was focused around a taxonomy of functions a similar 

approach could be taken in the classification of operands 

that they apply to. 

Some examples of common objects in current systems 

are streams or files, input devices, display objects, text 

segments, tables, graphs, etc. Classification of these 

functions and objects provides a vehicle for generalization 

of statements about interfaces. Such generalizations are 

important in the description of dialogues both for 

generation and for interpretation of dialogue events. 

Relationships exist between operators and operands at 

multiple levels of abstraction. Certain objects can be 

viewed as being produced from others through transforms. 

Operators can preclude each other. Operators and operand 

types can be incompatible. 
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As an example of the latter it does not work to 

specify the TYPE operator for a directory in the MS-DOS 

operating system. The relationship governing this operator 

and its operands determines the applicability of such an 

operation. Such incompatibilities are being managed in 

emerging object oriented languages. The overload 

capabilities available in c++ (Straustrup 1986) allows an 

object to receive multiple different data structures as part 

of a message to the object. The object hides the 

complexities involved in providing the same operations for 

different structures through data abstraction. 

There are also hierarchical relationships in that 

certain operators are subordinate to others. This becomes 

very clear in a menu oriented system. Finally there are 

class relationships among these entities. As an example the 

TYPE function could be described as belonging to a subclass 

of display functions which is a subtype of object functions. 

An entity may also inherit from multiple supertypes 

(Touretzky 1986) in that the TYPE function also may belong 

to a subclass of the text manipulation functions. 
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For users encountering software environments it 

would be helpful if all functions and objects were 

implemented the same way across all environment. However, 

an alternative means of providing conceptual dialogue 

interoperability for the user is to provide explanations of 

these functions in comparison to familiar constructs of the 

same class for other environments. 

As an example, a user familiar with the MS-DOS 

operating system, attempting to learn UNIX, and asking for 

information about a function such as CAT could receive an 

explanation comparing it to the TYPE and COpy functions in 

DOS to provide examples in terms of familiar instances from 

the same class of functions. Such alternative explanations 

are different from the use of synonyms as they represent 

distinctly different functions, however, they descend from 

the same supertypes. 

State Representations. Most computer dialogues 

are, because of the finite hierarchical nature of their 

command structures, amenable to a description through state 

machines. A Finite State Machine, (FSM), has a finite set S 

of states and a finite set I of input symbols. The machine 

responds to the input i and produces a certain state s 

(Gilbert 1983) such that: 
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The state transitions represented by f may cause a side 

effect E which is described by 

The possible states in a dialogue reflect the 

functions that are accessible through the dialogue 

management system. A specific state determines which other 

states can be reached through it, but it also represents 

access to a certain function of a certain data structure. 
~; 

An explicit relationship exists between the dialogue state 

and an object in the device. This provides a link from the 

states of the dialogue to a node in the network describing 

the dialogue objects. This link is needed to provide 

context oriented support. 

Examples can be passive context sensitive help 

providing a passive description of the system. However, 

using the network structure presented above, more dynamic 

help can be provided in terms of analogical descriptions, 

relationships to other operators and rules governing such 

objects. The finite state machine itself can be used to 

provide navigational support in accessing another object as 
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this can be viewed as a goal direct traversal of the state 

machine structure. 

The preceding discussion has focused on levels of 

knowledge in the user-system interaction. As pointed out 

earlier, these levels also represent levels of 

responsibilities. Whether a user or a system is capable of 

assuming these responsibilities depends partially on their 

knowledge within these levels. 

The above knowledge levels are therefore important 

both in the implementation of a task, and in the assessment 

of the capabilities required to assume the responsibility. 

Given this capability, other factors such as preferences 

capacity, etc. come into play in determination. However, 

sufficient knowledge is a necessary condition for task 

allocation. 



CHAPTER 7 

POTENTIAL FOR DYNAMIC APPORTIONMENT OF 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

Miller (1978) finds, in his research on group 

communication, that it is generally improved when members of 

the group volunteer information rather than when members 

specifically need to solicit it. He also finds that 

information overload without sufficient learning 

opportunities decreases the decision making activities and 

reduces the search effort for new information of potential 

value in making the decision. 

If we regard the processes of human-computer 

interaction as a group process with multiple cognitors human 

or artificial, Miller's findings with respect to groups have 

some important implications: (1) information overload is 

bad, (2) information tolerance is higher if sufficient 

learning time is provided, and (3) information overload is 

less if information is volunteered rather than solicited. 
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Our efforts have been directed at distributing 

cognitive tasks. By definition, cognitive tasks imply 

processing of information and as such the responsible 

entities face the possibility of overload. Our aim is 

toward systems that, through their architectures, recognize 

such concerns and attempt to balance tasks accordingly. In 

the preceding discussions we have advocated assessing the 

capacity and capabilities of participating cognitors such 

that the load imposed on each can be balanced accordingly. 

We have reported on research directed at assessment of 

cognitor knowledge levels and suggested that the 

teaching/learning responsibilities in system interaction are 

recognized as cognitive tasks that should be phased into the 

interaction. Finally, a major theme of our research has 

been in active interaction interpretation and analysis such 

that relevant information, tasks and task implementations 

can be volunteered rather than requiring constant user 

responsibility. 

Some opportunities for reapportionment will be 

discussed below. The discussion is structured around (1) 

environments in which reapportionment may play'a role, (2) 

potential reapportionable tasks, and (3) areas of 

responsibility sharing. 
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7.1 Target Environments 

We have presented a view of user-system interaction 

as a set of apportionable cognitive tasks. The architecture 

for support of allocation is general and should not be 

affected by whether the community of cognitors is composed 

of people, systems or combinations. Our aim is toward a 

framework for allocation of tasks according to context 

dependent capabilities, capacities, and values. 

We discuss the potential applications of the 

architecture (1) at the individual level, (2) in problem 

solving or decision making groups, and (3) in the office 

environment. 

7.1.1 User Support 

At the individual level the apportionment 

architecture can be viewed as a cooperative framework for 

human system interaction. The problem solving system or 

task executing system is increased to encompass the user and 

one or more cognitors capable of assuming different roles 

and associated responsibilities, (see, Figure 19). 

One of the presented cases illustrates the sharing 

of cognitive tasks in a single user application. The 

primary application in the selected case is a model based 

Decision Support System, implemented as a spreadsheet model 

with which the user interacts. The application environment 
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has been extended with four new processes allotted time on 

an interrupt or time sliced basis. These processes jointly 

monitor the primary interaction between the user and the 

application. The task performance is monitored. 

The case illustrates multiple cases of task 

reapportionment: (1) assessments are made of user knowledge 

of the tool, of the use of model based DSS and of the 

implications of the results, (2) explanations, execution 

scripts and suggestions are volunteered by the system based 

on the assessments or on direct request from the user, and 

(3) different support is offered depending on the system's 

assessment of its user to accommodate learning. 

We saw it as important in this case to employ what 

would generally be considered a complete system, composed of 

the user and the application, and demonstrate the 

introduction of multiple other cognitors to share various 

responsibilities associated with the interaction and the 

problem solving process. The extension of an existing 

environment also illustrates the distinct multiple roles 

involved, as the responsibilities clearly are reapportioned 

and the roles are easily distinguishable. 



Without extending an existing system it would be 

more difficult to argue a reapportionment of 

responsibilities and distinguish among the alternative 

roles. The case used. however. is representative of many 

single user environments and the structure of the 

reapportioning environment should be applicable in the 

general single user case. 
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The structure is not case specific. The knowledge 

is encoded through general knowledge representation 

structures and the managers are implemented separately from 

both the content of the knowledge base and the actual 

application. The potential is for creating application 

environments in which applications carry and can apply 

knowledge about their own values and applicability in 

support of the tasks executed through them. 

7.1.2 Group Support 

Groups differ from individuals in the sense that 

multiple participants may assume or fail to assume certain 

responsibilities. Reapportionment can take place among 

group members in identifying roles and responsibilities or 

between system and group members. 
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Group interactions are seldom as structured as the 

user-system interaction in single user-systems. This places 

greater challenges on the analyst and especially on the 

interpreter. However, some restricted domain research (Dhar 

and Ranganathan 1986) and commercial prototypes, ELOISE, 

have shown that quite successful interpretation is possible. 

We are seeing the emergence of system mediated group 

support (Nunamaker et al. 1987; Chang 1987; Malone 1986). 

These systems, combined with advances in the interpretation 

of human communication referred to above, open the 

opportunities for the same form of assessment of roles and 

task execution as is possible in more structured dialogue 

environments. Groups assume roles (Miller 1978). Groups 

require learning time in interpreting their external 

information correctly and in assessing the capabilities of 

members and distributing the roles correctly. The proposed 

architecture can be used in role allocation among the group 

members, and among the group members and the system. 

Examples of roles are facilitator, discussant and advocate. 

Similarly the roles of note taker, topic manager, 

etc. can be allocated to the system. The system can also 

assist the group in the interpretation of external 

information by providing templates, scripts, etc. that are 

partially maintained by the system through the group process 

and used in the assessment of completed tasks or for direct 
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evaluation. The architecture also applies to groups at the 

member level in that individual participants can be given 

local support in their group participation activities. 

7.1.3 Office Environments 

Hewitt (1986) defines an office as: 

where office work is·done .. ". As he points out, " 

a place 

the 

emphasis is shifted from the nature of the locale to the 

nature of the activity", (Hewitt 1986, p. 271). The 

concern is with office tasks or activities, their structure, 

required knowledge and assignment. 

In our view the interaction between users and 

systems should not be regarded as single role dialogues 

where the main challenge is to facilitate communication. 

Our view of the user-system interaction is much more in line 

with that of an office, i.e., a community of cognitors, (or 

actors as referred to by Hewitt). 

Whether there is one or multiple human cognitors or 

one or multiple system cognitors makes little difference in 

our architecture. The problems of task assignment, required 

knowledge participant capabilities, etc., are equally 

relevant for both the single user-system and the office 

support .environment. 
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Just as we have demonstrated modeling of 

applications, application environments, and users, there is 

a need to model objects in the office environment 

(Konsynski, Bracker and Bracker 1982). In the same way that 

we monitor the interaction between a user and his primary 

allocation, the same opportunities exist in the monitoring 

of the interaction among office entities. 

There exists in the office the need to apportion 

responsibilities and to assess task execution. We argue 

that the concerns we have discussed from a single user 

application perspective of the dialogue also come into play 

in an office dialogue. The main difference is the 

additional complexity imposed by more participating 

cognitors. On the other hand, most offices have explicit 

goals that they pursue as an organization (Miller 1978) 

simplifying the goal modeling process and task evaluation, 

at least for the more structured tasks. 

In the office environment the architecture could 

also be used in assisting the user of complex office 

equipment and in identifying resources and entities that are 

available for and capable of 'implementing desired tasks. 

Capability and capacity modeling is relevant regardless of 

whether a user is searching for system features to solve a 

problem or people that can take care of it. 
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7.2 Reapportionable Tasks 

There are both perceived and real constraints 

limiting the allocation of tasks among cognitors. As 

pointed out earlier, IS designs carry implicit assumptions 

about what technology can and cannot do. These assertions 

are seldom made an explicit part of the design process. 

Technology is far too often assumed capable of only 

primary task automation regardless of whether the systems 

are intended to replace, augment or complement the human 

user(s). In an evaluation of reapportionable tasks it is 

also necessary to consider the constraints that the human 

participants carry. 

Cognitive psychology researchers have focused on the 

identification of the~e constraints. Examples of areas 

where humans have constraints and where task reallocations 

may be appropriate are problem solving, concept acquisition, 

and reasoning. When tasks are allocated through dialogue 

management systems human and technological constraints and 

opportunities affecting the design should be explicitly 

considered. 
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While attempting to balance the responsibilities 

among the participating cognitors a dynamic perspective is 

necessary as the required tasks are not static. The system 

must be cognizant of changes in goals and constraints in 

order to adapt the support as changes occur. If we 

recognize that inventories of cognitive responsibilities 

exist (Manheim and Isenberg 1987) we can discuss a 

redistribution of these responsibilities among various 

cognitors. We want to bring attention to the assignment of 

these responsibilities. How should these responsibilities 

be relocated in the emerging technological environments? 

7.~.1 Task Distribution 

A variety of tasks are reapportionable. To extend 

the preceding discuss10ns some specific examples of 

reapportionable tasks are discussed below. The determining 

factor in reapportionability relates to the amount of well 

defined structure in goals or in activities composing the 

task. Tasks which can be described can be fully or 

partially reapportioned. 

Artificial Intelligence has been striving for 

complete automation of cognitive tasks. This quest has 

dramatically increased our understanding of how to describe 

cognitive tasks and how to implement them. It is therefore 

time to look at the findings and within a supporting 



architecture assess the apportionment of identifiable and 

describable cognitive tasks. 
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If a decision or a problem solving activity can be 

performed either by a human or by a non-human cognitor, then 

the designer faces a set of allocation decisions. In many 

cases the allocation is not purely a binary decision. The 

opportunities for symbiotic (Manheim and Isenberg ~987) 

co-cognitive systems (Fjeldstad, Konsynski 1986) that user's 

can "think with" (Weber 1986) arise. 

7.2.2 Decision Support 

Among the selected cases is a classical example of a 

DSS extended within the proposed architecture with multiple 

cognitors who each assume different roles in the decisioning 

process. The assignment of these roles is dynamic. The 

assignment decisions are made based on: (1) user 

preferences, (2) assessments of user capabilities, and (3) 

monitoring of the ongoing task execution. 

The roles and their associated tasks that are 

assignable in our system are: (1) System navigator assuming 

responsibility for "how it works knowledge" at the system 

level; (2) Normative monitor assuming partial responsibility 

for application of the system the way the designer perceived 

it; (3) Advisor assuming responsibility for advising the 

user on how to use the system, and how to interpret the 
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results from application of the model; (4) Initiator 

assuming initiative responsibilities with respect to 

potential analysis scenarios in case the user is passive; 

and (5) Evaluator assuming authority responsibilities with 

respect to actions suggested by the user based on 

interpretation of results. 

We view the apportionment architecture as being 

relevant in DSS as a way of actively carrying values held by 

the DSS or the DSS designer. This provides an explicit 

continuous opportunity for decision channeling, which is not 

possible within current architectures. The architecture is 

also relevant in an effort to explicitly identify and 

distribute the various roles in the decision making process 

such as problem finding (Weber and Konsynski 1987) and 

certainty evaluation (Stabell 1983). 

7.2.3 Design Support 

Three commonly found tasks in design are analysis, 

requirements definition and architecture determination. The 

design process represents a decision making process, i.e., 

the designer decides on elements and synthesis of elements 

that will accomplish a goal. The design and development 

process can be viewed as a series of cognitive tasks 

including problem search, analysis, synthesis and 

requirements transformation. Automated approaches to 
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support of these tasks are emerging in systems such as 

PSL/PSA (Teichrow 1982) and PLEXSYS (Konsynski et al. 

1984). Some hypothetical examples are given to illustrate 

how design workbenches can be augmented through a 

reapportio~~ent architecture . 

. The a,nalysis process involves problem search and 

proble::'. decomposition. Recordin<;f of the exi sting si tuation 

and description of the problem to be solved are often 

initial tasks in such an effort. System based tools such as 

EBS, SAST and FEPS, all part of the PLEXSYS environment, are 

in use at the University of Arizona in supporting the users 

or the analysts in the analysis task. The tools deliver the 

results of the analysis processes to a knowledge base which· 

formally represents the requirements. 

This knowledge base is subsequently used in the 

transformation of requirements into concrete designs 

represented in PSL/PSA. Some of the tools such as SAST and 

FEPS~have structured user-system interactions which should 

allow interpretation of the user-system dialogues. The 

tools in their current form already reapportion certain 

cognitive analysis tasks from the user(s) to the system. 

Research is in progress in the department to determine the 

role(s) and the tasks of the facilitators for these tools. 
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These tools like most other software systems carry 

assertions concerning their use. One set of such assertions 

is the set maintained by the facilitator through guidance of 

the group members and review of session results. As the 

formal knowledge of these tools continues to increase, the 

knowledge can be encoded as domain and procedure level 

knowledge associated with the design and analysis process. 

Concurrent processes can be used to assume the 

various roles described in. the architecture chapter. 

Potential areas for supporting cognitors are in (1) 

application of the tools themselves in the case of 

inexperienced users, and (2) assessment of the process 

through which statements are reached. 

The architectural framework desc'cibed allows for a 

combination of two modes of interaction, normally considered 

mutually exclusive, namely menu driven structured 

interaction and command oriented free flowing interaction. 

The main difference lies in the structure imposed on the 

user. There are scripts governing potential approaches to 

systems planning. A menu driven approach will tend to 

enforce these scripts through guided control of the user. 

From a dynamic task apportionment perspective as presented 

above, these scripts would be used as normative models for 

the interaction. These scripts could serve as the basis for 

interpretation of the user(s) system dialogue. When users 
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are passive, make errors, or frequently request assistance, 

a more guided dialogue may be adapted. If users fail 

through a user initiated approach to cover essential 

elements of the script or perform-processes in conflicting 

order, the system may offer explanation and advice. 

The proposed architecture could in this context be 

used to inject,knowledge based support for the immediate 

user-system interaction process. The knowledge" bases would 

not contain requirements and design specifications, rather 

they would contain knowledge about the workbench environment 

and the methodology applied in order to guide the user. We 

believe that the same levels of knowledge as described above 

would apply in this context. 

At the domain level general knowledge about design 

processes and objectives to be reached would be encoded. At 

the procedure level one would find knowledge about how to 

implement these processes through the workbench environment. 

At the device level descriptions of the actual workbench 

wouid be found. 

Realization of equivalent support for the EBS is 

complicated by the free form of the statements exchanged 

through the dialogue. The semantics of the dialogue between 

participants are found in Natural Language text. Progress 

in Natural Language interpretation, however, allows 

reasonable interpretation and classification of concepts 
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within limited domains. 

If the system is used within a fairly structured 

planning process for which extensive knowledge of concepts 

and terms is available, dialogue interpretation may be 

feasible. If the interpretation difficulties are overcome, 

the other elements of the architecture are more immediately 

applicable. System cognitors may play such roles as: (1) 

devil's advocate providing counter arguments based on stored 

general scenarios; (2) completeness enforcer based on 

pre-defined frames representing elements of, for example, a 

strategic planning process. If the discussants fail to 

devote attention to known relevant concerns the enforcer may 

generate sentences to stimUlate discussion around these 

topics; and (3) multiple perspective promoter, a role in. 

which the system may generate statements concerning related 

potential consequences of certain positions. 

Natural Language generation is reasonably well 

understood. The key to implementation of these roles lies 

in sufficient interpretation and indexing of concepts in the 

Natural Language text messages exchanged. The EBS system 

would, because of the anonymity provided for the 

discussants, be ideally suited. The participation of system 

cognitors in the discussion could be hidden through well 

formed English sentences on relevant topics. The content 

would be generated through interpretation and the 

...... _---._-------------------:..-._------------------



application of domain knowledge provided by scripts or 

frames stored in the knowledge bases. 

7.2.4 staff Support 
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Staff oriented office work often involves routine 

tasks. The staff members are supposed to know the formal 

policies governing their role, and to be able to make 

assessments with respect to the implications of their 

policies. Policies exist with respect to authorization 

procedures, investigation procedures, analysis procedures, 

etc. 

In the current office environment parts of the 

office functions are carried out with computerized support 

which is delivered mainly by mini computers or personal 

computers. A personal computer containing a work 

environment adopted to a specific role is often referred to 

as a workstation. The office workstation and the staff 

roles of an office represent prime application areas for the 

reapportionment architecture. 

The current workstations contain tools such as form 

management systems, spreadsheets, word processors and data 

bases. These tools are used at varying points during the 

process of performing office work. The different tools are 

often suited for different types of tasks or even for 

different subtasks within the workstation. The selection of 
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appropriate tools for a certain tasl~ can be viewed as an 

information center problem. Similar opportunities exist 

within the workstation under a task allocation architecture. 

A reapportionment approach would be applicable in 

cases where an office task is composed of multiple subtasks, 

each potentially implemented through a different type of a 

tool. In these situations concer,ns such as interoperability 

among potentially heterogeneous applications is a major 

concern. The tool selection process itself, operation of 

the tools, and policies governing the form of application 

are all relevant. 

Policies relate to standard models for evaluation of 

requests such as a purchase approval. Organizational 

standards may exist for specification of requests and for 

communication of results. Through application of the 

reapportionment architecture the responsibility for 

maintenance of these standards and control of the process 

may be allocated among user(s) and the system. 

For certain users and tasks the process may be 

structured and deviations denied, while in other cases the 

individual users may determine form and process. In 

addition the architecture can be used to implement guidance 

in task execution and in application of the tools in the 

workstation. One example of application support would be in 

the exchange of data among heterogeneous applications in 
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which the planner may determine the differences and schedule 

filters to provide interoperable transfer of information 

among applications. 

In cases where user initiative is appropriate a 

background audit of the procedures may be in order, and the 

users or their superiors may be alerted to deviations from 

policies. Users may also be alerted to potentially harmful 

operations such as deletion of the main file for a case, 

etc. 

The reapportionment architecture does not impose new 

special systems on the users. As demonstrated, the existing 

task execution environments are augmented with additional 

cognitors assuming joint responsibility with the existing 

user for the tasks. 

7.3 Shared Responsibility For Effective Application 

Shared responsibility for effective application is 

enabled through explicitly devoting attention to the 

user-system interaction. Inferences made from observation 

and direct interaction are used to evaluate the performance, 

the completeness and the consistency of tasks. The possible 

evaluations are restricted by the content o~ the available 

knowledge bases discussed earlier. Some general aspects 

from the discussions of reapportionment potentials are 

abstracted below. 
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7.3.1 Combination Of Control And Flexibility 

The reapportionment architecture allows the system 

designer to integrate the flexibility of unstructured 

command oriented dialogues with the procedural control 

enforced through menu dialogues. This is enabled by the 

interpreter assuming responsibility for interpretation of 

user actions or, lack thereof. 

If users stop acting or make errors, a shift toward 

a guided dialogue may be appropriate and can be dynamically 

accommodated. If the user attempts illegal or dangerous 

operations, instance oriented control may be enforced. The 

command oriented user may also take advantage of 

opportunities to consult with the other task managers for 

specific problems rather than receiving constant guidance. 

The separation of management roles in the 

architecture is targeted toward such dynamic adaptation of 

the support environment. The architecture facilitates 

through this, designing balanced allocations of initiative 

and 'authority in the dialogue regardless of dialogue style. 

The system may maintain authority in a command oriented 

system, while the user may be permitted initiative in a 

predominately guided dialogue. A shared initiative dialogue 

can therefore be accommodated through the architecture. 
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7.3.2 Normative Directedness 

Normative use of systems has been a long-term 

concern in DSS research (Keen and Scott Morton 1978; Stabell 

1983). The architecture provides a structured approach to a 

formal description of normative concerns. The 

responsibility for monitoring use and channeling the process 

toward a normative description can, through the presented 

architecture, be incorporated into the system design. 

Records of system use are a by-product of the 

architecture. These records can be used to tune the 

knowledge bases and study the use relative to normative 

prescription. The system carries in this respect knowledge 

of the designer's and the user's values. These values can 

be used in support of the process. 

7.3.3 Assumption Surfacing And Assessment In Context 

The assumptions underlying a planning process or a 

problem solving process define constraints on the solutions. 

Assumptions also influence the problem solving process in 

that they mentally define the problem space. Functional 

fixedness is a result of inhibiting assumptions about the 

operators and the structure of the problem space. 
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A task apportionment oriented design can accommodate 

expl.icit assumption surfacing within the context of the tool 

in use. The assumptions held by the user can be compared to 

the assumptions held by the domain or application experts. 

Differences in assumptions may be used to suggest 

alternative paradigms for the problem at hand, or to 

identify assumptions that are erroneous or in conflict with 

the application environment. 

7.3.4 Goal Directness 

Goal directedness is frequently pointed out as a key 

to the achievement of high task performance effectiveness. 

The architecture can be used to explicitly encode, either 

directly by the user or a priori by the designer, goal 

hierarchies which can be used in guiding the user-system 

interaction toward more effective interactions. 

7.3.5 Error Detection And Prevention 

An obvious application of the concepts presented 

also lies in error detection and error preventions. Part of 

the knowledge embedded in the knowledge bases can be 

directed toward identification of errors, or potentially 

dangerous situations. Separate cognitors may be devoted to 

these tasks, and through the task and communication mangers 

the user may be informed of errors, or prevented from 

committing pathological actions. 



CHAPTER 8 

CASES IN COGNITIVE REAPPORTIONMENT 

Two cases have been selected for illustration and 

te~ting of the architecture. The first casel illustrates 

decision making support for a single user. The second case 

illustrates multi-user support in an office environment. 

The cases are selected because we consider them 

representative of activities which we want to support 

through our architectural efforts. Both cases are 

implemented as extensions to existing applications in order 

to make clear the introduction of multiple. cognitors 

cooperating to share cognitive responsibilities in 

situations where responsibilities were statically allocated 

between two participants, the user and the application. The 

application environment is summarized in Table 3. Table 4 

shows the facilitating mechanisms . 

. 8.1 Knowledge Based Support Of A User-DSS Dialogue 

The architecture for knowledge based support of the 

user-DSS' interaction will be exemplified by applying it to a 

classical DSS case for marketing budgeting. The 

architecture has been labeled RCA for Reapportionment of 

Cognitive Activities. A brief comparison to the newly 
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HARDWARE IBM-AT 
640K PlePiory 
20 MB haro disk 
EGA oo1or noni~or 

SOFTWARE Nu1eSeaskSng sD~eware 
Redirec~ed keyboard driver 
RULER ca11able inFerence environ~ent 
PLEXSYS senan~ic inheritance network 

with Plultiple super types 
Finite state nachine Planagenent soFtware 

Table 3. Systems Environment 
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ttONITOR:rHG CapturRd kRYStrokes 
HECHAI'tJ:Sl1S FinitR state nachine processor 

wl~h repetl~lve pa~~ern recDgnl~IDn 

Markov chain analyzer 

DEL IUERY Pop up windovs 
HECHAN:ISHS Explanation 

o i'reCt ions 
Warnings 
Sanple and actual script execu~ion 

REFERENCE GGnRralization and ~Rciillization traversals 
HECHAN:ISHS Fo~rd and backwa~ chaining inf"erences: 

ReyerRnCe at nultlple levels D~ abstraction 

Table 4. Facilitating Mechanisms 

-~ ~--------------------------------------------
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released HAL natural language system for LOTUS 123 from 

Lotus corporation will be made. HAL can be viewed as 

representative of support environments that one should 

expect as extensions to the'current DSS generators. We will 

put its functionality in perspective with respect to the 

issues involved in knowledge based support of the 

user-system dialogue. 

To demonstrate reapportionment of cognitive 

responsibilities in a single user DSS type application we 

decided to use a classical DSS case and extend a recent 

spreadsheet implementation of the system with multiple 

cognitors each assuming responsibilities previously 

allocated to the user. 

The case is the ADBUDG model based DSS de';,.'eloped by 

John Little (1975). We use Stabell's (1985) implementation 

of this system for Lotus 123 as the implementation 

environment. The applications environment has been 

augmented with a multitasking extension to the operating 

system within which the managers described in the 

architecture chapter.have been implemented. 

8.1.1 Case Background For ADBUDG 

The selected case example of application uses the 

ADBUDG marketing model. ADBUDG is a classical example of a 

model based DSS developed by John Little using the Brandaid 
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system, (see, Figure 20). The following statement is taken 

from Stabell: 

.. the case is the first documented application of 
the decision calculus approach (Little 1970, 1975) 
to decision support. According to Little, a 
decision calculus is a model-based set of procedures 
for processing data and judgments to assi·st a 
manager in his decision making, (1985, p. 5-1). 

The case is an attractive target for a test of our 

architecture because it provides a "Rosetta Stone" for a 

prototypical decision support system. Stabell's 

implementation also has the added advantage that it is 

implemented using a popular implementation environment, 

i.e., Lotus 123. Spreadsheets are frequently found in 

office workstations and represent a standard for personal 

financially oriented modeling. 

ADBUDG promotes the allocation of marketing funds 

based on an aggregate market response model as opposed to an 

implicit allocation of funds based on predicted sales. The 

system therefore provides a normative model for certain 

market situations. The market and organizational situations 

for which the system is applicable or desirable are a part 

of the values that the model implicitly carries. 
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Hal( t-------~ ........ -
+59% 1-----..." 

Current I-----J 

Hin 1---' 

Current. +5BX Advertising 

Figure 20. Case Background for ADBUDG 
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These values are, however, not made an explicit part 

of the system in any of its current implementations. 

Stabell has implemented a Lotus 123 version of ADBUDG. We 

use his implementation of the DSS to illustrate an 

augmentation of the system through the addition of multiple 

cognitors using the reapportionment architecture. Each 

cognitor assumes distinct responsibilities relative to this 

case. These roles and responsibilities will be presented in 

detail through a case walk-through. 

An abstract from Stabell's discussion of case 

background is given below. Our abstract is targeted toward 

elements that are important to a responsibility 

reapportionment effort. 

The case starts with a budget process where 

marketing funds are allocated as a percentage of predicted 

sales. Stabell presents a sample model for this that 

describes the relationships between production, materials, 

overhead and a forecasted sales volume. He refers to the 

nature of the equations applied as definitional as opposed 

to behavioral. For instance, relations defining advertising 

factor as ten per cent of sales is reflected rather than 

predicting sales 'as a result of a certain marketing effort. 

A system implementing a behavioral prediction model is 

subsequently introduced as a contrast to the definitionally 

oriented model. The prediction of sales is based on a 
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market response model. Distinctions are made between 

control variables or decision variables, non-control 

variables and response function parameters. Each of these 

variables' has heuristics associated with it defining norms 

for this~ype of a system that can be used most effectively. 

Stabell gives detailed examples throughout the text 

of how these variables can be applied in using this system 

to support the marketing allocation decision process. The 

heuristics represent knowledge about when and how to apply 

these variables. In the original implementation these 

heuristics are explained through the text, but they become 

the responsibility of the user during application of the 

model. Elements of this knowledge are captured in 

productions pertaining to the use of such variables. 

An important aspect of our implementation is that 

this knowledge is not encoded for the specific variables 

named in the spreadsheet as cells. The productions do not 

explicitly reference the domain oriented marketing variables 

such as ADVERTISING or GROSS CONTRIBUTION. Instead, the 

rules reference the axiomatic terms DECISION VARIABLE, 

NON-CONTROL VARIABLE and PARAMETER. ADVERTISING is in the 

new model of type DECISION VARIABLE, and the value in cell 

·F23 represents an instantiation of the ADVERTISING variable. 

This approach to modeling of the application was described 

in detail in the architecture chapter and is adapted form 
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the PLEXSYS system (Konsynski et al. 1984). Applying rules 

at the abstracted level provides for parsimony in knowledge 

base construction and provides consistency and 

interoperability across environments. 

8.1.2 Levels Of Support 

In the architecture we have chosen to distinguish 

among three levels of support. These levels are reflected 

in the ADBUDG support environment. On one end of the 

spectrum is the purely domain oriented support which is 

targeted toward the marketing aspects of this particular 

DSS. Examples of support at the domain level include: 

helping the user determine whether ADBUDG is an appropriate 

model to use and assisting the user in collecting and 

validating input for the model as well as in interpreting 

the results. A rule base is used in the determination model 

applicabili ty. 

At the other extreme is support of the mechanics of 

a specific implementation, such as the Lotus 123 version of 

ADBUDG. The mechanical level of support can be thought of 

as an active extension of the current passive help system 

embedded in Lotus. Environment specific Natural Language 

interfaces such as HAL provide support mainly at this level. 
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HAL understands the mechanics of Lotus 123 and can 

therefore map higher level commands, such as REPLICATE FIRST 

MONTHS CALCULATIONS FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR into Lotus 123. 

HAL can also look at the structure of a specific Lotus model 

and give the user a visual representation of the underlying 

relations. This way HAL uses its knowledge of the 

spreadsheet mechanics to translate the network of formulas 

into a form that is more accessible to the user. In the 

intersection between domain level support and support for 

the mechanic part of the DSS is the procedurally oriented 

support that deals with the mapping of domain level 

knowledge into the the mechanics of the system. 

Supporting this level requires knowledge that can 

tie the domain semantics to a device representation. As 

illustrated, an object oriented approach, with inheritance 

to facilitate representations of the DSS at multiple levels 

of abstraction, has been chosen. In this support approach, 

we have chosen to distinguish among these three levels. 

This is in recognition that the user is in control of the 

system and that the user of the specific DSS will face 

problems at all three levels to a smaller or greater extent. 

We suggest that the support the user is given should be 

reflected by where the user's skills and experience are on 

this scale at any given point in time. 
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8.1.3 Representational Frameworks 

The architecture is, in an effort to provide 

user-DSS interaction support, built around multiple 

paradigms for knowledge representation and reference, rather 

than relying on one specific method. Currently, the system 

takes advantage of production rules, semantic networks with 

multiple inheritance, and finite state machines, (see, 

Figure 21). 

The FSM is used for device representation, the 

semantic networks are used to relate abstract models to 

specific implementations while the productions are used to 

represent rules and procedural assertions about the system. 

The producti'on rules are used as a general purpose 

tool to capture semantics at all levels that are not 

conveniently represented by the other representations. 

The following represents a subset of the rules that 

reflect the type of situations where an ADBUDG model may be 

called for. The rules are taken from Keen and Scott 

Morton's description of the case and from Stabell's review. 

The first addresses, at a high level, the need for a 

new model. The second rule addresses the feasibility of 

using an ADBUDG like model. Both should be satisfied in 

order for ADBUDG to be relevant. 

IF THE MARKETING BUDGET IS CURRENTLY TREATED 
DEFINITIONALLY 
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Production rules: 

IF ... AND ... THEN 

Semantic inheritance networks: 

Dynamic scripts: 

(ANAL~SIS) : (PARAMETER.CHANGE) , (ITERATE) 

Finite state machines: 

Figure 21. Representational Frameworks 



OR 

THEN 

IF 

THE CURRENT MARKET BUDGET MODELS DO NOT 
PREDICT SALES SATISFACTORILY 
THE MARKET BUDGET PROBLEM NEEDS A PREDICTIVE 
MODEL 

THE MODEL CORRECTLY REFLECTS THE MARKET 
SITUATION 
THE MODEL IS ACCEPTABLE lN THE ORGANIZATION 
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AND 
AND 
THEN 

THE DATA REQUIRED TO CALIBRATE THE MODEL EXISTS 
ADBUDG IS APPLICABLE 

8.1.4 Subset Of ADBUDG KB Graph 

The relationship between these rules is presented in 

the following graphical display. The solid lines denote AND 

rules and the dotted lines denote OR rules. The picture is 

drawn using the graphics capabilities of the Ruler system 

and it is captured from the PC based tool environments that 

we have developed to support our efforts. The system allows 

the user to check the logic by graphically traversing the 

tree. Traversals are done by scrolling the tree with the 

arrow keys. Figures 22 and 23 show screens from KBGRAPH 

representing subsets of the ADBUDG domain knowledge base. 

8.1.5 Model Hierarchy 

The previous figures exemplified the application of 

production rules to domain level support. For support of 

the procedural level the architecture also takes advantage 

of an inheritance oriented approach that allows going from 
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Figure 22. Subset of ADBUDG Domain KB 
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~
ISTRUE 

f---- I1OIH\CCEPT - IH-ORG USER-HAKES-DES 
IS TRUE IS TRUE 

TRACKING-PROCESS 
IS TRUE 

HIST-DATA 
_ - - - IS TRUE 

DATA-EXISTS ...e::::: _______ . STAT-DATA 
IS TRUE - - - _ _ IS TRUE 

---_ EXPERT 
• IS TRUE 

Figure 23. Level-2 ADBUDG Domain KB 
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general abstract descriptions to specific implementations. 

This approach to the modeling of models draws upon our 

experience with the PLEXSYS environment. The following 

discussion will illustrate how this representation is 

utilized in the dialogue support. 

The highest level in this simplified graph is a 

general model with attributes, inputs, outputs and 

transforms. A model based DSS is a model, bu·t we can refine 

our descriptions of the attributes. Among the input 

variables for a typical model based DSS 'are decision 

variables, non-control variables and equation parameters. 

ADBUDG, which falls in the class of model based DSS should 

therefore be expected to inherit these variable types and 

tie specific names to them. 

For example the amount of money spent on advertising 

is an important decision variable in this particular DSS. 

On the lowest level of the hierarchy we find Stabell's 

implementation of ADBUDG. In this case it is instantiated 

in a Lotus spreadsheet. The advertising can be found in 

CELL F23, brand price in CELL F22 and delayed advertising 

effect which is a formula in CELL F82. Figure 24 shows a 

textual description of the same knowledge segment going from 

the abstract to the specific. The figure gives an example 

of how this is used in the dialogue support for the specific 

implementation of ADBUDG in Lotus. 



axioo : PIOdel 

IRs : input_variables. output._variables, . 

t.ransforAs, int~rnal_variables 

"odd: PIOdeI...based..dss 

input_variables ___ .! decision_variables 

I ~t.ro1-vuriahles 

RqUat.ion-Paraneters 

output_variables I result_variables 

t.ransforAs equat.ions 

ROd~l-based_dss : ADBUDG 
decision_variables advertising 

brand-pr lc~ 

non_contro1-variables I unit-PO~ 

seasonality 

equatiDn-Paranet.ers curr~t-"Shar~ 

lnin,.share 

",in.,nshare 

lWC.ft$hare 

equation shar~ = lnin-Shar~ + delay~d_ad_~ff + direct_ad_~ff 

de1ayed_ud_eft' ::; persist.ence It (current-"share - Inin..shal·e) 

ADBUOG : LOTUS-123_inplenentation 

advert. ising F23 

brandprice F22 

d~layed_ad_~ff F82 

Figure 24. Model Hierarchy (text) 
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The general idea as presented earlier is to codify 

semantics of the DSS at a high level of abstraction in this 

hierarchy and then use this knowledge to draw inferences 

about the specific user actions or lack thereof. One way of 

capturing semantics is through accompanying production 

rules. 

The description of a model based DSS indicates that 

it has decision variables. We have a general rule that 

ex~resses that it may be a good idea to perform sensitivity 

analysis on decision v"ariables to get a better understanding 

of their effect on the result variables. This rule is used 

by the interpreter who regularly checks the system clock and 

compares values with some norm reflecting frequency of use. 

In the ADBUDG case this translates into manipulation of 

advertising to see the resulting effects on total sales and 

profits. Since advertising is tied to CELL F23 we can 

monitor what goes on in this cell. If nothing happens over 

an interval of keystrokes this may indicate that the user 

does not take advantage of the model in the way the designer 

intended. It triggers the higher level rule and a potential 

action is to inform the decision maker of the intended use 

of this decision variable. Users differ of course in their 

experience and a user profile is maintained. The user 

profile reflects his history. such that the rule is not 

triggered if the user has already demonstrated proficiency 

-" --------------------------------------
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for the model. 

This walk-through illustrates the reapportionment of 
" 

cognitive responsibilities at the procedural level where the 

system shares more initiative responsibilities than in the 

non-knowledge based supported version. In this case, the 

user retains his authority. Figure 16 from Chapter 6 

provides a graphical representation of the described model 

hierarchy. 

8.1.6 Instances Of Interaction 

Some sample interaction scenarios gathered from the 

system are given below. 

Consultation Regarding Applicability. The 

consultation mode of RULER is used guide the user in an 

evaluation of whether ADBUDG is applicable. The 

consultation session also provides advice on how to prepare 

the model for use and explanations of model features. The 

consultations at this level are mainl~ domain oriented. 

Access to the consultation can be given at any point during 

interaction. The ~xpert system therefore represents a 

cognitor who is a domain level expert who assumes partial 

responsibility for adaptation of the tool to the problem at 

hand. 

Reaction To Variable Use. At the procedural level 

the ANALYST monitors and interprets variable use according 
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to the norms described for this type of a model based DSS. 

If during the interaction the user frequently manipulates 

the non-control variables and pages to results instead of 

manipulating the control variables, the ANALYST will infer 

that the user may not appreciate the concepts underlying the 

system. 

The task manager determines an appropriate execution 

script in the form of a macro. An explanation of the 

relationship between control and result variables is also 

prepared. The delivery manger consults the user profile and 

determines the appropriate course of action, which can be 

(1) to explain the underlying concept to the user, (2) to 

illustrate the correct procedure through execution of a 

script, or (3) a combination of both explanation and 

illustration. 

Suggestion And Execution Of Macros. There may be 

multiple reasons why a user opts to remain passive in the 

interaction. The user may not know how to use the system or 

may be used to or prefer a guided dialogue. In the 

situation where the user remains passive and the user 

profile indicates that a guided dialogue is acceptable the 

system will take initiative and suggest actions. One action 

the system will take is to discuss goal seeking for target 

sales or sensitivity of marketing variables. The system 

will subsequently execute pre-defined macros that accomplish 
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these tasks (The macros are taken from Stabell's 

implementation, the augmentation lies in the active system 

initiative). 

Response To Model Oriented Requests. Finally the 

system provides a direct interactive consultation mode in 

which the user can ask questions about specific variables or 

formulas and receive consultation regarding these variables 

and their application. Such requests are handled by the· 

direct request manager of the ANALYST. 

8.1.7 Value In Adding KB-Based Support 

What is gained by adding knowledge based support to 

this system? The case illustrates application of the 

architecture to allow device independent descriptions of 

ADBUDG and an application independent description of a model 

based DSS which can be combined to provide support for the 

user-system interaction, or in our terms reapportion the 

responsibility for ~ertain cognitive tasks associated with 

this specific instance of a model. Second, the architecture 

~llows for the explicit establishment and enforcement of 

policies for use. These policy statements may serve as an 

explicit vehicle for decision channeling. And finally from 

our perspective, it allows shared responsibility in the use 

of ADBUDG, (see, Table 5). 
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OOf1AIH LEUEL SUPPORT Boundaries or ADBUDG 
Collecting input 
Analyzing output , 

PROCEDURAL LEUEL SUPPORT Sequencing of functions 
Extensions of the ~odel 
Honitoring or relevant. application 

SUPPORTING THE MECHANIC Happing functions into scripts 
USE Of LOTUS 123 Navigational assistance 

Finding appropriat.e levels of 
opeT'ation 

HAL 

Table 5. Levels of Support 
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8.1.8 Shifting Responsibilities 

As discussed above, the objective is not to automate 

the user's tasks. We want to promote greater task sharing 

between the user and the system across the domain, procedure 

and mechanical levels of an application. 

8.1.9 Comparison Of RCA And HAL 

A comparison of this system for reapportionment of 

cognitive activities to HAL which is a commercial front end 

for Lotus 123 may be appropriate. HAL is tightly coupled to 

Lotus and therefore it offers most of its support at the 

mechanical level and on the device oriented side of the 

procedural level. 

The presented Reapportionment of Cognitive 

Responsibilities Architecture aims at covering the whole 

spectrum, but the emphasis is on the domain oriented support 

and on the domain oriented aspects of the procedural level 

~upport. The specific mechanic support can be covered by 

systems such as HAL and we believe that one can expect more 

extensions of the HAL type to appear for the DSS generator 

environments. 

8.1.10 Conclusions Related The ADBUDG Case 

The ADBUDG case demonstrated several aspects of the 

architecture. Background processes were used to implement 

an ANALYST that provides some semantic interpretation of the 
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interaction. The observation of variable use is an example 

of the responsibilities of the ANALYST, as are the detailed 

tracking of the system state and attention to context 

sensitive requests or lack of action. 

The TASK and DELIVERY MANAGERS are demonstrated 

through the macro determination and execution, while the 

ALLOCATION MANAGERS are covered by the operating system 

extensions and the determination of when the system shall 

assume responsibility for a certain area such as variable 

use. The distinction from the ANALYST is illustrated by the 

fact that the ANALYST only determines a potential problem. 

The ALLOCATION manager decides to take action and invoke the 

TASK and DELIVERY MANAGERS. The case also illustrates the 

structure of the knowledge bases and the different levels of 

responsibility. Figure 25 depicts the relationships between 

alternative allocations of initiative and authority to both 

the user and the system. 

8.2 Reallocation In An Office Environment 

The office environment case was developed around 

processing and communications requirements of a u.S. Army 

administrative office. The case presented is part of a 

larger study of the requirements for Interoperable Global 

Information Systems, (IGIS). 

--- ---- -----------------------------------------



SYSTEM 
INITIATIVE AUTHORITY 

~-

VALUE OUT 
COMBINATIONS OF RANGE 

INITIATIVE AHD 
MODIFYING 
CONTROL 

USER 
VARIABLES 

PASSIVE COMBINATIONS 

AUTHORITY USER 

SYSTEM 
INIT IAT lYE 

SYSTEM USER NOT 
REACTING TO 

AUTHORITY SUGGESTIONS 

AUTHORITY 

CHANGE OF 
EQUATIONS 

Figure 25. ADBUDG Scenarios 
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8.2.1 Case Environment Presentation 

The following description is gathered from a 

University of Arizona, MIS Department project report 

(Greenfield and Konsynski 1986). 
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The office is responsible for evaluation of 

procurements. The branch consists of a branch chief 

(supervisor), two secretaries, and twelve action officers. 

All members of this branch are located in one office area. 

There is one divisional secretary and one branch secretary 

who are responsible for intra-branch communication. The 

action officers each perform task analysis in their 

respective areas of expertise. The branch maintains its own 

files. There are well defined paths of authority for 

approval of cases. Each memo or document is routed with a 

routing ticket attached to insure feedback. The routing 

ticket includes the expected response time. Part of the 

communication takes place via E-mail. (This is expected to 

increase as the necessary technology is installed). 

The secretaries are responsible for filing, document 

assembly and coordination of calendars. This requires 

access to word processors, spreadsheets and E-mail. 
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The action officers use personal computers in their 

work. Some of the communication takes place via E-mail. 

The actual application packages used depends on individual 

user background and experience. 

There exists well defined rules. for the processing 

of procurements. The rules cover both the procedures to be 

followed as well as policies for evaluation. Separate 

procedures are followed depending on the size of a 

procurement. If a request exceeds a given amount then·a 

separate economic analysis is performed. Approval depends 

on budgeting constraints, compatibility with existing 

equipment, licensing requirements and other current . 

policies. The action officers are specialists within their 

domains. They will prepare feasible alternatives, and/or 

make recommendations. It is necessary to determine if a 

project can be geared to meet the requesters requirements 

within established Army standards. Communication is 

centered around evaluation and determination of 

configurations. 

8.2.2 Approach 

The presented case is representative of the issues 

discussed in the previous chapter regarding office 

reapportionment potentials ·in office environments. The case 

demonstrates the application of our architecture to the 
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procurement analysis process described above. Although the 

overall process description and the associated problems 

match the actual situation reasonably well, the actual 

procedures and policies implemented in the case have been 

created for demonstration purposes. 

The situation described has common features with 

situations targeted by the AI-mail project (Chang 1987) in 

which information is communicated based on message content. 

The system presented here complements these efforts by 

focusing on the analysis procedures and the formal 

requirements associated with these at an individual and 

group level. The system demonstrates a potential 

application for the RCA architecture assuming policy and 

procedure responsibilities in cooperation with the analyst. 

8.2.3 Process Description 

A subset of the described procedures have been 

selected for demonstration. The process to be demonstrated 

requires determination of an analysis approach to apply 

which is dependent on type and size of procurement. An 

appropriate model for the targeted situation is selected and 

invoked. Upon termination of the analysis and depending on 

its result a memo needs to be written. The word processing 

function is invoked and the user is advised on form and 

content of the accompanying document. Certain information 
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needs to be communicated to the supervisor. For this 

purpose the E-mail facility is invoked. An intermediary 

filter is invoked for word processing files that are 

transferred to the E-mail system. The invocation is based 

on knowledge of internal file format differences between the 

global E-mail system and the word processor of choice. The 

user can at this point request assistance in application of 

the E-mail system. 

The task responsibilities assumed by system 

cognitors are in this, as in the preceding case guided by 

the profiles and by the policy and procedure descriptions 

associated with the domain and the ,application environments. 

8.2.4 Conclusions Related To The Office Environment Case 

The office case demonstrates application of the RCA 

architecture to a structured situation involving multiple 

persons, applications and tasks. The case also illustrates 

how the RCA architecture can playa facilitating role in an 

interoperability effort. This is achieved at two levels. 

One, user responsibilities associated with the operation of 

application software aLe reduced which should allow greater 

flexibility in the adaptation of heterogeneous devices, and 

two, the incoHsistencies among software applications are 

resolved 'by the introduction of smart filters that are 

invoked on an as needed basis to translate among conflicting 



protocols. Both of these issues are among the targeted 

problem areas associated with the IGIS project. 

8.3 Case Related Conclusions 
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The cases presented above demonstrate multiple 

diverse aspects of the application of the RCA architecture. 

The ADBUDG case illustrates decision support for a single 

user while the office environment case illustrates procedure 

and policy support in a group environment. The same 

implementation of the supporting mechanisms and knowledge 

base management systems was applied in both cases. Excerpts 

from the rule bases and profiles are provided in appendices 

A and B. Appendix A also contains sample screens from the 

ADBUDG case implementation which uses Lotus 123. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The recent increased focus on dialogUe management, 

network technology and application of Artificial 

Intelligence gives rise to the opportunity and necessity to 

re-examine the proper apportionment of cognitive tasks in 

information systems. We are able now to bring to question 

the effective assignment of functional tasks across the 

multiple processors involved in the emerging IS 

environments. 

9.1 Conclusions 

Research in Cognitive Psychology and Artificial 

Intelligence provides insight into the process of 

identification of cognitive tasks, and knowledge 

representation and manipulation required in a 

reapportionment effort. It has been the purpose of this 

dissertation to bring to attention the issue of 

apportionment of cognitive tasks among multiple processors 

in information systems in general and information systems 

dialogues in particular. 
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The presented cases demonstrate the opportunities 

afforded by such an examination. The cases cover individual 

decision support and assistance for routine office tasks. 

Examples illustrate potential applications and extensions of 

the framework to other areas. The examples were gathered 

from areas of intelligent dialogues, information systems 

planning and design, task reapportionment in distributed 

processing environments and group decision support. 

A framework was presented that illustrates many of 

the tradeoffs that occur in a reapportionment activity. A 

knowledge-based architecture was proposed to facilitate both 

static and dynamic reapportionment decisions. The cases 

demonstrate the application of the proposed architecture and 

illustrate the implementation of this architecture for 

instances of systems. 

9.1.1 Issues In Reapportionment 

Issues that arise in the assessment of the 

reapportionment problem include: 

1. Desirability and applicability of reapportionment 
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2. Feasibility and form of reapportionment 

3. Necessary conditions for reapportionment 

4. Scheduling or migration control of functional tasks 

5. Mechanisms for reapportionment 

The presented research efforts relate to each of 

these issues. A key aspect has been the development of 

systems profiles, application profiles, and rules 

integrating these profiles. An adequate knowledge level and 

an associated effective knowledge structure are important in 

any reapportionment effort. In each situation there is a 

need to investigate the nature of system knowledge limits, 

the ability to elicit knowledge and facts throughout the 

systems development process, and appropriate structures for 

system interpretation and delivery. 

We have demonstrated that task reapportionment can 

be facilitated through inferencing based on representations 

of the problem situation, the application, and the 

application support environment. 
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Metrics for the assessment of changes in 

apportionment have been presented along with illustrations 

of how these metrics can be applied in conjunction with task 

and environment descriptions. The metrics offer an 

opportunity to assess shifts in responsibility allocations 

rather than the absolute allocation at any point in time. 

Taxonomy Of Mechanisms. Mechanisms for support of 

reapportionment have been classified and implemented in 

order to demonstrate feasibility of the approach, and to 

enable experimentation with alternative applications and 

alternative systems designs. 

Apportionment In Existing Systems. As a general 

rule, existing systems offer a rich source of design 

principles and implementation techniques. Mechanisms for 

reapportionment need to be integrated with existing 

functional software in the applied domain to be of practical 

value. The feasibility of this has been demonstrated 

through the cases which build upon and extend current 

popular applications where the allocations were statically 

determined. Knowledge representation mechanisms have been 

evaluated and implemented in order to enable reapportionment 

of cognitive tasks in IS and IS development efforts. 

Facilitation. Libraries and utilities to 

facilitate the mechanism have been developed. Examples of 

tools are: callable inference mechanisms, unobtrusive 
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interaction monitoring and systems usage tracing, and 

dialogue interruption mechanisms to provide in-context usage 

assistance. Support for system state assessment and 

integration with existing applications has also been 

developeci· 

9.1.2 Design Of Responsibility Allocations 

It is appropriate to recognize that distributed 

processing concepts are emerging in both the 

hardware/software environment as well as in task management 

in IS environments. The partnership role of the system in 

the cognitive activities will not be realized until we are 

able to accommodate a full assessment of the proper 

apportionment of cognitive tasks among all participating 

intelligent processors, both human and system. 

We believe that considerable productivity gains can 

be achieved through the injection of reasoning support into 

traditional and emerging system architectures. This has 

been the aim of the efforts presented. The presented 

analysis framework and the accompanying architecture enables 

the designer to treat the responsibility apportionments as 

design variables. 

9.2 Contributions 

The contributions of the presented research are in 

the domain of information systems design. Within this 



domain it offers additional contributions in the related 

understanding of responsibilities associated with the 

user-system relationship. 
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A framework was presented for the examination of the 

allocation of cognitive responsibilities in information 

system dialogues. This framework is applicable in the 

understanding of the apportionment of responsibilities. 

Metrics are provided to assess the degree of change under 

alternative architectures. 

Implications of the shifting and redistribution of 

cognitive tasks from the system-user environment to the 

system environment have been brought to attention as 

variables in the design process. These cognitive tasks 

involve skills associated with the models and tools that are 

provided by information systems and the domain knowledge and 

problem knowledge that are associated with the user. 

An architecture for the design of alternative 

responsibility allocations has been presented. The 

architecture illustrates what is needed to facilitate a 

flexible allocation of cognitive responsibilities in task 

performance. The architecture describes knowledge and 

responsibilities associated with facilitating dynamic 

allocation of cognitive responsibilities. It illustrates 

how knowledge representations, search techniques and 

dialogue management can be combined to accommodate multiple 
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cooperating cognitors, each assuming unique roles, in an 

effort to share the responsibilities associated with the use 

of an IS. 

The architecture reflects the recognition that the 

new technologies available to systems designers allow us to 

describe and realize alternative allocations of cognitive 

responsibilities; The architecture also facilitates a 

dynamic balancing of initiative and authority in the 

dialogue. 

A corollary to the architecture is the accommodation 

of the structured dialogue control provided by menu or 

selection oriented interfaces in conjunction with the 

flexibility of command oriented user initiated dialogues. 

A definition of cognitive responsibilities as they 

relate to information system usage has been provided. The 

term cognitor is introduced to refer to a cognitive capacity 

for assuming such responsibilities. These capacities are 

resident in the human user and they are now feasible in 

information system architectures. An information system is 

enabled as a cognitor through knowledge representation and 

search strategies. 
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Knowledge bases are used to support and describe 

alternative apportionments. The system maintains through 

its knowledge bases a cognitive reservoir. The depth of 

this reservoir is determined by the level of knowledge 

possessed by the system. 

A person applies certain interpretations and problem 

solving strategies in a~ environment. The system's 

interpretations and strategies may differ from these. The 

framework presented promotes exami~ation of tasks previously 

allocated to the user, separate from the way they are 

performed by the user. On the contrary the knowledge bases 

may be used to model the knowledge required by a user to use 

the system for certain classes of problems. 

9.3 Future Research 

Two major directions for future research follow. 

One direction is toward investigation of the application of 

the architecture in different forms of information systems . 
. 

There is a need to det ine appropriate allocations for the 

alternative contexts where reapportionment may be applicable 

and to determine the specific nature of the responsibilities 

to be apportioned as well as the knowledge required to 

support it. 
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The other research direction we will take is in 

extending and refining the framework and the architecture. 

The efforts to explore the application will undoubtedly lead 

to extensions of the framework and refinement of the 

architecture. We will in addition work on improving and 

extending the capabilities of the architectural components 

described here. 

9.3.1 Application Of The Architecture 

We initially plan to exploit the framework and the 

architecture within two areas. The first area will be a 

design workbench. The framework will be used to provide the 

designers and developers with additional cognitive support 

in the interpretation of problem descriptions and 

requirements and in the selection of design strategies. The 

workbench will embody support for protocol, communication 

and decision process description and analysis. System based 

cognitors will assume responsibilities in cooperation with 

the designer/developer for the effective application of 

these tools in the analysis and design effort. 

Second we plan to extensively apply the architecture 

and framework to a variety of DSS. The cognitors would here 

assist the decision makers in the application of the systems 

in a manner similar to what was described in the marketing 

case. Insight gathered from the application of such systems 
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will be used in the assessment of appropriate allocations in 

varying contexts. Guidelines for the determination of 

allocations and the design of specific cognitors and their 

supporting knowledge bases will be developed. 

The experience gathered through detailed 

investigation of the knowledge and inferences required to 

support the application of these systems should be valuable 

in the development of software usability metrics based on 

the cognitive re~ponsibilities associated with unsupported 

use of the system. 

9.3.2 Extending And Refining The Architecture 

The presented system, RCA, can be extended by 

providing increased functionality of the managers described 

and through increased support of knowledge elicitation and 

knowledge management within the system. 

It would be useful to incorporate extensive support 

for learning tasks and task strategies from experienced 

users. As pointed out earlier the methods for learning do 

not need to be fully automatic. Interactive alternatives 

should be explored. The critical issue lies in precisely 

identifying at an appropriate level differences between 

known and new procedures or strategies, and in eliciting new 

descriptions in a balanced effort combining inference and 

direct interaction. The capacity for detection of 
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inapplicability or inconsistencies in new knowledge should 

be extended. 

Additional research is also needed in the refinement 

of and experimentation with the new dialogue forms resulting 

from application of the framework. Important considerations 

are implicit versus explicit control of initiative and 

authority allocations as well as in negotiation with 

participating cognitors concerning interpretations, 

strategies and execution. 

The interpreters should be generalized beyond the· 

capabilities available in our prototype system. Extensions 

of interpretive capabilities to embody free text within 

specified domains should also be investigated. 

9.4 Concluding Remarks 

In ,summary we are finding that assessment of 

allocation of cognitive tasks now becomes more of a design 

variable than it has been in the past. We can now 

explicitly consider alternative allocations of cognitive 

responsibilities based on the new technologies. 

Responsibilities that until now have been considered 

the exclusive domain of the human user, are allocable across 

a variety of cognitors including humans. The issue of 

allocation is not user versus system, it becomes an issue of 

degree of allocation based on the initiative and authority 
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exercised by the participating cognitors. 

Our purpose has not been to make judgments of 

whether reapportionments are better, or will lead to better 

decision making. We have been concerned with making the 

apportionment an option that should be considered such that 

one can start experimenting with alternative allocations. 

We have presented an architecture that ca? accommodate the 

reallocation. The specific environments and conditions 

under which this is better or worse than existing 

architectures will be left to independent studies based on 

the values and metrics placed in the design of individual 

instances. 



APPENDIX A 

SAMELE CASE SCENARIOS 

The pages that follow in this section illustrate 

alternative case scenarios from the RCA extended Lotus 123 

version of ADBUDG. For each scenario an introductory page 

introduces the concept to be illustrated. Examples of rules 

from the RULER knowledge base are included. The 

introductory page is followed by one or more copies of 

sample computer screens. 
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CASE SCENARIO: VALUE_OUT_OF_RANGE 
(user initiative - system authority) 

o RCA using PLEXSYS and RULER: 
Given an attribute called value_range in PLEXSYS 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

MODE U_BASED_DS S 
PARAMETER = "OUT_OF_RANGE" 
ALERT_USER 

o Alternatively without the PLEXSYS/RULER organization: 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

IF 
OR 
THEN 

IF 
THEN 

IF 

MODEL_BASED_DSS 
PARAMETER_OUT_OF_RANGE 
RANGE_PROBLEM 

F61 <= 0.5 * F60 
F61 > 1. 5 * F60 
MIN_SHARE_OUT_OF_RANGE 

F62 <= .......... . 
MAX_SHARE_OUT_OF_RANGE 

F63 ............ . 
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VALUE_OUT_OF_RANGE 
(Parameters) 

F63. C P21 [Nil J 0.0215 

F. 

2 

57 Page 4 
58 ADBUDG_HAINT 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 

73 
74 

CURREH111SHARE 
HIN_HSHARE 
HA>CHSHARE 
i1SHARE_UP_50? 
U1IN_HSHARE 

F 
30-Apr-87 

1.87 

G 

2.87 

H I 

3.87 
Advertising response function parameters 

486 

1.86? 
1.65? 
2.3S? 
2 .15?' 
O.OO? 
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VALUE_OUT_OF_RANGE 
(Parameters with Explanation) 

F59. [Hll) 'Harketshare IHSHAREI estimates 

E 

2 

F 

30-Apr-87 
1.87 

G 

2.87 

H I 

3.87 4.87 

57 Page' 4 r-, ------ RCA - DIALOGUE ------------, 
Parameterls) are used to "tune" a model. Tliey can be 58 ADBUDiU 

59 I 
60 CURREtrr I 
61 HIN_HSHI 
62 IWCHSH I 
63 HSHARE_I 
64 LHIN_HSI 
65 I 
66 I 
67 I 
68 I 

used to adjust predictions according to historical 
data or to determine accuracy. or level of search. 
Parameters influence the result but they reflect the 
accuracy of the model rather than decisions to be made 
by the user. 

F63 ISA PARAMETER RANGE 1.75 •• 2.10 

69 
70 
71 
72 

73 
74 

L- press any key to continue _____________ ---l 
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CASE SCENARIO: MODI FYING_CONTROL_VARIABLES 
(user initiative - system authority) 

o MODIFYING_CONTROL_VARIABLES uses frequency of change. 
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o Control variables reflect external world "true" or best 
estimate factors. 

o Control variables should be assessed independently in a 
best possible manner and should not be subject to 
continuous change during the 'use of the system. 

o ~he system keeps track of the number of changes to 
variables and uses this information in conjunction 
with the different variables existing. 

o ALERT_USER initiates an explanation to the user of what 
control variables are and how they are used. 

o Again, the mod~l-hierarchy is used to determine relevant 
variables and the procedures relevant for assessment, 
(demo~s). 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

MODEL_BASED_DSS 
CONTROL_VARIABLES = "CHANGED" 
ALERT_USER 



MODI FYING_CONTROL_VARIABLES 
(Control Variables with Explanation 

and Variable Change Indicator) 

F40 I [10111] 0.68 

E F 

30-Apr-87 
G 

1.87 2.87 

H I 

3.87 4.87 

39 Page ~ 0-, ------ RCA - DIALOGUE --------------, 
40 CONTRml 

41 I 
42 PRODUCT I 
43 BASE PRO I 
44 SEASONAl 

45 I 
46 MEDIAINI 
47 COPYINDI 

48 NONADV_I 

49 I 
I 

Non_control variables are statements about the external 
ellvironment. Allthough their values impact the result. 
the user does not determine these values. Best estimates 
or facts are reflected in non_control variables. 

50 

51 L-- press any key to continue ------------~ 
52 

53 
54 
55 
56 

F42 has been changed 
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CASE SCENARIO: PASSIVE_USER 
(system initiative - user authority) 

o PASSIVE_USER uses absence of change. 

o The user remains passive with respect to the decision 
variables in the system. 

o If the variables do not change a certain number of 
times during a given time interval, (which would 
indicate use), an explanation of decision variables 
is appropriate. 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

VARIABLE_CHANGE = "NO_CHANGE" 
TIME_ELAPSED = "40SEC" 
EXPLAIN_DECISION_VARIABLES 
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PASSIVE_USER 
(Decision Variables with Message) 

F22. [HllJ 1500 

E F G H I 

30-Apr-87 

2 1.87 2.87 3.87 4.87 

21 Page 2 ... , ------ RCA - DIALOGUE -------------, 
22 BRANDPRI A decision_variable represents the alternative actions 
23 ADVERTII that a user may take in the decision making process. 
24 I These variables should be changed in order to see the 

25 AD_SENSI 
26 I 
27 Tar_CUH I 
28 AD_INCRI 
29 I 
30 I 
31 I 
32 I 

consequences on the result variables. 

Try to change the decision_variable(sl 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

'- press any key to continue ---------------' 
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CASE SCENARIO: USER_NOT_REACTING_TO_SUGGRSTIONS 
(system initiative and authority) 

346 

o USER_NOT_REACTING_TO_SUGGESTIONS uses lack of response. 

o If the user fails to respond to the description of 
variables and suggestions for use, then the system 
may need to take action. 

o The case illustrates system initiative and'authority 
in performing sensitivity analysis. 

IF 
AND 
AND 
THEN 

IF 
AND 
AND 
THEN 

MODEL_BASED_DSS 
USER_PASSIVE 
TIMES_MESSAGE_GIVEN = 2 
INITIATE_ANALYSIS_SCRIPT 

DECISION VARIABLES = "UNCHANGED" 
NON_CONTROL_VARIABLES = "UNCHANGED" 
PARAMETER = "UNCHANGED" 
USER_l'ASSIVE 



USER_NOT_REACT I NG_TO_SUGGEST IONS 
(Decision Variables with Message) 

F22. [\ol1ll 1.812 

E F G H I 

30-Apr-87 

2 1.87 2.87 3.87 4.87 

21 Page 2 .-, ------ RCA - DIALOGUE -------------, 

22 BRANDPRI 
23 ADVERTII 
24 I 
25 AD_SENSI 
26 I 
27 TOT_CUM I 
28 AD_INCRI 
29 I 
30 I 
31 I 
32 I 

You have not modified any decision variables at your 
own intitiative. 

Let's look at what happens if we change ADVERTSING 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

L- press any key to continue ---------------1 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

E 

USER_NOT_REACT I NG_TO_SUGGEST IONS 
(Result Variables Initial Value) 

F G H I 

30-Apr-87 
1.87 2.87 3.87 4.8? 

Page 1 Harketshare and Netcontribution 
PRODUClSALES 282750 
HARJ<ETSHARE 1.92?' 
BRANDSALES 5.425 

BRAND REVENUE 9.829 
GROSSCONrRm 3.689 

NETCONrRmUTION 3.149 
CtJl'CNETCONrRm 3.149 

293480 
2.09? 

6.127 

11.103 
4.l67 

3.561 
6.709 

308850 
2.31% 

7.127 

12.914 
4.846 

3.970 
10.680 

278110 
2.08? 

5.786 

10.484 
3.934 

3.520 
14.200 
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F23. [Hll J 540 

E 

2 
21 Page 2 
22 BRAND PRICE 
23 ADVERTISING 
24 
25 AD_SENSITIVITY 

26 
27 Tar_CUMCOHrRm 
28 AD_INCREHEHr 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

USER_NOT_REACTING_TO_SUGGESTIONS 
(Decision Variables Initial Value) 

F G H I 

30-Apr-87 
1.87 2.87 3.87 4.87 

Decision Variables 
1.812 1.812 1.812 1.812 

540 606 876 414 

0.659 -2.146 -1.827 -7.054 

14200.01 14200.01 14200.01 

567.00 14217.80 14135.00 14120.00 
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CASE SCENARIO: CHANGE_OF_EQUATIONS 
(system authority) 

o CHANGE_OF_EQUATIONS uses error status. 

o Certain parameters may be blocked off from the 
user either dynamically as a result of previously 
exchanged commands, or statically by definition. 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

MODEL_BASED_DSS 
PROTECT = "ERROR" 
DISPLAY_EQUATION_EXPLANATION 
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FZ3, [Hll] 645 

E 

Z 
ZI Page Z 
ZZ BRANDPRlCE 

Z3 ADVERTISING 
Z4 
Z5 AD_SENSITIVITY 
Z6 
Z7 TOT_CUHCOIfl'Rm 

Z8 AD_INCREi1E1fI' 
?9 
30 
31 
32: 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

USER_NOT_REACT I NG_TO_SUGGEST IONS 
(Decision Variables New Value) 

F 

30-Apr-87 
1.87 

G 

Z.87 
Decision Variables 

1.81Z 
645 

-Z.660 

1.81Z 
606 

-5.564 

14303.58 
677.Z5 14Z17.80 

H I 

3.87 4.87 

1.81Z 1.81Z 
876 414 

-4.191 -IZ.057 

lf1303.58 14303.58 

14135.00 141Z0.00 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

E 

USER_NOT_REACTING_TO_SUGGESTIONS 
(Result Variables New Value) 

F G H I 

30-Apr-87 
1.87 2.87 3.87 4.87 

Page 1 Harketshare and Netcontribution 

PRODUCTSALES 282750 293480 308850 278110 

HARJ<ETSHARE 2.03% 2.09% 2.31% 2.08% 

BRANDSALES 5,731 6,127 7,127 5,786 

BRANDREVENUE 10,385 11,103 12,914 10,484 

GROSSCONTRm 3,897 4,167 4,846 3,934 

NETCONTRmlTl'ION 3,252 3,561 3,970 3,520 

CUH_NETCONTRm 3,252 6,813 10,783 14,304 
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CASE SCENARIO: PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION AND 
APPROACH SELECTION 

o The user is queried to classify the type of proble~: 
These queries are used to execute invocation-commands 
rather than conventional menus. 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

IF 
AND 
THEN 

ACQUISITION <= $100,000 
NOT(TYPE = "GLOBAL") 
QUICK_ANALYSIS 

USER = "SECRETARY" 
QUICK_ANALYSIS 
PREPARATION_SCRIPT 

USER = "ANALYST" 
QUICK_ANALYSIS 
QUICK_ANALYSIS_SCRIPT 

USER = "SUPERVISOR" 
QUICK_ANALYSIS 
QUICK_SUPERVISION_SCRIPT 
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PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION AND APPROACH SELECTION 
(External PLEXSYS Reference) 

r- EXTERNAL --------------------------.., 

Reeding PLEXSYS Knowledge Base 

environment = IBH-PC_standard 
~otus-123 = available 
Hordstar 
HASH 
username 
jobdescr 
tZl::k 
subtaskl 
subtask2 
subtask3 

= available 
= available 
= Irene 
= secretary 
= analysis 
= data_collection 
= statement-preparation 
= mail to analyst 

press any key to continue 
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PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION AND A~PROACH SELECTION 
(User Queries) 

r-- QUESfIOH --------------------------., 

The total amount for a procurement is needed in an""alilsessment of 
which analysis procedure to use. Procurements over $100,000 
require a more extensive analysis and authorization process. 
Does the procurement to be evaluated exceed $100,000 ? 

r-- AHSliER ----, 

1 1 
1 'les 1 

"I No 1 
I Unknown I 
I I 
I I 

Fl help F2 explanation 'v select answer 
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PROBLEM CLASSIFICATION AND APPROACH SELECTION 
(Conclusion) 

r---- CONCLUSION --------------------------------------------------~ 

Based on the facts given. the task to be carried out is a 
secretarial preparation task. The tools to be used are. 

Lotus-123 to prepare analysis data 
Words tar to write preliminary analysis document 
HASH to mail the data a~d text to the analyst 

The script analysisl will invoke these tools in sequence and 
load the templates relevant for this analysis. 

Fl help F2 another consultation F9 new kb FlO exit v scroll down 
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APPENDIX B 

PLEXSYS KNOWLEDGE BASE EXCERPTS 

The followi~g pages present excerpts from the 

PLEXSYS knowledge base used to support the ADBUDG case 

implementation. The excerpts are created using the 

knowledge base batch report facility. 
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Axiomatic Exp~essions: 

MODEL HAS DECISION_VARIABLE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS RESULT_VARIABLE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS PARAMETER 
MODEL_BASED~DSS HAS NON_CONTROL 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT HAS DATAFILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT HAS INTERFACE 
LOTUS-ADBUDG ISA LOTUS-123 
WORKSHEET ISA DATAFILE 
WORKSHEET ISA SOURCE_FILE 
ASCII-FILE ISA DATAFILE 

Median Expressions: 

MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS DECISION_VARIABLE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS RESULT_VARIABLE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS PARAMETER 
MODEL_BASED_DSS HAS NON_CONTROL 

MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS DECISION_VARIABLE BRANDPRICE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS DECISION_VARIABLE ADVERTISING 
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MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE PRODUCTSALES 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE MARKETSHARE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE BRANDSALES 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE BRANDREVENUE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE GROSSCONTRIBUTION 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE NETCONTRIBUTION 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS RESULT_VARIABLE CUM_NETCONTRIBUTION 

MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS PARAMETER CURRENTSHARE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS PARAMETER MIN_MSHARE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS PARAMETER MAX_MSHARE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS PARAMETER MSHARE_UP_50% 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS PARAMETER LMIN_MSHARE 

MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL PRODUCTPRICE 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL BASE_PRODUCT_SALES 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL SEASONALITY 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL MEDIAINDEX 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL COPYINDEX 
MODEL_BASED_DSS ADBUDG HAS NON_CONTROL NON_ADV_INDEX 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDPRICE F22 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDPRICE G22 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDPRICE H22 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDPRICE 122 
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ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS ADVERTISING F23 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS ADVERTISING G23 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS ADVERTISING H23 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS ADVERTISING 123 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTSALES F4 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTSALES G4 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTSALES H4 

·-ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTSALES 14 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MARKETSHARE F5 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MARKETSHARE G5 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MARKETSHARE H5 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MARKET SHARE 5 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDSALES F6 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDSALES G6 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDSALES H6 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDSALES 16 

ADBUDG . LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDREVENUE F8 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDREVENUE 8 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDREVENUE G8 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDREVENUE H8 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BRANDREVENUE 18 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS GROSSCONTRIBUTION F9 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS GROSSCONTRIBUTION G9 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS GROSSCONTRIBUTION H9 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS GROSSCONTRIBUTION 19 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBti1)G HAS NETCONTRIBUTION Fll 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NETCONTRIBUTI.ON GIl 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NETCONTRIBUTION H11 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NETCONTRIBUTION III 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDq HAS CUM_NETCONTRIBUTION F12 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS CUM_NETCONTRIBUTION G12 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS CUM_NETCONTRIBUTION H12 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS CUM_NETCONTRIBUTION Il2 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS CURRENTSHARE F60 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MIN_MSHARE F6l 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MAX_MSHARE F62 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MSHARE_UP_50% F63 



ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS LMIN_MSHARE F64 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTPRICE F42 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTPRICE G42 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTPRICE H42 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS PRODUCTPRICE 142 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BASE_PRODUCT_SALES 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BASE_PRODUCT_SALES 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BASE_PRODUCT_SALES 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS BASE_PRODUCT_SALES 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS SEASONALITY F44 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS SEASONALITY G44 
ADBtJDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS SEASONALITY H44 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS SEASONALITY 144 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MEDIAINDEX F46 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MEDIAINDEX G46 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MEDIAINDEX H46 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS MEDIAINDEX 146 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS COPYINDEX F47 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS COPYINDEX 47 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS COPYINDEX G47 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS COPYINDEX H47 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS COPYINDEX 147 

ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NON_ADV_INDEX F48 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NON_ADV_INDEX G48 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NON_ADV_INDEX H48 
ADBUDG LOTUS-ADBUDG HAS NON_ADV_INDEX 148 

SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT HAS DATAFILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT HAS INTERFACE 
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F43 
G43 
H43 
143 

SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT PASCAL_COMPILER HAS DATAFILE SOURCE_FILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT PASCAL_COMPILER HAS DATAFILE INPUT_FILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT PASCAL_COMPILER HAS DATAFILE OUTPUT_FILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT PASCAL_COMPILER HAS INTERFACE USER_DIALOGUE 

SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT LOTUS-123 HAS DATAFILE WORKSHEET 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT LOTUS-123 HAS DATAFILE ASCII-FILE 
SOFTWARE_ENVIRONMENT LOTUS-123 HAS INTERFACE USER_DIALOGUE 

--------------------------------'------
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